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Preface to Proceedings
 

A large number of the presenters at the conference later submitted completed academic papers which 
form the basis of the conference proceedings. 

All papers published in these proceedings, have been subject to a peer review process whereby a 
scholarly judgement by suitable individuals endorsed by the Program Committee determined if the 
paper was suitable to be published.  In some cases, papers not initially accepted were revised until 
deemed suitable.

The editors would like to give special thanks to the Program Committee and those scholars who 
participated in the peer review process: 
 
Peter Beck,  Zach Becker, Adrian Brown, Iver Cairns, Jon Clarke,  Kerrie Dougherty, Roger Franzen, 
Adrian Grocott, Trevor Harris, Jason Held,  Jennifer Heldmann,  Simeon Hui, Noel Jackson, 
William Lotko, Vasili Lozbin, Naomi Mathers,  Dave Neudigg,  Mac Norman, Carol Oliver,  Murray 
Parkinson,  Bob Pidgeon,  Anthony Rhea, Ross Taylor and David Willson.

Finally we would like to thank our sponsors for their support and the Organising Committee 
for giving generously of their time and efforts.  We trust that you will find the 2007 Conference 
Proceedings enjoyable and informative.

Responsibility for the content of each paper lies with its author(s). The publisher(s) retain copyright 
over the text. Papers appear in the Conference proceedings with permission of the authors.  

Wayne Short and Iver Cairns
Editors, 7ASSC Conference Proceedings
February 2008
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Conference Background

The Australian Space Science Conference (ASSC) is the focus of scientific cooperation and discussion 
in Australia on research relating to space. It is a peer reviewed forum for space scientists, engineers, 
educators and industry.

The conference is of relevance to a very broad cross section of the space community, and therefore 
generates an enlightening and timely exchange of ideas and perspectives.  The 2007 conference was set 
against the backdrop of the National Committee for Space Science (NCSS) developing Australia’s first 
Decadel Plan for Space Science.  The scope of the conference covers fundamental and applied research 
that applies to space technologies, and includes the following:

Space science,  including space and atmostpheric physics, remote sensing from space, 
planetary sciences, astrobilogy and life sciences, and space-based astronomy and astrophysics  
Space engineering,  including communications, navigation, space operations, propulsion and 
spacecraft design, test and implmrntation
Space industry
Government,  International relations and law
Education and outreach

 
The 7th ASSC was held in Sydney from September 24 to 27, 2007 . It consisted of a series of 
presentations from various researchers with topics that underline the diversity of endeavours and 
disciplines that encompass Space Science Research in Australia.  Appendix A has a copy  of all abstracts 
submitted for presentation at the conference. 

A call for papers was issued in March 2007 and researchers were invited to submit abstracts for 
presentation at the conference. Following the conference itself; a further call for papaers was issued in 
October 2007 to invite those presenters to issue a formal paper covering their abstracts.

•

•

•
•
•
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Welcome to the 7th Australian Space Science Conference

This was the first ASSC jointly sponsored and organized by the National Committee for Space Science and 
the National Space Society of Australia. 

The ASSC is intended to be the primary annual meeting for Australian research relating to space science. 
It welcomes space scientists, engineers, educators, industry and government. The focus this year will be 
on attracting and bringing together the professional Australian space community, so as to make ASSC the 
annual conference for Australian space science, while retaining the strengths of earlier meetings.

This year’s ASSC was run in conjunction with the NCSS’s first workshop on implementing Australia’s first 
Decadal Plan for Space Science, currently being developed. This one-day workshop discussed the Plan and 
Government’s interests, better link the scientific community and associated stakeholders in Government 
and industry, refine the draft Plan, and prioritize some of the proposals. 

The conference also had a stream with undergraduate students competing in the AIAA paper presentation.

Iver Cairns      Anntonette Joseph
Co Chair ASSC 2007     Co Chair ASSC 2007
Chair, NCSS      President, NSSA
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The National Space Society of Australia is the coming together of like-minded space enthusiasts who 
share a vision for the future in which there is an ambitious and vigorous space program leading to 
eventual space settlement.

To this end the National Space Society (worldwide) promotes interest in space exploration, research, 
development and habitation through events such as science and business conferences, speaking to the 
press, public outreach events, speaking engagements with community groups and schools, and other pro-
active events. We do this to stimulate advancement and development of space and related applications 
and technologies and by bringing together people from government, industry and all walks of life for 
the free exchange of information.

As a non-profit organisation, the National Space Society of Australia draws its strength from an 
enthusiastic membership who contributes their time and effort to assist the Society in pursuit of its 
goals. 

For more information, and to become a member:

http://www.nssa.com.au

Ad Astra!
Anntonette Joseph
NSSA President
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The National Committee for Space Science (NCSS) is chartered by the Australian Academy of Science 
to foster space science, to link Australian space scientists together and to their international colleagues, 
and to advise the Academy’s Council on policy for science in general and space science in particular. 
The associated web page can be reached at http://www.science.org.au/natcoms/index.htm . Accessible 
resources include the 2004-2006 Report on Australian Space Research. 

NCSS believes that ASSC meetings provide a natural venue to link Australian space scientists and 
foster the associated science, two of its core goals. As well as ASSC, it is also sponsoring the VSSEC 
– NASA Australian Space Prize. 

NCSS is the primary driver of the Decadal Plan for Australian Space Science. Still under development, 
this ASSC has a Workshop on the Plan. NCSS encourages all those interested in space science to help 
develop and support the Plan. Wishing you an excellent conference,  

Charles Barton (ANU), Iver Cairns (U. Sydney, Chair), David Cole (ex-IPS Radio and Space 
Services), Peter Dyson (La Trobe U.), Brian Fraser (U. Newcastle), Alex Held (CSIRO, COSSA), 
Andrew Parfitt (U. South Australia), Malcolm Walter (Macquarie U.). 
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Decadal Plan Workshop - Held on September 26, 2007

This Workshop addressed the first Decadal Plan for Australian Space Science, still under 
development. The primary goals of the Workshop were to: 

to bring together and educate the scientific community and associated stakeholders in 
Government and industry, 
to discuss and refine the draft Plan, and 
to agree to the proposed strategy and prioritize the Plan’s projects.  

Accordingly, the first part of the Workshop involved education, via an overview of the draft Decadal 
Plan  (Prof. Iver Cairns) and talks by three experts in the Australian Government’s interests in space: 

Dr David Morton, who was responsible for space science in the Department of Education, 
Science, and Training (DEST) and now heads CSIRO’s Office of Space Science & 
Applications, 
Dr Michael Green, who is responsible for the Government’s Space Engagement Policy 
Framework and chairs the Australian Government Space Forum for the Department of 
Industry, Tourism and Resources (DITR),  and 
Mr Brett Biddington, who has great experience and expertise in the Department of 
Defence’s interests in space and associated science and technology, and those of Cisco 
Systems. 

The second part of the Workshop focused on the high-level structures and strategy proposed in 
the draft Plan, while the third part focused on the proposed science projects. Detailed advice and  
revisions to the Draft Plan are the desired outcomes. The final part was a closed door discussion on 
the strategy and structures proposed, on prioritization of the projects and, finally, a vote of support 
for the draft Plan. 

�.

2.
�.

•

•

•
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Australian space science education and outreach: an overview 
of current programs

Carol Oliver

Australian Centre for Astrobiology
Macquarie University, North Ryde, NSW 2109, Australia

Summary:  In 2006 the $6.4m Victorian Space Science Education Centre in Melbourne, 
inspired by the vision of two science high school teachers, opened its doors for business. In New 
South Wales there has been a commitment to including more space development in the science 
curriculum, and space science is included in state and territory curricula. Among universities, a 
number offer space science as a major, while at least one, La Trobe University, offers a full space 
science undergraduate degree. Universities also offer initiatives to high schools and the public 
that are space science related. Museums, special interest groups (and others too) offer a wide 
number of opportunities in informal education and outreach in space science. Almost all education 
and outreach opportunities have direct or indirect associations with international space agencies 
such as NASA and the European Space Agency in some way. This paper reviews the state of 
space-related education in Australian high schools and universities, in three education-oriented 
ventures, and the outcomes being achieved by these programs. It then reviews informal space-
related education and outreach in Australia, some of which touches formal education programs. A 
comparison is made between space science and astronomy education and outreach in Australia and 
conclusions drawn.
 
Keywords: education, VSSEC, space prize, space school

Introduction

Space exploration intrinsically has public appeal. When Australian astronaut Dr Andrew Thomas 
received an Honorary Doctorate from Macquarie University it attracted a full quarter of the front 
page of the Sydney Morning Herald with a colour photograph. This reflects not the opinion of 
the editors but the interest of the newspaper’s audience. Some years ago, New Scientist made an 
assessment of which 12 issues had sold the most in the previous 12 months. Without exception, 
all 12 covers were devoted to space exploration. Media and documentary outlets regularly cover 
space exploration and the search for life elsewhere in the universe and likely for the same reason 
as these specific examples indicate – audience interest. Space exploration is also used in formal 
and informal education and outreach in Australia – at lower levels as a mode of inspiration and 
motivation in science in general, and at the higher levels to provide students with the opportunity 
to enter space science related careers.

Australia is alone among the top 41 nations in the world, as measured by Gross Domestic 
Product, in not having a space agency. Arguments in relation to this gap are outside of the scope 
of this paper. Nevertheless, Government thinking may be impacting student and public outreach 
opportunities in space science. A comparison is drawn between a more organised approach to 
education and outreach in the astronomy area, which has central support through CSIRO and its 
groups, such as the Australia Telescope National Facility, later in this paper.
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Victorian Space Science Education Centre

Among three of the key ventures in space science-related education and outreach is the Victorian 
Space Science Education Centre in Melbourne. VSSEC is the result of the inspiration of two high 
school teachers, Phillip Spencer and Michael Pakakis, at Strathmore College, Melbourne. Phillip 
taught Michael as a student at the school, and later Michael returned as a science teacher. Together 
they forged a vision for a centre to be located at the College that would have as its central theme 
the inspiration and motivation of space exploration. They sought collaborations with RMIT and 
La Trobe universities initially, as well as overseas space agencies, three of which now open data 
to the centre: NASA, the European Space Agency, and the Japanese space agency JAXA. Others 
later joined, including CISCO Systems, and the Australian Centre for Astrobiology at Macquarie 
University. The two science teachers acquired the support of the Victorian State Government, and 
in particular the then treasurer the Hon John Brumby, and eventually they won one of three grants 
being made available to reflect the future of science-based industry in Victoria. They increased 
the total of $6.4m in state government funding by obtaining support in kind or at greatly reduced 
pricing to enable a unique space exploration education and outreach complex - in the shape of 
a spiral galaxy - to be built. The ongoing costs of the centre are partly met by fees charged to 
students attending the centre, but the hope is to extend this financial footing into commercial use 
of the facilities outside of school hours and term time.

Key elements of the centre consist of:

•	 A representation of the Martian surface in which space-suited students carry out 
experiments and collect samples from soil formulated to synthesise Martian soil

•	 A mission control centre where students guide the mission on the Martian surface 
•	 An International Space Station laboratory in which students carry out experiments. Any 

experiments taking longer than the one-day can be observed remotely from the student’s 
school

•	 A state-of-the-art analytical laboratory with facilities for gas-liquid chromatography, 
atomic absorption spectroscopy and UV-visible spectroscopy

•	 Computing and teacher professional development room
•	 Lecture theatre
•	 Food servery
•	 Conference rooms
•	 Offices

The key work of the centre is to exploit the inspiration and motivation of space exploration to 
address Victorian Certificate of Education physics (astrophysics), chemistry (spectroscopy), 
biology (signatures of life, detecting and responding to outcomes) and language studies (using the 
subject of space exploration to converse in foreign languages). This approach clearly demonstrates 
how the inspiration of space exploration can be used across the science curriculum and beyond. 
In addition there are two major programs that take an integrated approach to science – the mission 
to Mars program and the mission to the International Space Station program. VSSEC has also 
adopted the LifeLab Virtual Field Trip, an astrobiology-related trip to the Pilbara of Western 
Australia developed by several centres at Macquarie University, NASA and the University of 
Glamorgan in the UK. The Pilbara contains the best earliest evidence of life on Earth at 3.5 billion 
years old.

Teachers are supported with materials and lesson plans in all education programs of the centre. 
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These lead to a one-day visit to the centre by their students, often with further work in their 
schools after the visit. VSSEC also offers teacher professional development and primary school 
support. It is open to schools outside of Victoria, nationally and internationally.

VSSEC, which may well be unique in the Southern Hemisphere, is part of a global network of 
space science centres and institutions offering a link between local and international business 
and industry. In spite of being a state-based enterprise, it is increasingly being seen as a point of 
contact in Australian space-related education and outreach, particularly with the closure of the 
Macquarie University node of the Australian Centre for Astrobiology in late 2007.

Australian International Space School

The Australian International Space School (AISS) is the second project reviewed. This was 
founded in Sydney and Canberra in 1992 with a Federal grant during the International Year of 
Space, and 100 students from around and outside of Australia attended the school. Since then 
it has had mixed fortunes, mostly linked to funding. The lead teacher, Mike Roach of Hamilton 
Secondary College, South Australia, was also involved in founding the South Australia Space 
School (SASS). In 1997 it attracted funding for three years from the Defence Science and 
Technology Organisation (DSTO) and British Aerospace. Since 2001 SASS and the AISS have 
been supported by the Sir Ross and Sir Keith Smith Fund. In 2007 SASS attracted 80 applications 
from 35 South Australian schools to participate in the space school. New South Wales and Victoria 
also have established space schools, and the aim is to also do this in Western Australia and the 
Northern Territories.

The aim at the space schools is expose students to space-related science education and space-
related experiences, including visits to appropriate establishments and talks by astronauts. The 
AISS is a residential education program linked to Australia’s role in space science – astronomy 
(considered by AISS to be space science related), satellite and remote sensing, technology, and 
Australia’s role in space development. The objective is to keep students interested in careers in 
science and engineering by introducing them to scientists, engineers and astronauts. During the 
early establishment of a new space science and astrophysics degree at the University of Adelaide, 
five of the 20 initial students were Space School graduates.

Australia Space Prize

The third project reviewed was the Australian Space Prize. The key objectives of this initiative are 
to raise awareness of Australia’s involvement in space exploration and provide a focus for space 
science education in Australia. This would be through a competition open to undergraduates who 
have completed a space-related project. The prize is all-expenses paid attendance at the NASA 
Ames Exploration Academy, offering the student experience, networking and an early career 
opportunity designed to open eventual employment prospects in space exploration.

The prize is being primarily promoted by ACA graduate Dr Adrian Brown, now part of the Mars 
Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) team at the NASA Ames Research Center in Mountain View, 
California. At time of writing, half of the sponsorship target has been met. If this is achieved, the 
first student can be selected in mid-2008 for attendance at the NASA Ames Academy in 2009. 
Typically the US students selected for the Academy are the best and brightest college students 
from around the country. 
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Australian high schools

Each state and territory has its own science curriculum, though most are built on the New South 
Wales science curriculum. Most science curricula also provide opportunities directly or indirectly 
to engage students in space exploration. VSSEC demonstrates this with skilful use of the Victorian 
science curriculum and adapting programs to service the needs of teachers and students to achieve 
the objectives by using space exploration as the theme. 

A numbers of schools throughout Australia have active space exploration-related programs. 
These include (but not an exhaustive list): Arndale Anglican College, NSW; Hamilton Secondary 
College, South Australia; Trinity College, Western Australia; Strathmore College (VSSEC), 
Victoria; St Joseph’s School, Western Australia. Arndale, Trinity and St Joseph’s are all private 
church-run schools.

In NSW the Higher School Certificate has a 30-hour space science elective in Senior Science, but 
this is a course designed to encourage science literacy rather than prepare for a science-based step 
into university and into a space science related career.

Also in NSW, but in other states too, Earth and Environmental Science and Biology at senior 
high school level include study of modern and ancient stromatolites, a key area of study in 
astrobiology. A number of schools have adopted the LifeLab DVD mentioned earlier because there 
are few other resources available concerning stromatolites and the DVD also introduces students 
to ‘science-in-the-making’ (as its designers intended). Between April and December, 2007, the 
associated wiki website at http://pilbara.mq.edu.au had experience more than 257,000 full page 
visits (equivalent to several million hits).

One criticism aimed at efforts to use space exploration as an inspirational and motivational tool 
in the study of science is that there may be a disconnect between the excitement of space and 
the reality that science can be hard, especially in physics. There may also be a lack of awareness 
of potential careers, although there is no evidence of that other than the experience in science in 
general, where universities have experienced falling numbers in most areas of science – physics in 
particular.

Tertiary space-related education

At least five Australian universities have either had, currently have, or are thinking of offering, a 
space-related degree. The experience in at least three of these is that numbers of students enrolling 
are low. There are multiple reasons. On a national level, all universities are experiencing falling 
graduation numbers in science, engineering and technology (Goodrum and Rennie, 2007), so 
low numbers may not be related to space science in particular. There are also local issues. For 
example, at La Trobe there is competition from nearby Melbourne and Monash Universities. The 
argument has been to keep cut-off scores high so parents feel their children are competing for a 
place in a specialist course irrespective of university (Dyson, 2007). However, falling numbers 
resulted in a progressive lowering of the score and a further drop in numbers, tending to indicate 
the original strategy was correct but the course, like most in science, was suffering from a general 
downturn. At the University of Adelaide, organisers of the Bachelor of Science (Space Science 
and Astrophysics) have also experienced a drop in new intake numbers from 20 to seven for the 
first year of the course, but indicate yet another aspect – most students are looking for careers in 
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astrophysics. Career information, or rather lack of it, related to space science may be an issue, 
but there is no evidence of this. Some researchers believe space-related organisations such as 
DSTO are not ‘space science savvy’ in generating the kind of career information that would 
attract students through from high school to university and into a space science related career in 
Australia.

Current space-related undergraduate degrees are offered at:

•	 La Trobe (Bachelor of Space Science)
•	 University of Adelaide (Bachelor of Science (Space Science and Astrophysics) and 

Bachelor of Engineering (Aerospace)
•	 University of Queensland (Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical and Aerospace)

The University of Newcastle is considering a Bachelor of Science (Space Science) but structured 
in a way that gives students pathways through new and existing space-related courses. 

The University of Western Sydney offered a Bachelor of Science (Space Science) in the late 1990s 
in an attempt to increase the number of students in physics, but this was abandoned after a few 
years.

Doctoral programs generate graduates that find their way into space-related careers. In 
astrobiology, a coherent pathway to research careers inside space agencies – albeit overseas – was 
available through the Australian Centre for Astrobiology. There is no apparent central source of 
data on doctoral programs intended to lead to space-related careers.

Museums

The Powerhouse Museum in Sydney remains the only Australian museum to have a substantial 
permanent space exhibit. In September, 2007, the 18-year-old exhibit was still attracting 60% of 
visitors to the Powerhouse. The prompt for its inception was the enthusiasm for space exploration 
held by the then Director of the museum, together with an indication that the public were also 
interested in space exploration. The popularity of the exhibit has proven the continuing public 
interest. 

A refurbished space exploration exhibit is expected to reopen during the first half of 2008, the 
centrepiece of which is an experiential Zero G Lab that uses mechanical and visual techniques to 
create the effect of a feeling of floating in space – another such lab exists in Valencia in Spain.

The Powerhouse initiative was not the first suggestion that Australians should have access to 
space exploration exhibits. In 1975 the Piggott Report made a recommendation for new national 
museums in three areas: 1. Maritime, 2. Cultural and Social, and 3. Air and Space. The latter 
suggestion was set in the context of Australian involvement in the Woomera Rocket Range and 
at a time when the US was also raising its National Air and Space Museum, which now claims 
to be the world’s most visited museum. It is the only one of the three suggestions that has not 
been created - in spite of efforts from time to time to do so. The National Maritime Museum 
was established in Sydney and more recently the National Museum of Australia in Canberra 
(Dougherty, 2007).

Other Australian museums have hosted space exhibitions, for example the “To Mars and Beyond” 
exhibition in 2002, which attracted more than several hundred thousand visitors in spite of a high 
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entry fee. Visitor centres, such as those at the NASA tracking station at Tidbinbilla, ACT and the 
Parkes Radio Telescope, also include space exhibits. The Parkes visitor centre attracts 100,000 a 
year in spite of the relatively remote location – a boost in numbers after the film “The Dish” which 
highlighted the critical role of Parkes in delivering the first television pictures live from the surface 
of the Moon during the Apollo 11 mission. Since then numbers have continued to rise, providing 
another indication that Australian public audiences are interested in space exploration.

Societies and other groups

There are three main groups among others that are involved in Australia’s role in space 
exploration: 

•	 The Mars Society of Australia (MSA)
•	 The National Space Science Society of Australia (NSSA)
•	 The Australian Space Research Institute (ASRI)

The Mars Society recently signed a Memorandum of Understanding with NASA’s Spaceward 
Bound, an initiative between NASA and the Mars Society at the NASA Ames Research Center 
to train the next generation of space explorers. This is done by involving students and teachers in 
“scientifically interesting but remote and extreme environments on Earth as analogs for human 
exploration of the Moon and Mars.” The MSA is involved in the Centre for Planetary and Space 
Science based at Trinity College in Western Australia, developing space-related curriculum 
development at St Joseph’s School, also in Western Australia, and is involved in various ways 
with VSSEC. The MSA also hosted a University of Technology Sydney student visit to Arkaroola 
(in 2004) being developed as an Earth-based location to test techniques for living and conducting 
research activities on Mars.

The NSSA supports a number of activities including conferences, expo events and co-sponsored 
public talks, most of which include education and outreach to some extent. 
ASRI also attempts to undertake education and outreach, but is more focused on student rocket 
research, an education activity in itself. 

Astronomy comparison

Astronomy is the closest related science area, and sometimes even overlaps – for example in the 
case of radio telescopes and their use in space exploration. Nevertheless, unlike space exploration, 
astronomy has a firm Governmental support base. This results in the following:

•	 A community that is highly organised and focused
•	 Education and outreach has public/student/teacher information and career purpose, 

direction and funding
•	 There are visitor centres, teacher, student and public programs, and magazines
•	 Websites that offer both information and access to direct information delivery via new 

technologies such as podcasting.
•	 Clear communication on postgraduate opportunities, student outreach, and career 

information

The above aspects probably contribute significantly to the high public profile nationally and 
internationally that the Australian astronomy community attracts. Among the reasons usually given 
for scientists to communicate with public audiences is the potential to impact on Government 
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policies and therefore funding support. Astronomy in Australia achieves this.

Conclusion

It is clear that there are varying degrees of effort going on in Australia in space science education 
and outreach. Nevertheless, it is not as coordinated as that for astronomy. The critical difference 
may be that astronomy has strong central support for such effects, where as space science 
education and outreach does not. In the formal education arena, enthusiasm generated for space 
science in high schools does not seem to translate through to the university environment or – as far 
as can been seen – into a coherent transition into Australian based careers in space science. 

The Victorian effort in creating VSSEC is a single outstanding example of what can be achieved 
given a centralised agency. Indeed, VSSEC may, in spite of being a state-supported facility, 
become a national default point of contact particularly with the demise of the Macquarie 
University node of the Australian Centre for Astrobiology. 

In the informal education and outreach space science community, while a number of good 
initiatives are undertaken these are wholly dependent on volunteer help – and volunteers usually 
have day jobs, so it limits what can be achieved with those activities (particularly as some of those 
energies have to be devoted to fundraising/sponsorship). Together with the apparent ‘hit and miss’ 
in the formal education area, space related education may be regarded as the antithesis of the 
professional approach the astronomy community is able to exert.

Australia’s approach to space-related education and outreach seems destined to ‘muddling along’, 
in spite of the potential to inspire students, at a time when fewer students are taking science in 
senior high school and even fewer going onto to study science at university level. A central body 
may be the key to laying the foundations for healthy home-grown research, development and 
industry in space exploration in the future. Although just speculation, attention to these key areas 
of education and outreach may ultimately affect Australia’s long-term ability to defend itself and 
to manage its resources – key reasons for other smaller or less advanced countries to engage in 
space exploration.

The Australian Academy of Science’s National Committee for Space Science is currently 
undertaking the writing of a Space Science Decadal Plan and within that strategies are being 
developed for education, media and outreach. It may be that an eventual government *funded* 
approach to space science is initially in the education and outreach area in line with the lead taken 
by the Victorian government via the funding of VSSEC.
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Summary: The teens of today will be designing the space settlements of 2020 and 2037, the
key years announced by NASA for Moon and Mars settlements. This paper examines the
ways high-school students in Australia, the United States, Europe and Asia think, talk and
write about space design, engineering and colonisation and concludes that such settlements
would be structurally safe and theoretically sound … but not very liveable: structural and
engineering elements would fall within acceptable standards but “liveability” elements could
be enhanced by improvements to educational syllabi and communicative processes.

Keywords: journalism, media, space communities, engineering, consultation, education

Introduction and background

The “International High-School Space Settlement Design Competition” has been conducted in
the United States by serving and former NASA and Boeing scientists and engineers since
1993, with NASA and Boeing providing in-kind support. It is one of several competitions and
centres for space settlement design and has regional affiliated competitions in India, Malaysia,
the UK and Australia. The Houston-based US competition (http://spaceset.org/) has attracted
self-funded and sponsored teams of high-school students (boys and girls in Years 11-12) from
the US, Asia, Australia, India and more recently the UK and Europe. Teams from 10 schools
were selected from a worldwide field to take part in the 2006 finals of the “International High
School Space Settlement Design Competition”. These teams, of about 10 members each, are
given a “request for proposal”, mimicking a NASA document, and asked to research and
write a 40-page businesslike proposal each for the design and construction of liveable space
settlements, orbiting either Mars or the Moon, or planet-based. This task requires them to
engage with their teachers, engineering and scientific databases, existing professional
literature, and their peers, and develops project management skills as well as engineering and
scientific skills. This paper examines entries from those schools who reached the finals in
2006 (Table 1) in order to answer the question:

How do high-school students in Australia, the United States, Europe and Asia think, talk and
write about space design, engineering and colonisation?

Table 1: Schools selected for the Space Settlement Design Competition 2006 finals

Entry/Colony name School Entry/ Colony name School

Aresam Thomas S. Wootton High

School, Maryland, USA

Aresam Whitney High School, Cerritos,

California, USA

Aresam Durango High School,

Colorado, USA

Asgardam St Laurence's College,

Brisbane, Australia

Aresam Arcane Quest, Punjab, India Aeroadam Apeejay School, Jalandhar,

India

Aresam Edgewater High School,

Orlando, Florida, USA

Anphobosam Tehachapi High School,

Tehachapi, California, USA

Aresam Sekolah Sri Garden, Kuala

Lumpur, Malaysia

Athenam Cerritos High School, Cerritos,

California, USA
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Methodology

Cognitive task analysis (CTA) has been adopted as the principle research method for this
investigation. This methodology is especially suitable for the project, considering the
interdisciplinary approach recommended for space station design (Osburg 2002) and provides
more subtle insights into the processes and environments in which the space station proposals
in the sample were researched and composed (Ryder & Redding 1993: 77). The
interdisciplinary approach recommended by Osburg (2002:111) is “an integrated process …
addressing design team composition and collaboration, design flow and human specific
issues” as well as a “compilation of significant design heuristics focussing on human aspects,
derived from extensive literature research”. Employed in this context, CTA allows the current
researchers to “delineate the mental processes and skills necessary to perform (the) task at
high proficiency levels” (Ryder & Redding 1993: 77) and “to explicitly identify and take into
account the cognitive processing requirements inherent in performing complex tasks”,
including the “knowledge, mental processes (and) decisions (emphasis added) that are
required to perform a task” (Aptima website: np, nd). This three-level typology directly
reflects the research question – “how do high-school students in Australia, the United States,
Europe and Asia think, talk and write about space design, engineering and colonisation?” –
since it is suggested that (1) the way students think reflects their prior knowledge, (2) the way
they talk reflects their mental processes, and (3) the way they write about a topic (in other
words, consign their knowledge to text) reflects decisions which have been made within each
group. The researchers hypothesise that (1): participants’ knowledge of space is obtained
largely through the popular culture and media environment in which they live, work and
learn; (2): participants’ mental processes are formed by the engineering and technology (as
well as science and maths) programs in which they engage at their respective high schools –
especially regarding imagination, research, planning and design; and (3) participants make
their relevant decisions based on the results of their mental processes but without making any
explicit attempt at consultation of potential stakeholders in the planning and design of a space
station; and that this is insufficient for the overall task. A literature review and discourse-and-
textual analysis completed the methodology.

Literature review

Communicative processes
Among the available range of communications, journalism and media literature, the current
study deploys a set of general theories, principally espoused by Grunig (Childers 1989: 87;
and Johnston and Zawawi 2004:53;), which model the communicative relationship between
the sender and the receiver of a message. The four-step model (in which the first is the lowest
and crudest model and the fourth is the highest and most effective) suggests that the direction
of flow of knowledge, and the level of influence over the message enjoyed by the sender and
the receiver are the critical ingredients. Thus the first level is called one-way asymmetrical
and indicates a message travelling from a culturally powerful sender to a weaker receiver.
Level four is called two-way symmetrical and describes a model in which “open discourse
and fair competition among interdependent groups … result in practices and policies that
most fairly reflect what is good for society” see Figure 1 (Childers 1989: 88). Possible
stakeholders in planning and design of space communities have been identified in the
literature (for instance Cokley et al 2005; Babidge et al 2005; Rankin & Cokley 2006) and
include design and construction consultants, astronauts, politicians, the earth-bound public,
space tourism companies and members of the various community groups who might be
expected to inhabit a space station (religious, correctional, retail).
Discourse studies
It is axiomatic that a discourse about anything, when it is promulgated widely in the general
community, tends to promote change. Slavery, peace, tobacco smoking, the role of the United
States in the Vietnam War, more recently its role in the Iraq war, and the plight of boxer and
falsely accused murderer Hurricane Carter, all represent examples of private discourse which
became public and promoted significant change. So too can discourses which originate in the
educative process and this study refers specifically to the discourse on space exploration and
the process of terraforming (making other worlds, including outer space, into other earths).
The educative processes of dialogic communication and critical pedagogy described by
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Howard (2002: 1125) are closely aligned with the action learning processes described below
and tend to “build a tradition of public discourse” in recognised ways. The use of outer space
as a context for “disrupting narratives of the ordinary” is supported by Ito (n.d.) who also
notes that space provides a “distanced canvas upon which to render narratives of escape and
difference” which are a common feature of adolescence. Politically, the discourse of space
involves post-colonial studies (Redfield 2002: 791) legal issues (Peterson 1997) territorial
issues (Hakli 1998, Richardson & Jensen 2000, MacLeod 2001) and sociology (Sanchez
2001).

Figure 1

The discourse on space
Students who have participated in the various space station design competitions operate in a
public discourse which has been inoculated with “space”1 since the 19

th
century. Books,

novels, news reports, comic books, radio programs, songs and movies have featured space,
humans in space, aliens, and a range of their activities and adventures since, most famously,
the works of H.G. Wells. This discourse has begun to influence expectations among the
public about what space travel is like (Laing & Crouch 2004a: 77) which is in turn likely to
influence booking and purchasing patterns for space adventure corporations. In 2004, a survey
in Melbourne (Crouch & Laing 2004: 26) established that the majority of respondents “would
like to travel in space if they could”. Holding them back were cost, safety and product design
factors (Crouch & Laing 2004: 26). The effects of this discourse are enhanced by reporting of
space exploration in mainstream metropolitan news media as well as specialist media.
Scarcely a day goes by without such reporting, adding to the currency of the space discourse.
More specifically, television and radio programs routinely cover space exploration issues,
especially the “hot” topic of space tourism, which brings with it the potential to attract
advertising from investors such as music and travel entrepreneur Richard Branson2 and
Microsoft co-founder and investor Paul Allen who became involved with the SpaceShipOne

1
Defined for this paper as “outer space”: the region including and beyond the uppermost level of the ionosphere

(300km and more above the Earth’s surface) where the International Space Station presently orbits.
2

http://www.virgingalactic.com/flash.html
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project3. Space tourism has become part of the academic discourse as well: being blasted
into orbit allows the rich and adventurous to acquire a prestige they might otherwise not enjoy
(Laing & Crouch 2005a: 209) and to join the existing space discourse (Laing & Crouch
2004a: 77). 

Pedagogy of science and engineering: High school syllabus: engineering and technology in
Queensland
The Australian students who participated in the 2006 competition did so with a background
mostly of high-school engineering technology studies, as well as science and maths, all
regulated by syllabi established by the Queensland Studies Authority (QSA) (2007). The
current article focuses on the engineering technology syllabus. The rationale for the
“engineering technology” syllabus notes (p.5) that “Through an inquiry approach, students are
encouraged to become more aware of the interrelationships among technology, society and
the built environment”. Key competencies identified as desirable for students completing the
course are: 1: collecting, analysing and organising information; 2: communicating ideas and
information; 3: planning and organising activities; 4: working with others and in teams; 5:
using mathematical ideas and techniques; 6: solving problems; and 7: using technology. The
course of study helps students collect, analyse and organise engineering information and data
from a variety of sources and to communicate engineering ideas and information (p.5).

The general learning objectives in the engineering-technology area of the QSA are specified
in order as “Knowledge and understanding, Reasoning, Communication, (and) Attitudes”. In
the “knowledge and understanding” section (p.8) the document notes “By the conclusion of
the course students should have acquired knowledge and understanding of (the)
interdependence that occurs among technology, industry and society …”. The
“communication” section (pp.8-9) suggests that students will acquire the ability to “select
suitable modes and genres for the communication and presentation of engineering
information, whether oral, written, graphical, multimedia or using models, organise and
present information in the selected mode and genre (and) demonstrate technical literacy
through the use of appropriate symbolic, graphical, engineering, language and referencing
conventions”. The “Attitudes” section (p.9) notes that students will be expected to be able to
“critically appreciate the contribution made by engineering to the evolution of society,
understand the impact of engineering on the built and natural environments, develop an
objective appreciation of the impact engineering has on the quality of individual life, society
and the environment (and) appreciate the need to evaluate emerging technologies …”. The
QSA document is mostly silent on any two-way aspects of the communication it recommends,
except on the basis of equity (p.39) where it suggests “The subject matter chosen should
include, whenever possible, the contributions and experiences of all groups of people … (and)
(r)esource materials should also reflect the cultural diversity within the community and draw
from the experiences of the range of cultural groups in the community.”

Pedagogy of science and engineering: Engineering and technology pedagogy in general
The process recommended by the QSA syllabus, and observed among the high-school
engineering and science students in this study is generally one of active learning (also
described as action or inquiry-based learning) and this process is supported by Prince (2004)
and Felder et al (2000) as useful in engineering. This process is described as one which
“requires students to do meaningful learning activities and think about what they are doing”,
and in which the core elements are student activity and engagement in the learning process.
(Prince 2004:1).

Environmental impact analysis
The late-20

th
century concept of environmental impact assessment (EIA) is relevant for the

current research project. A clear process of EIA is outlined in four broad steps (Glasson et al,
2005: 4-6), each of which involves several sub-steps. Step one involves project screening,
scoping, description (including of alternatives) and identification of key impacts; step two
involves prediction and evaluation of impacts and identification of mitigations; step three
involves presentation of findings, a review and decision making; and step four involves post-
decision monitoring and audit. A single extra process links each of the crucial first three steps

3
http://www.scaled.com/projects/tierone/121803.htm
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(Glasson et al, 2005: 5): public consultation and participation, which “aim to ensure the
quality, comprehensiveness and effectiveness of the EIA, and that the public’s views are
adequately taken into consideration in the decision-making process”. This ‘extra process’ is
often enabled by formalised procedures such as ‘Enquiry by Design’ (Sarkissian et al 1997,
The Prince’s Foundation 2000) which is used to ensure environmentally and socially
sustainable precinct development. The theory and practice of environmental impact
assessment formally arose in the United States in 1969, spread to the European Union in
1985, the UK in 1988 and diffused to the global community through the 1987 Brundtland
Report of the World Commission on the Environment and Development (Glasson et al, 2005:
xi). The aims of EIA are concisely described as being (Glasson et al, 2005: 8) an aid to
decision-making, and aid to the formulation of development actions, and an instrument for
sustainable development.

The Request for Proposal document (RFP)
The competition organisers supply a six-page document to competition participants. It
outlines a fictitious request for proposals (“RFP”) – by an equally fictitious space
development company called the Foundation Society – from major contractors “to propose
the design, development, construction, and operations planning of the first space settlement
community in orbit around the planet Mars” (p.1) in the year 2051. The RFP includes
instructions to participants about the proposal length (“a 40-page limit”, p.2) and essential
sections and subheadings as follows (p.2):

1.0 Executive Summary [brief description of overall design features and merits]
2.0 Structural Design

2.1 External Configuration
2.2 Internal Arrangement
2.3 Construction Sequence

3.0 Operations and Infrastructure
3.1 Construction Materials Sources
3.2 Community Infrastructure
3.3 Space Infrastructure [use of vehicles, space stations, other permanent facilities]

4.0 Human Factors
4.1 Community Design
4.2 Residential Design
4.3 Work Environments
4.4 Architectural Theme

5.0 Automation Design and Services [computer and robot systems]
5.1 Automation of Construction Processes
5.2 Facility Automation
5.3 Habitability and Community Automation

6.0 Schedule and Cost
6.1 Design and Construction Schedule
6.2 Costs

There was no significant evidence in any of the proposals that consideration had been sought
or given to the possibility that some future residents of, or visitors to, the proposed space
settlement would object to any aspects of design put forward in the competition entries. In
fact, the RFP itself is silent on any aspect of, or need for, an environmental impact study to be
conducted during the planning and design stages of the space settlement. On this point,
competition co-organiser Anita Gale notes (2007, personal communication): “We only rarely
introduce policy and environmental priorities into the Design Competition scenarios. …
Government policy and legal issues are big complications, so we prefer to limit students’
focus to engineering issues.”

Findings

Engineering analysis
Six main elements of the specified design requirements were purposively considered to create
a performance-assessment matrix and thus to illustrate how each entry demonstrated
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knowledge outcomes in significant areas. This matrix, shown in Table 3 with scoring as
outlined in Table 2, allows a rudimentary analysis of a number of factors on the basis of real
world experience.

Table 2. Structure of observed design outcomes – Scoring for Table 4
Observed Design Outcomes Rating

None: no mention, section omitted 0

Limited: very brief mention of issue; no analysis or research evident 1

Poor: unstructured analysis with false information demonstrating poor understanding and no

justification; elementary analysis shows that the aspect of the proposal would not be successful

2

Satisfactory: minor errors; most aspects considered but with no real depth and little justification;

elementary analysis shows a possibility of successful operation

3

Good: elementary analysis shows strong possibility of successful operation; aspects considered in

some depth with some justification

4

Excellent: would work; inclusion of insightful extras; transparent justification of decision making

process

5

Table 3. Performance-assessment matrix for selected engineering issues
Structural design Infrastructure Project mgtEntrant

Materials Construction

sequence

Water and

wastewater

Human

factors

Schedule Budget

Total

Tehachapi 2 2 2 3 3 3 15

Thomas S

Wootton
3 3 3 3 2 2 16

Durango 3 4 1 3 1 3 15

St

Laurence’s
3 2 2 3 2 2 14

Arcane

Quest,
3 2 1 3 3 3 15

Edgewater 2 2 2 2 2 3 13

Sekolah

Sri Garden
2 3 2 2 0 3 12

Whitney 4 3 3 4 3 1 18

Apeejay 3 3 3 2 3 4 18

Cerritos 4 3 3 4 3 4 21

Average 2.9 2.7 2.2 2.9 2.2 2.8 15.7

Popular culture analysis
Popular cultural references were identified and coded according to specified schema. This was
done in order to understand how the students reinterpreted and re-presented the requirements
in terms they understood; obviously their interpretations would be filtered through popular
culture and lived world experience. The expectation was that the entries would reflect and
depict the cultural backgrounds of the students; in other words, “Culture will out.” The
submissions underwent two broad analyses: content analysis and visual analysis. In this study
the analyses are focussed on the Executive Summary and Section Four, the Human Factors.
Human Factors was further subdivided into: Facilities for suburban living (i.e. housing,
education, entertainment, medical, parks and recreation); consumables and other supplies;
public areas; psychological factors, Designs of typical residential homes, Designs of systems,
devices and vehicles for people: Foundation Society development employees; service
business operators; settlement maintenance and operations staff; produce products, and
Architectural Theme.  This analysis is summarised by Table 5; scoring is given in Table 4.
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Table 4: Human factors scoring for Table5
Observed design/textual outcomes Rating

No mention 1

Unsatisfactory: mention only or diagrams only 2

Satisfactory: minor errors; limited understanding; most aspects considered; little justification;

limited diagrams

3

Good: no errors; some understanding but limited; all aspects considered; diagrams accompanied by

justification some of which might be confusing

4

Excellent: no errors; innovative i.e. inclusion of insightful extras not addressed in RFP; detailed

diagrams accompanied by transparent justification

5

Content Analysis
All submissions followed the RFP guidelines: written in English, limited to 40-pages,
addressed six sections and included designs/illustrations. The fact that all submissions
conformed to the RFP and adopted the meta-linguistic features of such formalised writing (i.e.
correct punctuation, grammar, third person, persuasive rhetoric) shows that students are
already indoctrinated in to the genre “grant/proposal” writing. The overall result is a
professional, distanced, and impersonal document; in other words it is a business or technical
document. This effect no doubt impacts upon the mindset of the authors and therefore could
account for the lack of need for consultation with stakeholders or ‘experts’ (discussed later).

Table 5: Rating matrix for human factors evidence in each team’s entry
4.1 Community Design
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Total

Wootton 3 5 5 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 47

Durango 2 5 1 3 2 2 2 1 3 4 3 28

Patiala 5 3 3 3 3 2 4 3 3 2 2 33

Edgewater 4 5 1 2 2 3 1 3 3 3 5 32

Sekolah 4 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 20

Whitney 4 4 5 3 5 5 4 3 5 4 5 47

St Laurence’s 2 5 4 5 5 4 3 3 3 4 5 43

Apeejay 1 1 3 1 1 3 1 5 3 3 2 24

Tehachapi 4 4 3 3 4 1 1 1 2 3 3 29

Cerritos 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 51

Total 33 37 32 31 33 31 26 30 33 33 35

Executive Summaries
The Executive Summaries encapsulate each submission’s theme. Overwhelmingly, the
discourse is romantic, for example St Laurence’s contends “there will be, amidst the majestic
Martian moons, and the constant red glow of a breathtaking, living planet, such a reality
coming true many millions of kilometres from the clouds of Earth” (p.7). Similar hyperbole
was repeated in the Cerritos (p.1) and Edgewater (p.5) submissions. Visual representations of
a solitary planet nestled in a star-spangled universe reinforce popular culture’s idealised
imagery of outer space; yet curiously, the high romanticism is countered by the pragmatics of
engineering and profit (p.1). It’s as if the students needed to textually counter the planned
plundering. The Foundation Society “selected Aresam as the name of this settlement” (p.1)
but only six of the 10 adopted this name. As naming is an exercise of power (Bourdieu
1991:105), this suggests a need for some teams to establish ownership over the project. Given
the strict guidelines, and assuming that the instructions were fully read, this minor
infringement is one of the few moments of adolescent rebellion. Furthermore, the names
adopted Asgardam (St Laurence’s), Athenam (Cerritos), and Aeroadam (Apeejay) gesture to
ancient worlds and mythologies and even more strikingly, but less obviously, gesture to the
colonialism of ancient Rome, Greece and Scandinavia. One lone submission considered and
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rejected the romanticism of space in its naming; Tehachapi’s Anphobosam – “station
without fear” – refers to the deep-seated fear of space. For in reality space is inhospitable,
dangerous, and potentially harmful. These fears surface in popular culture: the SS
Enterprise’s mission “to boldly go …” and the worry of being Lost in Space. Hyperbole also
extends into self-congratulations on their “inventive geniuses” (Patiala, p.i), and “pride and
glory of human ingenuity” (Wootton, p.1). They are “proud” of their proposals (Tehachapi,
p.1). Overall, the Executive Summaries were overtly sycophantic, colonialist and
congratulatory.  But then, so too is the RFP.

Human Factors Reinterpreted
The amount of space each team allocated to the Human Factors section, which varied from 5
to 16 pages, demonstrates its perceived importance to the proposal as a whole. For instance,
the Sekolah submission has more space devoted to diagrams and tables, giving the whole
proposal a “design” focus; on the other hand, St Laurence’s outdoorsy artistic illustrations,
from the horse on the cover to the lake-side scene (p.30) underscores the environmental focus
of the proposal, rather than a design focus. Because the RFP’s aim of transporting “Mars’
riches to Earth” and the stipulation that the space station must be economically viable and
produce “products of sufficient value to generate profit” (p.1), all of the submissions have a
colonial ethos and an economic focus. This is at odds with the Executive Summaries and most
intriguingly with popular culture depictions of outer-space “living”. The majority of television
shows such as Star Trek, Battlestar Galactica and Babylon 5 concentrate on politics and most
particularly, peace-keeping. Of the 10 science fiction sub-genres listed on Wikipedia, the
colonisation sub-genre is the only one that has no further popular culture references. Further,
though law and justice were briefly mentioned in the school’s work no one mentioned
prisons; what was present was weaponry, for example Patiala specifies “non-lethal weapons,
PDAs, tranquillisers, stun guns” (p.26). The rather benign nature of the weaponry suggests
peace keeping rather than rabid control. So perhaps the confusion in personality, from
idealised Executive Summaries to highly commercial enterprise reflects not merely the
students’ interpretation but the community at large. Despite the heavy referencing of malls
and shopping as leisure activities (St Laurence’s pp.37-38); students appear to be very aware
of the need for marketing or product selection. They understand manufacturing but do not
“see” marketing; the ‘hidden persuaders’ are still hidden (Vance Packard 1957). Further,
currency is ignored; money is so ubiquitous as to be invisible. The settlements have no space
for artisans: no writers, no painters. In other words, despite the high romanticism, this will be
a settlement without a culture. The space station might lack artistic talent but it won’t lack
electronic slaves, there will be plenty of robots, from Edgewater High’s buxom “virtual
assistant” (female compete with apron) to Whitney’s robotic dog “Pochi” (p.30). Robots will
perform all minor tasks from picking up the ill and cleaning the streets to providing
psychological comfort; in fact, they will perform the mundane. The trope of man as master
and robot as slave has been part of the popular imagination since the 19

th
 century.

Analysis of research, education, stakeholder engagement and communications issues
The research process that the entrant teams identified in their documents has been considered,
along with the identification and description of communications issues within the proposals.
The task of designing a space station requires students to engage with their teachers,
engineering and scientific databases, existing professional literature, and their peers, so they
develop “real world” project design and management skills as well as engineering and
scientific skills. In the “real world”, however, best practice in planning, design and
construction also requires engagement with stakeholders. The student entries in the data set
demonstrate almost no awareness by participants that the stakeholders in their design and
construct project include social/cultural groups, economic groups and political groups: the
people who will live and work within, those who will pass through, those who will fund the
project, those who will build it, and those who will support or oppose it, such as political
groups, environmental groups, space tourism corporations, etc.

All 10 entries were examined for any mention of stakeholders, consultation, or research or
user needs. The data showed no mention of the word “stakeholder” or possible synonyms, or
even awareness of the role and importance of such groups. Weak signals of participants
having been aware of the existence of “others” in the planning, design and construction of the
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space settlement were evident in statements such as “different people will require different
diets” (Thomas S Wooton, p.17), “the quality of life is of prime significance” (Patiala, p.19),
“allocated to best satisfy the colonies [sic] needs” (Cerritos, p.1), “one of the main aims of our
company is to provide an Earthlike environment” (Apeejay, s4.1). It is noted that all
statements about quality of life came from the “human factors” section of each entry, which
demonstrates an unawareness of the need for widespread consultation on the space station as a
whole. The other sections, which addressed structural design, operations and infrastructure,
automation, schedule and costs, and business development, showed no evidence of economic
or political consultation. In general the entries’ lack of consultation demonstrates a
paternalistic and colonial attitude to the settlement. For instance, Whitney (p.13) designates
“Chinook salmon” as the “only seafood” available on the colony, ignoring the common
practical reality in the late 20

th
-early 21

st
century of food allergies. Furthermore, Whitney

(p.17) students identify a limited range of vegetables – potatoes, lettuce, cabbage, cucumber,
celery, broccoli, bell peppers, tomatoes and radishes – most of which they (as American
teenagers) would be unlikely to include on their own plates, describing what they think is a
healthy diet rather than a realistic one. The entries display a willingness by students to impose
their own values on the futuristic inhabitants. Apeejay students (s4.3) write “we … believe
that ‘contentment and the fulfilment of the peoples [sic] needs leads to increase in
productivity’. The various tools and materials that we have provided for the people so as to
enhance their productivity are shown in the table …”. This illustrates a narrow construct of
happiness and productivity, such that “happiness” can be provided. Tehachapi (p.12) write
“the community government will decide both the resources that will be spent … and what
classes will be taught”. And later (p.12): “all churches will be founded by the citizens”.

Discussion

Engineering
The engineering analysis suggests a strong positive focus by the students on materials and
human factors, a weak, perhaps negative focus on infrastructure and project management, and
strong signs that school location or looped knowledge from previous years’ efforts has a
positive effect on outputs. This is clearly shown when the overall average of 15.7 (Table 4) is
compared with the average of those schools based in the USA (16.3) and those based in India,
Malaysia and Australia (14.8).

The sections on materials (structural design) and human factors (infrastructure) were judged
to be the best in terms of analysis, justification, and design, both attracting an average score of 
2.9 (Table 4), which is marginally below a satisfactory rating (3). None of the entrants
attracted a rating lower than 2 (Poor) in these categories and two schools attracted a 4 (Good)
suggesting a higher level of comprehension of the issues associated with these sections. The
sections on water and wastewater (infrastructure) and schedule (project management) were
judged to be the worst in terms of analysis, justification and design. Both sections attracted an
average score of 2.2, marginally above a poor rating (2) and in each section two schools
received a mark of 1 (Limited) or 0 (None). The level of comprehension of the issues
surrounding these sections appears therefore to be comparatively low. A rating of 5
(Excellent) was not given to any school for any of the issues. It was judged possible for each
area to be improved even at the secondary school level. The explanation for this might be the
large scope of the project which means that effort needs to be applied to a number of different
facets and this might limit the amount of effort applied to individual sections. Consultation
with stakeholders outside the team would definitely improve the outcomes in all areas
providing a better understanding of both the need and alternatives.

Popular culture
Based on the narrative matrix shown in the findings (Table 5) the best-explicated area is
Education. The age and concerns of the students reflect an awareness of educational issues.
The submissions present conservative schooling ideas (Cerritos, St Laurence’s, Edgewater,
Whitney): they have primary, secondary and tertiary structures, except for Durango who
proposed a radical system, a tutor/mentorship model. The weakest area of the narrative matrix
was Medical in Facilities (s4.1): only Cerritos mentioned facilities for disabled. Based on
observations of the participants, they were all healthy teens, suggesting that their
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understanding of medical needs would be minimal; it is also noted that only St Laurence’s
noted the potential of infection and thus the need for quarantine and isolation. This is perhaps
not unexpected as Australia. as an island nation. has always had strict quarantine laws; “For
well over a century, quarantine has played a critical role in reducing the risk and shaping our
nation to become one of the few countries in the world to remain free from the world’s most
severe pests and diseases” (AQIS 2007, n.p.). Indeed old quarantine stations are still part of
our cultural heritage (North Head on Sydney Harbour, Stradbroke Island in Queensland).
Only one or two submissions mention cemeteries (Cerritos High 22). All entries demonstrate
a belief in traditional Western medical technologies: none of them include any alternative
methods such as acupuncture, or herbs or Eastern medicines.

Communications and stakeholder consultation
There is evidence both from the RFP, the students’ proposals and the existing QSA syllabus
that the communicative environment in which the students worked for the 2006 competition
was one-way symmetrical, in which the message they offer can only travel one way – from
the students to the Frontier Society – but the sender and receiver enjoy roughly equal levels of
power and influence in the transaction. The data also suggest that the students are unaware of
(1) the need to consult with anybody, (2) the existence of stakeholder groups, and (3) the
existence of consultation processes which exist all around in their everyday lives, even though
legislation in the developed world has required for many years, community consultation
before, during and after major infrastructure projects. This result could be an artefact of being
a teenager: too young to have been involved in elections or other existing consultative
processes outside school, or possessing the self-centred attributes of teenagers. It could be an
artefact of not having been exposed to the specific professional environment of planning and
design disciplines where consultation is mandated by legislation. Or it could be a result of the
absence of mention of consultation in the “request for proposal” document supplied by the
competition organisers: students are prone to accepting documents from teachers and lecturers
as “containing all they need”. The QSA engineering technology syllabus deploys the same
one-way symmetrical communicative strategies, even though the support document
Productive Pedagogies recognises “substantive discussions” and (community) “links” as vital
to effective pedagogical processes. Evidence in the syllabus document suggests that the
document writers understand the concept of communication as being roughly analogous to
“telling”, or the one-way passage of information from knower to potential knower.

Conclusions

Support is unexpectedly weak for Hypothesis 1 (participants’ knowledge of space is obtained
largely through the popular culture and media environment in which they live, work and
learn) to the extent that the participants appear to be largely unaffected by the books, films,
television and radio programs reviewed for this project, The possibility is recognised that this
could be because these texts have disappeared from the environment in which this generation
lives, works and plays, having been been replaced by "reality" (except in the case of the series
Futurama). Support is strong for Hypothesis 2: participants’ mental processes are formed by
the engineering and technology, as well as science and maths, programs in which they engage
at their respective high schools – especially regarding imagination, research, planning and
design – as well as by an unreflective acceptance of their own experiences and those of their
team-mates in the space settlement design competition. Support is also strong for Hypothesis
3: the participants make their relevant decisions based on the results of their mental processes
but without making any explicit attempt at further consultation of potential stakeholders in the
planning and design of a space station; and that this is insufficient for the overall task. There
is also strong support for an extension of this conclusion to the effect that some students’
eventual decisions to undertake tertiary engineering studies are shaped by their participation
in the space settlement design competition with like-minded colleagues.

The relative levels of support for the various hypotheses indicate that the teenage designers
who entered the competition demonstrated sufficient levels of engineering and project
management skills to suggest that they will be able to plan and design safe and structurally
sound space settlements, using teamwork and internal consultative processes. However, the
data also suggest that the concepts of “space” deployed by the teenage designers will not
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serve them well, and more importantly the communicative processes employed will lead to
unsatisfactory outcomes in liveability and sustainability, based on the lack of anything
resembling an enquiry by design based process or indeed any attempt to identify, let alone
communicate with, potential stakeholders.

Further research

The present research suggests that a widened investigation (more international, more data,
more years) of how Australian and other international high-school students have visualised,
researched and communicated (expressed) innovative scientific, engineering and
communications concepts, would be very productive. The researchers also recommend that
further research be conducted into how consultative practices might be embedded in high-
school curricula, with a view to enabling a flow-through to tertiary engineering and
technology courses.
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Abstract

The NASA Ames Research Center in California and the Victorian Space Science Education Centre 
(VSSEC) in Melbourne, Victoria have forged a collaboration in order to conduct an Australian 
nationwide search for the best young researchers studying in space related fields. We report here on 
the progress and intended path for the ‘Australian Space Exploration Prize’, which will commence 
in the second half of 2007. It is intended that prizes be awarded annually to the researcher who is 
judged the best university Bachelor graduate in each of the fields of 1) space exploration technology, 
2) space-related data analysis and information processing, 3) planetary science, 4) space biology and 
human physiology, and 5) astronomy and astrophysics. An overall winner will be judged from these 
category winners. The overall winner will attend the NASA Ames Space Exploration Academy in 
June-August the following year.

Introduction

At the beginning of the 21st century, ties between space-related researchers in Australia and the 
space and aeronautical community in the United States face many strains, and only exist in a largely 
ad-hoc fashion between individual researchers and collaborators. The lack of an Australian Space 
Agency during the tenure of the Howard government and the lack of federal funds for space science 
and engineering (with the notable exception of astronomy) have helped to bring about a situation 
where Australian space researchers lack public recognition and are generally isolated from each 
other at individual universities or small private companies.

This situation has also led to a decrease in opportunities for potential young Australian researchers to 
pursue studies related to space science or engineering. Indeed, most gifted and motivated Australian 
students are likely to be pragmatic about their chances of finding employment in space-related fields, 
and will not pursue space-related studies as a result. Space educators and potential supervisors are 
disinclined to orient their research primarily towards space-related topics since they can expect no 
support from federal funding agencies. As a result, Australian space exploration research withers on 
the vine.

Into this challenging environment we cast an innovation that we hope will provide a long-lived, 
stable and reliable source of sustained interest in space research in Australia. The Prize we envisage 
will provide a bridge between Australian space research and the United States that will not depend 
on personal contacts between US and Australian researchers, but will be a broad-based avenue down 
which the most gifted Australian graduates may travel. We see the prize as a natural showcase of 
Australian talent that will attract favourable public attention and hopefully greater awareness in 
Australia of the potential of space exploration in the 21st century.
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Prize Guidelines

It is anticipated that the guidelines of the Prize will evolve over time. Here we describe the intended 
guidelines for the first Prize, which will send a winner to the NASA Ames Academy in June-August 
2008.

Applications will be sought from 2007 undergraduate final or honours students at all Australian 
academic institutions. Applications will also be accepted from students who have graduated within 
the past three years. The requirement for the student to have a Bachelor degree is driven by the 
requirement of the NASA Visa program, administered by NASA HQ in Washington for the US State 
Department. The language of the visa program requires students to be carrying out a Masters-level 
‘research program’. This requires a minimum requirement that the student be eligible to commence 
a Masters program in Australia or the United States.

The applications of respondents will be submitted on CD to the VSSEC, which will forward the 
submissions to a selected review panel. The members of the review panels are drawn from Australian 
engineering and scientific associations who have agreed to participate in the conduct of the Prize.

The applications will include a copy of the respondent’s undergraduate final or honours thesis, 
which will detail the space related research they have carried out at their institution. The respondent 
will nominate the category they wish to compete in (Table 1). This documentation will form the 
basis for selection of the winning respondent in each category.

Category
Research areas

Exploration Technology
Spacecraft design, orbital dynamics, human-system integration, robotics, thermal 
protection

Data Analysis and Information Technology
Data manipulation and analysis, artificial intelligent systems, supercomputing and data 
mining

Planetary Science
Geology, astrobiology, geophysics, geochemistry, geomorphology, atmospheric science

Biology and Human Physiology
Human physiology, exobiology, microbiology, life sciences, gravitational research, 
bioengineering, cognitive function, radiation medicine

Astronomy and Astrophysics
Astronomy, theoretical physics, space weather, heliophysics, cosmology

Table 1 – A description of the categories for the Space Prize competition. One winner will be selected in each 
field, and the ultimate winner will be decided from the five category winners.

The category winners will be selected in December-January annually. The category winners will 
all be asked to assist the VSSEC to present their research to high school students as part of the 
VSSEC education and outreach program. This assistance may include, but not be limited to, public 
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presentations of their research.

The overall winner will be selected by a cross-discipline board of judges drawn from professional 
societies associated with each category. The result will be announced in February 2008. If the overall 
winner accepts the prize, they will have the following responsibilities:

1. Confirm their intention to attend the NASA Ames Academy in June-August 2008
2. Apply for a US J1 visa for this period
3. After they return from the NASA Ames Academy, they will be asked to assist the VSSEC to 
present their Academy experiences to high school students as part of the VSSEC program.

Future Plans for the Prize

It is hoped that, in future years, the Prize will also include a selection night, where the winners of 
each category will travel to the VSSEC to present their research, and the overall winner will be 
chosen on the night by a board of judges. This will provide an opportunity to publicly showcase 
cutting-edge Australian space exploration research on an annual basis. The extra costs associated 
with this Prize Night will preclude this from happening for the first year of the prize. 

The judging panel will be drawn from prominent Australian space researchers, and a distinguished 
Australian who has forged a career in space exploration will award the final prize.

The NASA Ames Academy

The NASA Ames Academy (http://academy.arc.nasa.gov) (Figure 1) is a unique summer program 
whose goal is to help guide future leaders of the Space Program from all disciplines by giving 
them a glimpse of how the whole system works. The program includes guided laboratory research, 
collaborative group projects, lectures, field trips, interaction with prominent professionals from 
NASA and its associates, and oral and written presentations.

NASA Ames is one of the United States’ premier research laboratories in support of NASA missions 
and the President’s “Vision for Space Exploration”. Ames is located in California’s Silicon Valley. 
It has created partnerships with leading universities and high technology industry leaders, bringing 
the scientific and corporate communities together in an effort to advance human knowledge and 
explore the unknown.
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Figure 1 – (left) NASA Ames Research Center in Mountain View, California. (right) The NASA Ames Academy logo.

The Ames Academy is held June-August annually. The goal of the Academy is to inspire gifted 
students to become leaders in the aerospace program. Its primary objectives are to:
 
1. Provide upper level undergraduate/first year graduate students cutting-edge research opportunities 
with NASA scientists, engineers, and educators,
2. Provide opportunities for leadership development, teamwork, and relationship building,
3. Connect to communities at different places in the educational pipeline through special projects 
and outreach efforts, especially to under represented student populations, and
4. Link Academy alumni to future hiring opportunities within NASA and throughout the space 
program.
 
The NASA Academy program is committed to providing a strong technical foundation through which 
leadership potential can develop among an academically strong and diverse student population. 
Upon graduation, students immediately find themselves within a latticed network of support from the 
NASA Academy Alumni Association (NAAA). This structure helps place the students in positions 
of employment within NASA and in related industries.

Previous International Participation in the NASA Academy

The NASA Academy is also conducted at NASA Goddard Spaceflight Center and NASA Marshall 
Space Center. The students are drawn from a large number outstanding college educated applicants 
around the United States. US students are sponsored state by state by the US Space Grant and, in 
the first instance, each state will forward their best applicants to the NASA center of the applicant’s 
choice. The state space grant will pay a stipend and the Academy fees if their students are selected. 
Typically 12-13 students are selected per year by the NASA Ames Academy staff from those offered 
by each participating state.

The NASA Academy has accepted students from Canada and France in years past. NASA Ames 
Academy typically has hosted one Canadian student per Academy since 1999. NASA Ames has 
signed a letter of agreement to make a space available for the winner of the Australian Space 
Exploration Prize from 2008.

Victorian Space Science Education Centre

The Victorian Space Science Education Centre (VSSEC) promotes the learning of science by 
providing engaging, hands-on activities for students and their educators. VSSEC also provides a 
unique collaborative research and education centre and, as part of a global network of Space Science 
Centres and Institutions, offers a link between local and international business and industry.
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Figure 2 – (left) Victorian Space Science Education Centre in Strathmore, Victoria. (centre) Inside the VSSEC building (right) 
Theatrette facilities inside the VSSEC.

The Centre also houses a Theatrette and Conference facilities, as well as a Mission Control Room 
linked by audiovisual communications with the Space Laboratory and the Planetary Surface 
Simulation Room (Figure 2).

VSSEC will initially cater for high school students, providing separate programs for year 11-12 
Victorian Certificate of Education. Programs have been designed with VCE Physics, Chemistry and 
Biology units 1-4, and relate to school assessed work. Activities will be undertaken in the laboratory 
and involve experimental activities, data collection and analysis.

Students in the critical years for science education in years 9 and 10 are offered a scenario-based 
‘hands-on’, space science programs – “Mission to Mars”, and “Mission to the Space Laboratory”. 
Both these programs are designed to provide a richness and depth of experience not possible in 
schools. The environment will enhance students’ decision-making skills, teamwork, leadership and 
problem solving abilities. Students will suit-up for a field trip on a simulated Martian surface, or a 
flight to a fully equipped Space Laboratory, where they will collect data and conduct experiments 
under the direction of their ground-based team in Mission Control.

VSSEC also offers on-going teacher professional development programs, and will include 
professional activities, on-line mentoring, and access to lesson plans. VSSEC is coordinating the 
Australian side of the Prize and category winners will be asked to present their research as part of 
the VSSEC education program.

Australian Sponsors for the Prize

It is intended that the prize will have sponsorship by five professional societies throughout Australia 
with interests in space research. The costs of sending the overall winner to the NASA Ames Academy 
are being met by this sponsorship. In addition, cash prizes will be awarded to each of the category 
winners who were not the overall winner.

There may be additional commercial sponsorship for the Space Prize in the future. We are actively 
pursuing space-related companies with an interest in cultivating outstanding Australian space-related 
research in order to sponsor the Prize. Commercial sponsorship will allow an expansion of the Prize 
to conduct a Prize Night at the VSSEC.

Conclusion - Outcomes in the United States Space Program and in Australia

In the coming decades, NASA faces an increasingly large challenge for recruiting the next generation 
of space explorers. Half of the NASA workforce is aged above 42 and many Apollo-era scientists 
and engineers are beyond regular retirement age (Space Studies Board, 2007). NASA is yet to face 
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this challenge head-on, with a hiring freeze being enforced throughout the Agency due to budget 
challenges.

The Presidential Vision for Space Exploration dictates that the NASA manned space program will 
send humans back to the Moon by 2020, and NASA is currently orienting its human spaceflight 
program to meet this goal. The most obvious affect of this is the retirement of the space shuttle 
program and the development of the Ares I and V heavy lift vehicles, to replicate the Saturn V 
capability of the Apollo era.

These changes in the NASA manned space program are opening up new opportunities and tasks that 
might be achieved by international cooperation. NASA is exploring international cooperation in a 
proposed lunar base around 2020. Australian participation in such a program is possible, and it is 
hoped that the winners of the Australian space prize will be well placed to participate directly in the 
Vision for Space Exploration.

The overall aim of the Prize is to achieve a continuing and strengthened dialogue between Australian 
space researchers and the NASA community. This will have untold benefits and possibilities in 
the future of both countries – Australians will have an opportunity to participate in manned space 
exploration, and the US will gain the involvement of a politically important international partner in 
the biggest challenge for the civilian space program in the first half of the 21st century.
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Summary:  The rise of new actors in space has impacted upon United States’ space dominance and 
resonates politically at both the global and regional level. This paper places China’s space program 
into an overarching political framework of Sino-U.S. relations, in an attempt to reconcile traditional 
geo-politics with new patterns of geo-technological manoeuvring and competition. Regionally, the 
number of states vying for soft power leverage through the use of space diplomacy has increased, 
greatly complicating the environment in which Australia may hope to increase its space presence in 
the future. The author argues that these strategic and political factors need to be at the forefront of 
consideration by technicians and policy makers alike when contemplating Australia’s space future.  
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Introduction 
 
Space is not a vacuum; from a political point of view space is rich with complex political and 
strategic relationships. Since the 1950s the United States (U.S.) has used its economic supremacy and 
technological prowess to gain a dominant foothold in all sectors of space, including the commercial 
and civilian sectors. In space, as on earth, the U.S. is the dominant power. Space is the medium 
through, and from which, the United States maintains its superior military advantage, and the ability 
to conquer space is important to the global impression of U.S. national power.   
 
In the twenty-first century, burgeoning tension between the United States as a unipolar power and 
China’s economic, military and political rise is a primary focus for strategic analysis. China has 
made considerable progress integrating into the international system created while it was in political 
isolation after the Communist revolution in 1949. China’s economic power has seen steady growth 
since the 1970s, and its ability to influence other states has grown exponentially, particularly vis-ˆ-
vis arguments of the U.S. decline in soft power [1].   
 
Space is no exception.  Despite the best efforts of the U.S. to contain the distribution of strategic 
technological knowledge, particularly in the space and nuclear fields, technology has not been 
contained by geographical boundaries. China’s economic development has resulted in relative gains 
in military and technological modernisation. China is reaping the benefits of a long, systematic 
programme to develop indigenous technological capacity, and is arguably in transition to a knowledge-
based economy [2]. The successful ASAT (anti-satellite) test on January 11, 2007, demonstrated 
the levels of China’s technological capacity, and raised the awareness of space as a political and 
strategic arena to its highest point since the end of the Cold War. China’s space development has been 
aided by strategic technology partnerships, both state and non-state, particularly with the European 
Union (EU), Russia and the United Kingdom. These partnerships represent a changing pattern of 
cooperation that has seen a retraction of interaction from the U.S., both as a technology provider and 
a partner, leading to a more dispersed pattern of cooperative relationships.   
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Our region is not untouched by these new relationships; increasingly the Asia-Pacific is becoming 
the stage where space actors are converging. Peter claims that “major space-faring nations, are now 
using space as a political tool to reach non-traditional partners in order to build trusting relationships 
across political borders” [3]. China is becoming a viable alternative to the U.S. in many cooperative 
endeavours. In the Asia-Pacific region China’s soft power projection through multilateral 
arrangements such as the Association for South East Asian Nations + 3 (ASEAN+3) appears to be 
succeeding in assuaging regional concerns about Chinese dominance. Space is no exception to this 
rule; China has taken a lead role through the United Nations in assisting the development of space 
technology throughout the Asian region, particularly in developing nations through the Asia Pacific 
Space Cooperation Organisation (APSCO).  Furthermore, Russia, Japan and India are looking to the 
Asia Pacific to promote their own agendas, both geo-political and geo-technical. 
 
Joan Johnson-Freese and Andrew Erickson, in a paper on China’s technological rise, raise the 
proposition that “the development of advanced technology with its corresponding (and overlapping) 
economic and military benefits has replaced the dynamic of political alignment … as a major 
international system variable. This century’s analogue to Cold War geopolitical competition,” they 
argue, “is geo-technological manoeuvring” [4]. I would argue that this perception of technology 
as the dominant force is still futuristic and understates the complexity of the relationship between 
politics, economics and technology; however space is becoming an important adjunct to traditional 
diplomacy, and geo-technological manoeuvring is a useful concept to explain the changing patterns 
of alliances that contribute to competition and cooperation in space.   
 
As competing governments take a stronger role in the space industry to ensure benefits for defence 
and economic growth, space becomes even more important politically and strategically. This makes 
it clear that for Australia any space presence will involve more than technological capability.  In 
this paper I will outline two important developments that policy makers should be cognisant of 
when considering Australia’s future direction in space. I will firstly look at the history of Sino-U.S. 
space relations, before briefly describing the recent space diplomacy occurring in our region. I 
argue that the geo-political and geo-technological competition between the United States and China 
will define the parameters for any Australian involvement in space for the foreseeable future. The 
regional partnerships that result from China’s geo-technological manoeuvring have implications for 
Australia’s regional security, situated as we are between the U.S. and China; in space relations, as 
in other matters of security we face competing imperatives of economic pragmatism versus alliance 
relationships. Additionally, new levels of geo-technological manoeuvring in the Asia-Pacific region 
between our neighbours, and new actors in our region, will increasingly affect the future environment 
in which Australia may look for a space presence.  
 

China’s space development 
 
As stated in the introduction, China’s space program is the result of a long-term plan for technological 
modernisation. While the emphasis of the space program has altered slightly from time to time due 
to both international and domestic pressures, little has changed in the motivation behind China’s 
program. The space program began with the desire of Mao Zedong for a strong and modernised 
China, a desire that in 1958 was exemplified in the goals of the Great Leap Forward. To this end the 
Chinese Communist party (CCP) developed a Twelve Year Plan for the Development of Science and 
Technology (1956-1967), identifying several politically driven, “missions-led” priorities, with the 
primary focus being on developing China’s nuclear capabilities because of the perceived security 
threat from the United States and the USSR [5]. China’s missile and space systems were inextricably 
linked, determined not only by technological applications, but “by the reality of China’s limited 
resources” [6].  
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Aided by the repatriation to China of one of America’s leading rocket scientists, Qian Xuesen, 
in 1956, the CCP’s concurrent missile/space program had produced its first rocket by 1962.  The 
DongFeng-1 rocket was a product of initial cooperation with the USSR which provided blueprints 
and technological expertise. However after the Sino-Soviet split in 1960, political isolation forced 
the CCP to quickly develop indigenous capabilities which were initially gained from reverse 
engineering a missile provided by the Soviets. 
 
Domestic politics overshadowed space development for the next two decades, as China’s 
technological infrastructure, scientific expertise, and education systems were decimated by the 
political movements of the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution.  Regardless of the 
setbacks, the space program continued (albeit in reduced capacity) under the patronage of Mao 
Zedong who believed that strong technological capabilities, such as nuclear weapons and missiles, 
were necessary to prevent China being bullied; space was “[important] to China’s foreign policy 
vis-ˆ-vis the superpowers” [7]. China’s ‘slogan-de-jour’ became “two bombs, one satellite” (liang 
dan, yi xing), signalling their intent to develop both the atomic and hydrogen bomb, along with 
satellite technology [8]. The concurrent military agenda may have assisted in sustaining the forward 
momentum of the space program as it reaped the rewards of military status and research [9]. By 
1970 the Chinese had reached the goal of launching a satellite, a communications satellite named 
the DongFangHong-1.  
 
The space program had developed a large degree of self reliance despite, or perhaps even due to, a 
lack of sustained international cooperation. The next two decades however saw a broadening of focus 
in line with China’s economic development, and the recognition that despite its success thus far, 
S&T development in China would be facilitated by greater international technological cooperation 
in relation to “critical technologies”, which included China’s space program [10]. Furthermore, 
there was a growing global recognition of the link between developments in space technology and 
economic benefits.  
 
The death of Mao Zedong in 1976 and the fall of the Gang of Four resulted in Deng Xiaoping assuming 
the mantle of CCP leader. Under Deng technology assumed a greater import as “disillusionment with 
the prevailing ideology … created an ideological vacuum that the leadership and intellectuals again 
sought to fill with a utopian idolization of science and technology” [11]. To overcome the legacy of 
a decimated education system, outdated infrastructure, “deeply-scarred” intellectuals and negativity 
in the populace about the importance of intellect over physical production inherited from decades 
of political turmoil, the CCP undertook a series of reforms aimed at addressing the technological 
deficit inherited by the new leadership [12]. As part of Deng’s modernisation program, space science 
and technology was again nominated as a key research area in the CCP’s eight year plan from 1978-
1985 due to its potential economic benefits as well as military applications [13].  
 
Deng’s ‘Open Door Policy’ meant that new areas of international cooperation could be opened up 
in relation to S&T development, “aligning Chinese scientists with the Western scientific community 
and its strategic targets” [14]. During this phase of development the Chinese, mindful of the lessons 
of the past, looked to diversify the sources of its technology instead of relying on a single ‘friend’ 
such as the Soviet Union. Germany became one of the first countries to cooperate with China on 
satellite technology, along with France. Most importantly in 1979, Chinese and American presidents 
signed an agreement on cooperation for S&T. China began to import high-tech products from the 
United States, which had begun to see them as an important link in the struggle against the Soviet 
Union. To this end, the United States also encouraged Israel to form a technology alliance with 
China and a high level of technology transfer occurred in relation to missile technology [15]. 
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While cooperative ventures have may have allowed China to progress its technology development, 
the CCP also instigated a number of programs from the mid-1980’s to the late 1990’s which aimed 
to lay the foundations of comprehensive indigenous high-tech capability.  Attention was given to 
the legal and organisational environment, the development of ‘technology zones’ and centres to 
support knowledge management and retention, R&D, as well as education, industry development, 
marketing, international cooperation and improving the workforce [16].  
 
In 2006, the fiftieth anniversary of China’s space program, the CCP released a new white paper 
outlining its progress and goals over the next five years. In the white paper the CCP highlights the 
momentum that China has made in improving the technological capabilities of its space program.  
Also the CCP considers its space policy “as a strategic way to enhance its economic, scientific, 
technological and national defense strength” [17]. According to the White Paper China has developed 
and launched six series of satellites, including recoverable remote-sensing satellites (manned space 
flight), the Dongfanghong series for telecommunications and broadcasting, the Fengyun (Wind and 
Cloud) meteorological satellite series, the Shijian (practice) for scientific research and technological 
experiments, the Ziyuan (resources) series and the Beidou (plough) series providing independent 
satellite navigation services. Further plans are under way to develop an oceanographic series.   
 
China has had considerable success in developing its Long March rockets, with 46 successful launches. 
The CCP have constructed three launch sites, at Jiuquan, Xichang and Taiyuan. China has also been 
concentrating on developing its satellite telemetry, tracking and command systems (TTC). China’s 
manned program has met with equal success, with taikonaut, Li Yangwei successfully orbiting the 
earth in 2003, and the successful launch of the lunar orbiting module Chang’e 1. China’s plans to 
expand their space program include plans to construct a space station, a potential partnership with 
Russia to mine the moon for Helium 3, and a Mars exploration mission [18]. 
 
China’s space development therefore has been a “long march”, rather than a giant leap upward. 
Perceptions of Chinese technological advancements as ‘backward’ and the product of stealing and 
espionage, do not take into account that China’s space program is the result of a long-term, sustainable 
plan of overall technological and scientific development. Although there has been a shifting emphasis 
from time to time between domestic and international motivations, a clear continuity can be seen in 
the inter-linkage of economic development, modernisation and the space program. The motivations 
of Chinese space involvement are no different to those of the United States; China seeks independent 
access to space, economic and political benefits, and of course, seeks to use space to enhance their 
military sector. It is also interesting to note that the Chinese Communist Party has remained resolute 
since the 1970’s in their calls to keep space free of weapons, and have committed to the same 
United Nations treaties as the United States with the exception of “The Convention Relating to the 
Distribution of Programme-Carrying Signals Transmitted by Satellite 1974”, which is intended to 
protect the sovereign integrity of satellite signals received by another state. 

Sino-U.S. Competition 
 
In contrast to China’s relatively recent gains, the United States has had unprecedented access to 
space, determined only by the limits of its technology, since the end of the Cold War.  The U.S. set 
the stage for this outcome early. When first challenged by the technological advancements of the 
USSR, the United States entered into vigorous negotiations to try and contain USSR space power 
through the auspices of the United Nations. When drafting the statement of U.S. Policy on Outer 
Space, the wording was clear that the goal was to “establish the United States as a recognized leader 
in this field” [19].  
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…The USSR, if it maintains its present superiority in the exploitation of outer space, will 
be able to use that superiority as a means of undermining the prestige and leadership of the 
United States and of threatening U.S. security… In this situation of national competition and 
initial successes by the USSR, further demonstrations by the USSR of continuing leadership 
in outer space capabilities might, in the absence of comparable U.S. achievements in this 
field, dangerously impair the confidence of these peoples in U.S. over-all leadership. 
[Footnote in the source text]: Communist China has announced, furthermore, an intention of 
proceeding to launch its own earth satellite in the near future. Such a development…would 
tend to enhance the prestige of the Chinese Communist regime throughout Asia and among 
the less-developed countries, and could further undermine the reputation of the West for 
technological leadership unless the accomplishment were matched by a Free World ally 
[20]. 

 
However, from the late 1970’s the United States and China entered into unprecedented technological 
cooperation in relation to space, spurred by the “normalisation” of their political relationship. 
Furthermore, this period coincided with the U.S. and China having a common enemy in the USSR. 
For the 1972 Nixon visit, the United States provided an earth satellite station to provide television 
coverage of the event to U.S. viewers. By 1978, U.S. and Chinese officials were discussing the 
possibility of the Chinese purchasing a U.S. communications satellite [21]. According to a top secret 
1979 document the U.S. government had decided that “it would be to the United States benefit ‘to 
encourage Chinese actions that heighten Soviet security concerns’” [22]. Deng Xiaoping attended 
NASA headquarters, where he was photographed inside the U.S. Space Shuttle simulator in 1979.  
In 1984 the Chinese and U.S. governments were discussing the possibility of a Chinese astronaut 
participating in the crew of a U.S. space shuttle flight as part of a technological agreement with 
China in order to display “international amity in space.” The agreement was signed on 21 September 
1984 [23]. In 1985 China was the first foreign country, and the only Communist country, briefed 
on Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative (Star Wars). The Chinese expressed concerns at this time 
about the militarisation of space, and made calls through the auspices of the United Nations to for a 
treaty to prohibit “outer-space weaponry” [24].  
 
The U.S. space program entered into an unprecedented lull in the mid 1980’s after a series of rocket 
failures, including the Challenger disaster. This lull coincided with the increased interest of both 
public and private actors in the U.S. space industry in China’s satellite launch services. China not 
only had the rockets available, but could also provide the technological capacity at a fraction of the 
cost; one report stated that launching via Chinese infrastructure meant a saving of $15 million less 
than the Europeans, and $20 million less than commercial launchings from the U.S. space shuttle 
program [25]. At one stage U.S. company, Hughes Rockets, planned to build a joint U.S.-Sino 
launch facility at Hawaii. 
 
The U.S. first approved export licenses for the use of China’s space launch services in 1988.  In 
1989 China and the U.S. signed an agreement allowing China to launch nine U.S. built satellites 
until 1994 [26]. China undertook its first commercial space launch for the United States in 1990. 
This agreement was strong enough to withstand U.S. sanctions; President Bush Senior waiving 
sanctions on at least two occasions after they had been imposed on China for the Tiananmen Square 
incident, and another incident where the Chinese were accused of supplying missile technology to 
Pakistan. These waivers occurred after heady debate in Congress from Democrats concerned about 
China’s human rights record [27]. In part the concessions were made to appease commercial actors, 
who, emboldened by the economic kudos gained through the increasing use of products reliant on 
space technology such as GPS, cable TV, and mobile phones, had began to lobby strongly in U.S. 
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policy circles. Outer Space as a place of commercial promise, the new, new frontier, was again on 
the agenda in Congressional Hearings, the Senate, and the President’s Commission, in what Weeks 
calls a new epoch of hyper-privatisation of space [28]. 
 
By 1998, the rhetoric in the U.S. media began to change from one of optimism about Chinese 
technology, to one of competitive pessimism. After a number of failed Chinese launches involving 
U.S. satellites, discontent was rising in relation to the level of U.S. dependence on China’s launch 
services.  Funding had been slashed to the U.S. space program.  Politically, the Cold War had come to 
a close, and China had therefore lost some strategic allure. The reversal in Sino-U.S. cooperation was 
sealed with the Cox Report in 1999, when United States’ companies were accused of technological 
transfers in breach of U.S. export controls, and allegations of espionage and stealing were raised 
against the Chinese.   
 
The arrival of the George W. Bush administration with its cohort of hard-liners such as Secretary of 
Defence Donald Rumsfeld, heralded a new era of receptivity for military actors, like the U.S. Air 
Force, to push their own agenda to dominate space. The 2006 United States’ National Space Policy 
paper reflects a trend that has arguably been the mainstay of the Bush administration, strongly 
emphasising national defence and security over civilian space. U.S. policy, it states, is to “enable 
unhindered U.S. operations in and through space”, to “sustain U.S. advantage” and to “ensure 
freedom of action in space, and …deny such freedom of action to adversaries.” Further, perhaps in 
response to competition from new space actors, the administration has changed its tone from the 
1996 White Paper, which stated that the U.S. would consider arms control agreements (in space) 
to “opposing the development of new regimes that seek to prohibit or limit U.S. access to space” 
[29].      
 
The China threat thesis has grown in momentum since this time. China’s space presence is often 
described as a commercial threat to the United States, seemingly more so than any other space-faring 
nation. Analyses regularly concentrate on China’s “intentions” in space, the lack of transparency of 
Chinese space programs, and of course, the military aspect. It is clear that any pro-China lobby has 
lost ground in the current administration; U.S. political perceptions of China in general are bought 
to bear in perceptions of the space program. Further, China’s acquisition of ASAT capabilities 
comes at a time when U.S. reliance on space systems for their military purposes is at an all time 
high but, simultaneously, a “font of deep and abiding vulnerability” [30]. Increasingly, concerns of 
actors such as the U.S. Air Force centre on ‘information denial’ or ‘anti-access’ attacks by China, 
highlighting the vulnerability of ground stations, satellite hardware, and China’s ability to interfere 
with satellite telemetry by lasers, or other means. Ryan Henry, Principal Deputy Undersecretary of 
Defense for Policy, stated in April, 2007, that U.S. space systems are “exquisite systems that cannot 
accommodate and have no tolerance for risk.” Henry described plans for a new joint program office, 
dealing with Operationally Responsive Space, interest in which is partially driven by China’s recent 
ASAT test. “Promulgating a theory of space power,” he argued, “will help us navigate the policy 
and operational shoals ahead, avoid disruptive challenges, and mitigate the hubris that accompanies 
unmatched superiority in dominating the global commons” [31].  
 
Amongst the threat rhetoric it is important to note one issue in the story that has had little explanation; 
the U.S. knew well in advance that the Chinese were planning to destroy their satellite as this 
successful test occurred after three previous failures. However nothing was disclosed about this 
and the matter apparently not broached with the Chinese through diplomatic channels. Instead the 
reports concentrate solely on the reasons for the action, the lack of immediate response from the 
Chinese, and the indiscriminate threat from debris to all space assets, including the International 
Space Station and space shuttle program [32]. Explanations vary as to why the Chinese performed 
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the test, including speculation of a rift between the Central Government and the PLA, or that the test 
was an attempt to draw the U.S. into United Nations negotiations to prevent the weaponisation of 
space. The former is unlikely. If the explanation lies in the latter, then it shows a lapse in judgement 
from a Chinese government that is becoming increasingly mature in its foreign policy decision 
making. The United States administration had many chances to instigate a strategic dialogue with 
the Chinese before the test to express concerns regarding debris issues, but they did not. The question 
of U.S. complicity in the debris problem remains unasked, and one can only speculate on the reason 
why more effort was not made to prevent the test.    
 
Part of the explanation may be found at the domestic level of analysis. Commercial actors in the 
United States are increasingly influential on political decision making regarding space issues. Other 
actors in the civil sector such as NASA compete for greater budget allocations. Likewise the Bush 
administration has allowed some strong actors, such as the U.S. Air Force to advocate for greater 
U.S. space dominance. The impact of this range of interests is evident in the National Space Policy, 
which enunciates quite clearly that the United States intends to maintain its dominance in space in 
all sectors. All sectors of the United States’ space industry have vested interests in maintaining the 
status quo in space. Therefore, while there are actors highlighting the opportunities for greater U.S. 
cooperation with China, at the moment these voices are in the minority and the chances that space 
will become weaponised in the future cannot be ruled out. 
 

Geo-technological manoeuvring in the Asia-Pacific region 
 
Traditional geo-political thinking in the Asia Pacific region centres on U.S. hegemony in the region, 
versus rising China’s desire to be the leader in its own ‘sphere of influence’. Present perceptions are 
that the United States, preoccupied with affairs in Afghanistan and Iraq, has neglected the region in 
its foreign policy considerations. Former U.S. Deputy Secretary of State, Richard Armitage, recently 
compared United States’ foreign policy to a five year old’s soccer team “with everyone going after 
the ball at once rather than covering the whole field” [33]. While the U.S. has been concentrating 
on Iraq and the Middle East, China has made huge strides in diplomacy in our region, trying to 
buy influence in relation to Taiwan, but also increasing its soft power through the offer of aid, and 
cooperation in science and technology [34]. As stated in the introduction China has played a key 
role in ASPCO and ASEAN in relation to space. Additionally the Asia-Pacific region, particularly 
the equatorial nations, provides ‘prime real estate’ for space tracking stations and equatorial launch 
facilities. China was proceeding with plans for a satellite tracking centre in the Pacific, having leased 
land from the Kiribati government, and the project was underway. Strategic geo-technological 
manoeuvring is evident in this case; the plans were abandoned when the Kiribati President formally 
recognised Taiwan, with allegations made that the United States assisted Taiwan in raising $11 
million funding in aid to the island nation [35].  
 
Besides the overarching tension between the U.S. and China in relation to space, other important 
developments are occurring in our region. Some analysts predict that a new space race is underway 
between Asian space faring nations, citing the competitive space programs of China, Japan and 
India, all of which have plans for lunar orbiting missions before the end of 2008. Japan successfully 
launched a lunar orbiter in September 2007. This competition gives states in our region increasing 
alternatives to U.S. technology as space faring nations turn to space diplomacy as a form of soft 
power projection, or even to facilitate bilateral trade deals. One important aspect of this development 
is the increasing probability that the United States will no longer have to be included in plans for 
space programs in the region. As an example, Malaysia has grand space ambitions but does not 
have an indigenous space industry or infrastructure. By avoiding the development of an expensive 
indigenous space industry it is states in this position that can make a ‘great leap forward’ by aligning 
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themselves with those space-faring nations keen to increase their regional influence. Russia is 
increasingly politically active in our region, entering into a bilateral arrangement with Malaysia in 
2005, and providing training for the first Malaysian astronaut to fly to the international space station 
which occurred in October this year, as part of the sales arrangement to Malaysia of $900 million 
worth of Russian jet fighters [36].   
 
The Russian government’s active role in promoting space ties contributes to its domestic economic 
growth, and increases its soft power in the region. At the 2005 ASEAN summit Russia disclosed 
intentions for cooperation in space with Thailand as part of a joint agreement on military-
technical cooperation, space and high technology [37]. Two months after the ASEAN summit, 
private commercial interests in Russia were anticipating the fruits of the Russian government’s 
efforts, claiming a growing market for space systems in the ASEAN region [38]. In 2006 the 
Moscow-based Intersputnik International Organization of Space Communications and Industrial 
Scientists Consortium entered into an agreement with the Malaysian government to cooperate on 
the development of a geosynchronous telecommunications satellite as part of a joint commercial 
venture [39]. Technology transfer through cooperation with Russia has the potential to facilitate 
Malaysian ambitions to have a man on the moon before 2020 [40].  Malaysia is also promoting 
itself as a suitable country to host an equatorial launch pad, and encouraging an indigenous satellite 
manufacturing capacity as part of a plan to move into a knowledge-based economy. Lastly, a 
successful space program is likely to have a positive effect on Malaysian nationalism and has been 
promoted as a form of Islamic-nationalism, revitalising the “glorious days of Islamic science” [41]. 
These examples alone illustrate the depth of involvement in space in our region, and this is without 
giving space to contemplating the role of India which is also actively encouraging regional space 
involvement, technology transfers relating to satellite technology, and access to satellite data and 
imagery.    
  
Geo-technological manoeuvring is clearly taking place in the Asia-Pacific region, and again, there 
is a shifting away from the traditional regional actors. Developing states such as Malaysia and 
Indonesia have access to space through improving relations with China and Russia, both of which 
see space diplomacy as a way to increase their soft power. This manoeuvring will have a clear 
impact on Australia as our security alliance to the United States vis-ˆ-vis regional proximity and 
economic relationship with China has already been recognised as a source of tension for Australian 
policy makers [42]. Australia’s military dependence on the United States complicates any vision of 
its space future. In September 2007, Defence Minister Brendan Nelson, announced that Australia 
could “play a direct role” in a tri-lateral Ballistic Missile Defence program with Japan and the United 
States [43]. Although Alexander Downer stressed that neither this tri-lateral security arrangement, 
or a potential arrangement that includes India, was not intended to alarm China or Russia, both 
countries expressed exactly that. 
 

Conclusion 
 

As outlined, the relationship between the United States and China will shape the environment of 
space for the foreseeable future. The United States, arguably influenced by the residues of the Cold 
War, sees China’s involvement in space as a zero-sum game; that is China’s involvement comes at 
a cost to U.S. activities in space. This reaction is not readily identifiable in relation to other space 
faring nations (with the obvious past exception of Russia), although there have been intermittent 
concerns in some quarters in relation to Europe’s growth. China, on the other hand, seeks to ensure 
its rights to access space – a place where the United States can claim technological dominance, but 
not legal sovereignty.  The Chinese space program has been a ‘long march’ – a sustained, consistent 
program toward modernisation, despite some shifting emphasis between domestic and international 
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motivations. The United States has concentrated on trying to control the flow of technology 
through the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) and export controls, while China has 
increased its soft power by making space accessible to countries that would not otherwise have the 
capacity. China’s level of space capability and competitiveness means that it is more attractive, 
especially financially, to countries in our region than the United States. For countries that lack space 
infrastructure, China’s approach is the preferable option. 
 
There is little chance that Australia will remain untouched by these geo-technological developments. 
Our alliance with the United States is already being tested by China’s economic rise. Our 
relationships with these nations as space powers reflect similar traits; the U.S. is attractive from a 
security perspective and China from an economic one. Our reliance on others for space technology 
makes us more vulnerable to the vagaries of great power games. William Tow argues that “the risk 
of miscalculation in orchestrating such a great power-related strategy,” as Australia is, “always 
looms large on the horizon” [44]. Further, from a regional standpoint, by remaining merely a ‘user’ 
of space technology we are at risk of being isolated technologically from our neighbours who are 
clearly seeking to take advantage of China as an alternative route to space. As such a sustainable 
space policy or program will require more than just technological advances and political will; it will 
require careful consideration, and a strong understanding of the complexities of the political and 
strategic environment that we hope to engage in. For Australia to move from a user to a producer in 
space, we must develop a comprehensive long-term policy that considers the shape that our political 
presence will take. How does our lack of independence in space shape our political choices in the 
future? How would an independent space program affect those choices and what would be the 
political and strategic consequences? Given the circumstances described above perhaps Australia 
should, at the very least, ensure that our interests in space are diverse both in source and scope, 
thereby decreasing our dependence and reducing our risk. Prime Minister John Howard concluded 
that Australia’s security interests intersect globally and regionally [45]. I argue that our security 
interests also include space. Every future age of man will be a space age [46]. What role will 
Australia play? 
   
*The author is indebted to Michael Wesley, Jason Sharman and Doug Smith for their comments on 
earlier drafts of this paper.  
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Summary: Planetary science studies the origin of the solar system and whether life exists on other 
planets. It has the potential to change the way we view the world and our selves. Planetary science 
offers a cost effective means for Australia to participate in a prestigious international arena. Space 
engages the public’s imagination and can inspire young people in their choice of careers. Students 
gain a strong foundation in mathematics, fundamental sciences, and advanced technology, thereby 
fostering creativity and promoting a culture of innovation. Despite the absence of a national space 
program, Australian planetary scientists have strong international reputations in cosmochemistry, 
planetary geology, and planetary geophysics. Many individual Australian scientists are at the 
forefront of current research into the origin and evolution of the Moon and the early Earth, meteorite 
impacts, astrobiology, and the evolution of planetary interiors, but they are disadvantaged by a lack 
of coordination at the national level.

Key words: planetary science, cosmochemistry, planetary geology, planetary geophysics, 
astrobiology, space program

Introduction

This paper summarises the primary findings and recommendations of the Planetary Science Working 
Group (PSWG) presented in their final report to the first Australian Space Science Decadal Plan, 
currently being prepared by the National Committee for Space Science (NCSS). The PSWG report 
outlined priority research themes for the Australian planetary science community in the coming 
decade, and it made recommendations for new organizational structures that would benefit the 
Australian planetary science community. It was submitted to the Decadal Plan Steering Committee 
in March 2007, following extensive consultation of the Australian scientific community by the 
PSWG. 

In this paper we first present a brief definition of planetary science, and then discuss the national 
benefits to Australia that could be produced through strong support of planetary science, including 
education and public outreach. We then summarize current challenges facing the Australian planetary 
science community and recommendations made by the PSWG to the NCSS concerning structural 
changes that would promote the continued development of planetary science within Australia. The 
main body of the paper is a summary of planetary science themes that are expected to generate 
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major conceptual advances in the coming decade and in which Australian scientists are well placed 
to contribute at an international level. The bibliography highlights recent Australian contributions 
rather than attempting a comprehensive review of this immense field.

What is Planetary Science?

Planetary science studies the compositions, physical properties and evolution of the Earth, other 
planets, moons, asteroids, comets, and other bodies, including their atmospheres, surfaces, interiors, 
geology, and origins in the primordial solar nebula. We bring samples of other planets and extinct 
stars into our laboratories, and we map the surfaces and probe the interiors of other planets using 
data obtained by spacecraft. Our goal is to understand the origin of the Solar System and our place 
in it.

Planetary science will be one of the most exciting and rapidly expanding frontier research areas of 
the coming decade. The recent discovery of more than 200 extrasolar planets and the continuing 
exploration of our Solar System through spacecraft missions and studies of extra-terrestrial materials 
provides powerful stimuli for understanding the geological and astrophysical processes that create 
planetary systems and shape the surfaces and interiors of planetary bodies. 

Planetary science is inter-disciplinary and international in scope, linking earth scientists, astronomers, 
physicists, chemists, biologists, engineers, and mathematicians working independently on topics 
as diverse as the formation of planetary systems, global climate change, the origin of life, and 
development of new technologies for laboratory analysis and remote sensing. Because Australian 
planetary scientists typically are employed in related disciplines (e.g. earth science, astronomy, 
physics) many of the science themes identified here have synergies with strategic research goals 
articulated by the National Committees for Astronomy and Earth Sciences.

National Benefits to Australia

Planetary science in Australia supports National Research Priority 3, Breakthrough Science and 
Promoting an Innovation Culture and Economy. National benefits accrue through the production of 
graduates skilled in mathematics, fundamental science, and technology, and an increase in Australia’s 
stock of knowledge, a primary driver in the information economy. Both of these outcomes are 
recognised as vital to the country’s success in using, developing, and adopting new technologies, as 
well as making informed decisions on the increasing number of science-based issues that confront 
modern society. 

Planetary science research showcases Australian scientific and technical leadership in a field of 
global interest, thereby enhancing international visibility and national prestige. Space science 
enjoys widespread public interest and support, and research such as this has the potential to inspire 
the imagination of young people considering careers in science and technology. The knowledge 
base among planetary scientists in Australia is vast but somewhat disjointed and less effective than 
it might be, in part because of lack of coordination at the national level. National support will drive 
breakthrough science, grow new technologies, and enhance Australia’s international prestige.

The coming decade will see a flotilla of spacecraft missions to Mars, Venus, Mercury the Moon, 
asteroids, comets and the outer planets by European, Chinese, Indian, and Japanese space agencies as 
well as NASA. This broadly based international effort has generated renewed enthusiasm for planetary 
science worldwide. Australia will benefit from participation in these high-profile international 
endeavours where possible. Research support for planetary science offers one of the most direct and 
cost effective means by which Australia can contribute to this prestigious international arena.
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Planetary science is an ideal vehicle for public outreach and education because it is accessible, 
rigorous, and timely. Planetary science is especially attractive message because it: 

* Engages people’s imaginations and their natural curiosity about the world.
* Motivates an aspirational society to compete and achieve at the highest level.
* Connects people with their home planet and their place in it.
* Provides a natural basis for education integrating physical sciences, mathematics, and 
engineering, bridging scientific disciplines
* Increases the global knowledge base at the macro and micro level.
* Encourages discourse and provides common grounds for action among scientists, educators, 
industry partners, and policy makers.

Challenges and Recommendations

The PSWG identified a number of significant challenges and structural impediments to effective and 
efficient involvement of Australian planetary scientists with national and international collaborators. 
These include (1) the dispersed nature of Australian planetary scientists across the country, (2) 
the lack of a national focus for planetary science research and mission development, (3) structural 
restrictions on access to mission data and new technology, (4) emphasis on short-term funding 
cycles that effectively preclude significant involvement in mission planning. These constraints place 
artificial limits on the abilities of Australian scientists to function at the highest international level 
and reduce the potential national benefits that planetary science can deliver. 

The Planetary Science Working Group made three recommendations:

1. The NCSS Decadal Plan should support the establishment of a virtual centre in planetary science. 
Australian planetary scientists are widely distributed across the country and there is currently no 
central focus for the broad range of planetary science being conducted in Australia. One of the goals 
of such a virtual centre would be to provide more effective opportunities for collaboration between 
existing concentrations of planetary scientists in Australia. Such a centre will help build a critical 
mass of Australian planetary scientists, and improve collaborations between Australian planetary 
scientists, earth scientists, and astronomers. An essential goal is to improve links between science and 
technology groups within Australia to identify and enhance mission concepts and instrumentation, 
and leverage interactions with industry and defence. 

2. The NCSS Decadal Plan should identify research areas that would benefit from acquisition and 
development of new instruments, experimental facilities, and data processing capabilities linked to 
research components of the plan.

3. Appropriate organizations and institutional vehicles for the long term planning, co-ordination and 
implementation of space science and technology development programmes at the national level 
should be developed to improve the delivery of professional and educational opportunities, and 
benefits to society.

Key Science Questions

In this section we describe key areas of planetary science in which major progress will be made in the 
coming decade and in which Australia is well placed to make significant contributions. This section 
is organized according four broad science themes that are expected to generate major conceptual 
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advances in the coming decade: These questions provide a framework within which achievable, 
high-impact planetary science outcomes over the coming decade have been identified. 

1. How and over what timescales did the planets of our Solar System form?
2. How and why do planetary surfaces and atmospheres change over geological time?
3. What is the role of meteorite impacts in planetary evolution?
4. Is there life elsewhere in the Solar System and beyond?

Theme 1: How and over what timescales did planets of the Solar System form?

Nucleosynthesis and stellar contributions to the solar nebula: Precursors to planets

* What was site of formation, initial solar system abundance, and spatial distribution of short-lived 
radioactive isotopes such as 26Al, 60Fe, and 10Be in the solar nebula? 

Significance: These data are necessary to advance our understanding of the astrophysical environment 
of the inner solar system and timescales of planetary accretion relative to formation other nebular 
objects to the next level. The initial abundance of 60Fe in the solar system would pinpoint either a 
supernova or AGB-type star as the source of short-lived radionuclides. This in turn would constrain 
the relative abundances of other short-lived nuclides from this source, allowing other contributions 
such as Solar Energetic Particle interactions to be quantified.

Background: Apart from light chemical elements (such as H, He and Li) created during the Big Bang 
by spallation reactions, the chemical elements of which our solar system is composed were produced 
principally within the interiors of stars. We know that a variety of exploding stars contributed newly 
synthesised ejecta to the interstellar molecular cloud from which our solar system was ultimately 
created. The dust and gas that condensed from the stellar ejecta formed the starting materials for our 
solar system. 

The chemical composition of our solar system was determined by mixing of nuclides synthesized 
within many different stellar sources over almost 10 billion years. Geochemical studies of primitive 
meteorites have identified radioactive decay products from about a dozen short-lived (with half-lives 
≤100 million years) radionuclides that were active at the earliest stages of nebular condensation. 
Studies of these short-lived radioactive decay systems in meteorites, terrestrial and lunar samples have 
established a remarkably detailed high-resolution chronology of some of the key early events such 
as condensation, accretion and planetary differentiation (Nelson, 2004). Short-lived radionuclides 
have also been detected in relatively recent (3 million year old) deep-sea sediments by accelerator 
mass spectrometry. Such radioactive fallout from space may have played a significant role in Earth’s 
mass extinction and climate history. 

The origins of these nuclides and their importance as heat sources during planetary accretion and 
differentiation is a topic of vigorous research. There are three alternative explanations for the existence 
of short-lived radionuclides in early solar system materials: (i) they were derived from an exploding 
novae, supernovae or a red giant star in the vicinity and within 2 Ma of formation of our solar system 
(ii) they were derived by stellar nucleosynthesis reactions within many different stars in the galactic 
neighborhood at the time of Solar System formation (i.e. Background Uniform Production), (iii) 
some radionuclides may have been synthesized by spallation interactions with energetic particles 
from the early and unstable (T-Tauri) sun. The presence of radionuclides with very short half-lives 
(e.g. 41Ca, which has a half-life of ~105 yrs) requires that a stellar nucleosynthesis event occurred 
within 2 Ma of the onset of formation of our solar system. The shock waves that originated from this 
exploding star could have triggered the rapid collapse of a more slowly evolving molecular cloud of 
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interstellar dust and gas nearby, thus initiating the formation of our own Sun and Solar System. The 
nature of the last stellar source that contaminated our solar system’s precursor molecular cloud with 
freshly synthesized elements may be inferred from the relative abundance of short-lived nuclides 
in meteorites. Leading contenders are a thermally pulsing Asymptotic Giant Branch star, a Type 
1a or Type II supernova, or a Wolf-Rayet star (a massive, short-lived star that ends its life as a 
supernova; see Nelson, 2004). An additional “galactic uniform production” contribution from earlier 
nucleosynthesis events may be required to account for abundances of the longer-lived radionuclides, 
and some of the short-lived nuclides can apparently be produced efficiently by spallation reactions 
with energetic solar particles. 

Nucleosynthesis yields within stellar sites are currently not well constrained, principally due to 
uncertainties associated with key nuclear reaction rates. Fortunately, yields of several short-lived 
nuclides and the galactic uniform production rate may be determined by direct observation. Gamma 
rays are an important by-product of radioactive decay. Recent gamma-ray observations using 
NASA’s RHESSI and ESA’s INTEGRAL satellites have facilitated refinement of current quantitative 
models of stellar nucleosynthesis yields of some short-lived nuclides. Currently only a subset of the 
meteorite data have been adequately explained. A comprehensive model is needed that identifies the 
most plausible sources for short-lived nuclides in the solar nebula.

In addition to the isotopic record of extinct radionuclides preserved within meteorites, micron-sized 
grains that condensed from the gas phase in cooling outflows of stars such as red giants and supernova 
explosions prior to formation of our solar system have also been identified in primitive meteorites. 
These pre-solar dust grains formed in the interstellar medium and have made their way into the 
cloud of gas and dust that eventually formed our Solar System. Although dust-sized particles would 
have been vaporized as the T-Tauri Sun formed and heated up, a small proportion of these grains 
survived intact, probably protected inside asteroids that have been sampled as meteorites.

Research at Curtin University and the Australian National University aims to measure the original 
abundance of extinct and long-lived radionuclides in meteorites and pre-solar grains to constrain 
the physical environments and extent of mixing in the solar nebula, the stellar sources contributing 
to the nebula, and the chronology of nebular evolution and planet formation (Amelin, 2005; Kita 
et al., 2005; Wadhwa et al., 2007). Linking these data to satellite gamma-ray spectrometry on the 
interstellar medium will enable a better understanding of the astrophysical setting of the early Solar 
System. 

Dynamics of Dusty Plasmas

* What role did dusty plasma environments play in the solar nebula?

Significance: Dusty plasma environments in the solar nebula may provide a unifying perspective on 
the processes that create planets from dust and gas, the structure of comets, and the behaviour of the 
Sun. 

Background: Dust is a common constituent in many space and astrophysical environments, 
including molecular clouds, proto-planetary nebulae, stellar outflows, and supernovae explosions. 
All of these environments contributed in one way or another to the formation of our Solar System, 
so understanding the formation and behaviour of dust in these environments is fundamental to 
understanding the origin of the Solar System. The physical and chemical processes that act on 
cosmic dust and that lead to conversion of dust to planetary bodies will one of the leading research 
topics in the coming decade. It has the potential to be one of the most synergistic areas of space 
science, linking cosmochemistry, meteoritics, and astrophysics.  
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Of specific interest is the fact that dusty space environments often exist in the presence of plasma. 
Plasmas are conductive assemblies of charged particles, neutrals and fields that exhibit collective 
effects. Plasmas are the most common form of matter, comprising more than 99% of the visible 
universe. They permeate the Solar System, interstellar and intergalactic environments. Plasma 
temperatures and densities range from relatively cool and tenuous (like aurora) to very hot and dense 
(like the central core of a star). A critical aspect for understanding the behaviour of dust in space 
environments is the fact that plasmas carry electrical currents and generate magnetic fields.

Low-temperature plasmas in space often contain massive and heavily charged dust grains. Plasmas 
containing small solid particles ranging in size from nanometers to micrometers are called `dusty 
plasmas’. Dusty plasmas are common in space, occurring in such diverse environments as interstellar 
clouds, interplanetary dust, comets, planetary rings, and the Earth’s magnetosphere. In addition, the 
study of the influence of dust in the Earth’s ionosphere and atmosphere is an important area for 
space weather and environmental research. Because of charge redistribution, the presence of dust 
in a plasma can also strongly affect its collective and transport properties. It is therefore important 
to investigate the behavior of inhomogeneous dusty plasmas and dusty plasma environments in the 
early Solar System.

The presence of electrically charged dust in the early solar nebula may have strongly affected 
almost all aspects of nebular evolution and planetary accretion. For example, dust dynamics and 
transport, dust clouds and streams, may have controlled the initial stages of agglomeration of 
nanometer-size dust grains into larger planetesimals, a process that is poorly understood at present. 
The presence of charged dust also affects plasma collective processes such as wave propagation 
and plasma instabilities, which must have contributed to mixing and phase separation in the early 
nebula. The related physical phenomena have relevance across a wide range of space environments, 
from cometary comae and tails to planetary atmospheres and the asteroid belt, from circumsolar 
dust rings to the noctilucent clouds in the arctic troposphere. Thus investigations into the physics 
and chemistry of dusty plasmas may provide keys that unlock current mysteries surrounding such 
phenomena as the formation of high-temperature nebular objects (e.g., chondrules and refractory 
inclusions), accretion of planetesimals, and the distribution of dust, gas, and associated chemical 
species within the nebula.

Certain constituents of primitive meteorites record transient high-temperature environments in the 
solar nebula. For example, chondrules are round grains of silicate minerals that formed as molten 
droplets free-floating in space. Chondrules formed by rapid heating (within minutes or less) of solid 
precursor material to temperatures between 1500°C and 1900°C followed by a cooling within one 
to several hours. The astrophysical environment and the energy source for chondrule formation are 
unknown but much current research is directed toward consideration of shock waves in the solar 
nebula as a possible mechanism for chondrule formation. Another class of high-temperature objects 
from the early nebula are the calcium-aluminum inclusions (CAIs). These are highly refractory 
objects composed of oxides and silicates of calcium, aluminum, and titanium that would be among 
the first phases to condense from a cooling plasma. The mass-dependent fractionation of Mg and 
Si isotopes in some CAIs are consistent with evaporation or condensation of silicates. In addition, 
however, many CAI’s have peculiar fractionated isotopic compositions of refractory elements such 
as Ti, Sr, Ba, and Eu that cannot be accounted for by volatility. Alternatively, magnetic separation in 
stellar outflow environments in plasmas surrounding the young Sun might account for this non-mass 
dependent isotope fractionation.

These puzzling aspects of chondrules and CAIs may be explicable in terms of dusty plasma 
environments in the solar nebula. For example, the presence of charged dust causes asymmetries 
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in the plasma that change the behavior of shock waves and the reconnection process. Dust causes 
long-wavelength oscillations in the magnetic field upstream or downstream of a shock and causes 
the current filaments to twist and rotate about each other like a giant catherine wheel, or to merge 
asymmetrically. The extent to which these types of phenomena can explain the observed characteristics 
of nebular objects such as chondrules and CAIs will require integrated theoretical and experimental 
studies of the physics and chemistry of plasma environments linked to observations of nebular 
objects found in primitive meteorites.

Theoretical studies of dusty plasmas are being conducted at The University of Sydney and the 
Australian National University (Salmeron and Wardle, 2003; Vladimirov and Ostrikov, 2004) but 
realising the larger potential for significant progress in this area will require new collaborations 
between Australian space scientists investigating the physics of dusty plasmas and the chemistry 
of early nebular objects. One mechanism for this collaboration might be the establishment of 
experimental facilities for investigating the physics and chemistry of dusty plasma systems relevant 
to the early solar system. New nano-sample handling facilities similar to those used for inter-planetary 
dust particles will be needed. In addition, new measurements of the ages and isotopic compositions 
of CAIs and better theoretical models for their formation are needed to establish the nebular 
environments responsible for mass-dependent and non-mass dependent isotopic fractionations. 

The Composition of the Sun

* What is the isotopic composition of oxygen and carbon in the Sun?

Significance: One of the most puzzling aspects of cosmochemistry is the astonishingly wide range 
of oxygen isotopic compositions observed within primitive meteorites. This may reflect a systematic 
difference in oxygen isotopic composition of the planets relative to their host star. A significant 
difference in O-isotopic composition between the Sun and the planets between might arise if there 
is an isotopic fractionation between dust and gas of the primordial molecular cloud as might be 
generated by photochemical reactions.  In this scenario, the planets would have been sourced 
entirely from the dust component, whereas the Sun obtains a substantial fraction of its oxygen 
from carbon monoxide gas. Alternatively, early nebular condensates may have formed in a unique 
astrophysical environment. Distinguishing between these possibilities and placing better constraints 
on the processes and physical environment of the solar nebula would significantly improve our 
understanding of how planetary systems form.

Background: Oxygen is one of the most abundant elements in the solar system, yet components 
found in meteorites display a 5% range in 18O/16O and 17O/16O. Much of this variability seems to 
be related to mixing, implying the existence of significant heterogeneity in the early Solar System. 
Two popular models to explain this variability and predict the bulk composition of the Solar System 
have been proposed. Because large solid bodies (e.g., asteroids, Moon, Mars, Earth) all have similar 
16O abundances, the bulk Solar System may have an oxygen isotopic composition similar to that of 
the terrestrial planets. Alternatively, early refractory inclusions that have been interpreted as solar 
condensates have elevated 16O abundance, raising the possibility that the Sun, and therefore the Solar 
System, has a distinctive 16O-rich composition. The first alternative would require formation of the 
refractory inclusions in a unique astrophysical environment, whereas the second possibility would 
require significant processing and heterogeneity in the nebula to create such strong compositional 
differences between the Sun and the planets. A better understanding of either possibility would 
significantly improve our understanding of nebular evolution.

A direct measurement of solar compositions may be available from materials that have been 
exposed to the solar wind where atoms are implanted in to the top 100 nm of mineral grain surfaces.  
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Ion microprobe analyses performed at the Australian National University on natural metal grain 
exposed to the solar wind on the surface of the Moon have detected oxygen isotopic compositions 
enriched in 17O and 18O by 5.3 ±0.3% relative to terrestrial oxygen (Ireland et al., 2006).  This is 
in good agreement with a new measurement of the solar photosphere that indicates δ18O = +4 ±6 
%.  The relatively large uncertainties are consistent with a terrestrial or planetary oxygen isotopic 
composition, but do not support a 16O-rich composition for the Sun. The GENESIS spacecraft 
mission to the Sun returned small amounts of solar wind implanted on ceramic and metal plates. 
Despite the hard landing of the spacecraft and subsequent terrestrial contamination of the collector 
plates, it may still be possible to extract meaningful information using SHRIMP ion microprobe 
technology. Additional measurements on lunar metal grains and GENESIS collector plates are 
needed to assess the significance of these initial results.

Accretion and Early Differentiation of Terrestrial Planets

* What were the timescales and processes that created internally structured planets from the dust and 
gas of the solar nebula?

Significance: Recent results suggest that large-scale planetary processes such as melting and core 
formation were occurring on asteroids at the same time as the high-temperature nebular events 
recorded by chondritic meteorites. This is difficult to rationalise within the context of our current 
understanding of nebular evolution. Geochemical and petrologic studies of igneous rocks from 
the Moon, Mars, Earth, and differentiated asteroids will advance our understanding of the early 
dynamics of terrestrial planets, the structure of planetary interiors, and the origins of differentiated 
bodies in the Solar System. This will provide a direct comparison with timescales for disk evolution 
estimated by astronomical methods.

Background: Astronomers and planetary scientists now agree that instabilities in the solar nebula 
lead to rapid growth of km-size planetesimals, probably within 10,000-100,000 years after initial 
collapse of the precursor molecular cloud. Some of these planetesimals remained cool; chondritic 
meteorites are samples of these primitive bodies. On other planetesimals, heat liberated by accretion 
and decay of short-lived radionuclides such as 26Al and 60Fe caused extensive melting and allowed 
cores of molten iron to separate from their silicate mantles. Basaltic lavas erupted to form a primary 
crust. The mechanical and thermal effects of collisions among early accreting planetesimals may 
have contributed to melting, phase separation, and redistribution of volatile elements within the 
planetesimals

Accretion of rocky planetesimals apparently was synchronous with some of the earliest datable 
events in the solar nebula as recorded by primitive meteorites. Large-scale melting and internal 
differentiation of proto-planetary bodies occurred on timescales of 10’s of millions of years. This 
contrasts dramatically with the prevailing view of just a few decades ago in which planets heated 
slowly over billions of years by accumulation of internal heat from long-lived radioactive decay. 
Rapid timescales of planet formation implies dynamic accretion probably involving large collisions 
between protoplanetary bodies and internal heating by short-lived radioactive heat sources.

Ages determined from terrestrial and lunar rocks and meteorites using a diverse array of radioactive 
decay schemes combined with theoretical models can now provide constraints on the timing of major 
planetary events including accretion, core formation and crustal growth on the Earth, Moon, Mars, 
and igneous asteroids (Bennet et al., 2003; Norman et al., 2003). Spurred by analytical advances 
and the acquisition of more and larger planetary sample suites, an increasingly detailed view of the 
crustal structures of terrestrial planets (Taylor et al., 2006; Jackson and Carter, 2007) and better 
constraints on the timing and processes responsible for early planetary differentiation is emerging. 
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Laboratory studies of planetary materials are needed to establish a high-resolution absolute timescale 
for the early geological evolution of the inner solar system and the processes responsible for the 
formation and early differentiation of terrestrial planets. These studies will entail geochemical 
analysis of radiogenic isotopes, trace element abundances, and mineral compositions of lunar 
samples, material from key localities representing the early Earth, the Moon, and meteorites from 
Mars and igneous asteroids (Norman et al., 2006a; Rankenburg et al., 2007). Laboratory facilities 
needed to conduct these types of studies are relatively well established within Australia. New types 
of mass spectrometers that will provide greater sensitivity and open new lines of enquiry are likely 
to become available within the decade and should be sought by departments involved in this type 
of research. 

Theme 2: How and why do planetary surfaces, atmospheres, and climates change over time? 

Surface environments

* In what way did the early surface environments and interior processes of Earth and Mars resemble 
each other, and how and why have the subsequently diverged?

Significance: Early Earth and Mars both appear to share similar dense atmospheres, a methane-CO2 
greenhouse, global magnetic field, a hydrologic cycle, abundant volcanism, and intense episodes 
of impact accretion.  The extent of this similarity and when and how the planets diverged to their 
present different states may highlight common principles of planetary evolution.

Background: Planetary geodynamics is the study of interacting natural processes that operate on 
and within planets. This type of research integrates surface geology with geophysical perspectives 
of planetary interiors to characterize structures and processes on regional and global scales. The 
primary datasets typically are derived from spacecraft observations and, where available, landed 
instruments. 

Much of the research focus over the coming decade will be directed toward a comparison of the 
structures and evolution of the terrestrial planets Mars, Venus, Earth and the Moon in order to 
understand the diversity of planetary bodies within our Solar System, their magmatic and tectonic 
histories, and their atmospheres and climate systems. The scale of investigations ranges from near-
surface processes such weathering, hydrothermal alteration, and wind, water and ice erosion and 
deposition that modify and shape crustal structure, composition and surface morphologies of the 
planets, to megascopic processes such as mantle convection and meteorite impacts.

An important mechanism for the transfer of heat and mass within solid planets and ultimately 
to the hydrospheres and atmospheres, is the motion of magma. Volcanic and tectonic activity is 
a consequence of the release of thermal energy. The various mechanisms that planets adopt for 
releasing heat are functions of planet size, composition, and distance from the sun. While for Earth 
plate tectonics and mantle plumes represent efficient heat transport mechanisms, exploration of 
Mercury, Venus and Mars suggests that there are other thermal mechanisms that should be subtly 
reflected on the surface of planets by volcanic and tectonic features. Therefore, it is to be expected 
that the study of terrestrial analogues work may be valuable but not sufficient for understanding how 
other planets work. 

In general, the evolution of planetary atmospheres and climate are strongly coupled to global tectonic 
styles. Much can be gained from learning how the past and current climates on the other terrestrial 
planets evolved to their present state, from the release of volcanic gases to the role of biota in the 
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carbon cycle and erosion. Internally generated magnetic fields shelter the surfaces of planets from 
the solar wind and intense radiation, yet may require recycling of the lithosphere to the core-mantle 
boundary in order to drive convective currents inside a liquid core strong enough to generate a 
dynamo. Does this very nature of the continual recycling of the Earth’s crust (which exchanges water 
and gases between the atmosphere and deep interior) provide the materials and energy necessary for 
developing and sustaining life on the planet? A key aspect for understanding the evolution of other 
planets over the coming decade will be exploring their surfaces, and placing what we see in the 
context of geological processes that shaped the planets. The success of the Mars Exploration Rover 
missions means field geology studies of planetary surfaces can be coupled with remote sensing 
observations by orbiting spacecraft and the study of spot locations by immobile landers.

Australian research groups have made significant progress on numerical modeling of mantle 
convection on a planetary scale (Davies, 2006; O’Neill et al., 2007; O’Neill and Lenardic, 2007). 
Australia also has substantial expertise in remote sensing and mapping, important for defining and 
exploring relevant surface features of planets (Caprarelli et al., 2007a,b). The combination of these 
major lines of investigation could provide improved thermal models of the terrestrial planets of the 
Solar System. This has even broader repercussions that complement cosmochemical studies aimed 
at constraining the detailed composition of the interior of planets.

The stratigraphy and composition of martian crustal units at the regional and (where possible with 
lander and rover data) outcrop scales needs to be developed, and testable hypotheses for their 
formation developed. This will be achieved by harvesting and processing of remote sensing data 
available from previous and ongoing missions to Mars, as well as direct involvement of Australian 
scientists in the planning stages of future missions to Mars aimed at collecting specific data to 
address key science questions.

There is a need in Australia to establish a national hub of planetary data harvesting and processing 
activities, supported by computer infrastructure, data storage capacity, and personnel straddling 
modelling, computer processing, physical and geological expertise. A core of such activities already 
exists at the University of Technology, Sydney, where the procedures to process data from the Mars 
Odyssey THEMIS (Thermal Emission Imaging System) and Mars Global Surveyor MOC (Mars 
Orbiter Camera) instruments and to analyse the results using a geographic information system (GIS) 
are routinely implemented in studies of the surface of Mars (Anania et al., 2007; Caprarelli et al., 
2007a,b). Additional support in this area would allow the set up of a facility to establish a national 
planetary data processing centre, possibly associated with a formal NASA Planetary Data Node in 
Australia, to increase the number of image processing tools (for example GMT and VICAR) and 
make them available to other groups in Australia in a user-friendly format that facilitates examination 
of the data as well as providing expertise to model, process and interpret data.

Several regions of Mars have been investigated at a scale that has been useful to constrain general 
tenants of Mars genesis and evolution, but that has opened new questions to be addressed by 
studying features at different scales. This requires design and production of experiments and 
equipment to be deployed in future missions to the planet. However, the lack of formal collaborative 
agreements between Australia and the space-faring countries means that Australian scientists find it 
difficult to participate as principal investigators able to propose experimental designs and produce 
and test prototypes and final equipment to participate in future missions. Establishment of formal 
international collaborations between Australia and the agencies operating future planetary science 
and exploration missions is indispensable to broaden Australian participation in the study of Mars 
and other planetary bodies. This will produce two outcomes: firstly, Australian scientists will have 
priority for the examination and analysis of the data; secondly, Australian industry will be directly 
involved in the design and production of equipment. This will generate and maintain Australian 
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infrastructure and nurture the development of new technological capabilities with the potential for 
economic returns.

 Planetary atmospheres

* Why have the atmospheres of Earth, Mars, Venus, and Titan followed very different evolutionary 
paths?

Significance: Planetary atmospheres are important because they shape planetary surfaces through 
erosion and their controlling influence on climate. On Earth, the atmosphere is critically linked 
to the biosphere because all the important atmospheric gases, with the sole exception of argon, 
are biologically mediated to some extent. Understanding the evolution of a planet’s atmosphere, 
therefore, provides an important perspective on the history and habitability of a planet. 

Background: There are four terrestrial bodies in the Solar System with significant long-lived 
atmospheres: Venus, Earth, Mars, and Titan. However, each of these atmospheres have distinctive 
characteristics, reflecting the unique evolution of the planet. The atmospheres of Venus and Mars are 
mostly carbon dioxide, while those of Earth and Titan are mostly nitrogen. Atmospheric pressures 
vary widely, from ~90 bar on Venus, to 1 bar on Earth, and 0.07 bar on Mars. The atmosphere of Venus 
is very acidic with high concentrations of hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids, and sulfur dioxide 
that reacts readily with other gases to make sulfuric acid.  Earth�s atmosphere is predominantly 
nitrogen but it is distinguished by abundant oxygen, reflecting the presence of photosynthetic life. 
Titan’s nitrogen atmosphere on the other hand is unique for the presence of reduced hydrocarbons. 
Factors that contribute to the formation and modification of planetary atmospheres include primary 
contributions from trapped nebular gas, erosion by solar wind, thermal escape, impact, atmospheric 
cratering, condensation, and chemical reactions. 

The surface and lower atmosphere of Venus is largely hidden from direct view by the dense sulphuric 
acid clouds that extend up to 70km altitude. During the 1980s Australian astronomer David Allen, 
using the Anglo-Australian Telescope at Siding Spring, discovered a means of seeing through these 
clouds by observing the nightside of the planet at near-infrared wavelengths. Through “windows” at 
certain infrared wavelengths it is possible to see thermal radiation from the lower atmosphere, and 
surface. This makes it possible to study the atmospheric composition and properties in regions that 
would be hard to reach using in-situ probes because of the extreme temperatures and pressures.

This technique, developed in Australia, is being exploited by the ESA Venus Express spacecraft, now 
in orbit around Venus. Australian space scientists are also using this technique for continued studies 
of Venus from the Anglo-Australian Telescope using its new infrared spectrometer IRIS2. Some of 
the latest results from these ground-based observations of Venus show how infrared observations 
can be used to probe different levels of the Venus atmosphere, and how they can complement the 
data obtained by Venus Express (Bailey, 2007b). These data will be used to study the composition 
of the atmosphere near the surface, the composition and circulation of the cloud layers, and to 
follow the highly variable oxygen airglow emission, which provides a probe of upper atmosphere 
chemistry and dynamics.

Australian analogues for planetary surfaces

* How can studies of Australian geological processes (magmatic, sedimentary, hydrothermal, and 
geomorphological) better inform our understanding of the other terrestrial planets?

Significance: The intelligent extension of uniformitarianism to other planets requires an understanding 
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to the degree to which common and unique processes exist between them. Terrestrial examples can 
serve both as analogues for extraterrestrial processes, and also as yardsticks against which differences 
resulting from different compositions, thermal and tectonic regimes, or planetary histories can be 
measured.
 
Background: In addition to theoretical studies of global scale physical and chemical processes, 
there is an opportunity to use Australian environments as natural laboratories to better understand 
extraterrestrial surfaces, test hypotheses, and develop criteria for recognition of specific processes.  
For example, the epicratonic basins, landforms and regolith of the Australian interior, such as 
those near Arkaroola, provide many analogues to the Martian landscape (Clarke et al. 2004). The 
longitudinal dune systems appear to have close parallels on Titan, despite the radical differences in 
atmospheric density, surface composition, and temperature. The Australian continent has a diverse 
record of impact cratering and the modification of the craters through hydrothermal alternation, 
burial, and exhumation (Glikson 1996, Haines 2005). Many of these impact structures have received 
only cursory study. Finally, Australian geologists have unparalleled expertise in working with early 
crustal rocks in the Pilbara and Yilgarn cratons. 

The topic offers at least three major opportunities: 1) development of new or improved instruments 
for the collection of in situ data (using Australian expertise in spectroscopy, microbeam techniques). 
2) Field trials of individual instruments or full-scale prototype rovers in terrestrial analogues settings 
(such as the FIDO rover trials in the SW United States (Anderson et al. 2006) or the NOMAD trials 
in Chile (Cabrol et al. 2001). 3) Framing and testing of hypotheses for field-scale extraterrestrial 
features with reference to their terrestrial counterparts, especially those features which are particular 
well developed in Australia such as the results of acid-groundwater systems, (Benison et al. 2007), 
mound springs (Clarke and Stoker 2003, Clarke et al. 2007) stable ancient landscape processes 
(Thomas et al. 2005, Pain et al. 2007, impact craters (Glikson 1996, Haines 2005), and sief dunes 
(Bishop 2001)..

Theme 3: What is the role of meteorite and asteroid impacts in planetary evolution?

Early Earth and the Solar System

* Was there a cataclysmic bombardment of the inner solar system about four billion years ago and 
if so, where did the impactors come from? 

Significance: One of the enduring legacies of planetary science is an appreciation of the importance 
of large-scale collisions or impacts as a fundamental process, especially during the early stages of 
planetary evolution. An accurate reading of this impact history is important for establishing the 
significance of large impact events for crust formation and biologic evolution on Earth, absolute 
timescales of geological events on other planets, and planetary dynamics in the Solar System.

Resolving these questions could answer long-standing problems in planetary science and address 
current controversies over the source of impacting planetesimal populations that created the large 
nearside lunar basins. Numerical modelling has raised the possibility that the outer planets Neptune 
and Uranus either formed late or migrated away from the sun ~500-700 million years after formation 
of the terrestrial planets. This may have stirred primitive, icy objects from the Kuiper Belt, sending 
them crashing toward the inner Solar System. In contrast, the size distribution of lunar craters is 
more consistent with a provenance for the impactors in the inner Solar System, probably the asteroid 
belt. Distinguishing among these alternatives would provide a better understanding of the evolution 
of the Solar System after the primary planetary structure was established.
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Background: A major insight gained from the study of lunar samples was the realisation that massive 
impact events occurred considerably later than most models of planetary accretion would have 
predicted. The age distribution of lunar impact melt rocks and glasses show that a population of 
large (10-100 km diameter) planetesimals struck the lunar surface at ~3.8-4.0 Ga, some 500-700 
million years after initial differentiation of the curst and mantle. The heavily cratered surfaces of 
Mars and the ages of meteorites from the asteroid belt suggest that a late bombardment at ~3.9 Ga 
was a general feature of the inner solar system. Where these impactors came from, why they invaded 
the inner Solar System at this particular time, and their possible influence on the evolution of the 
terrestrial planets are hot topics in planetary science. 

The late heavy bombardment occurred at a time just before the earliest evidence for life on Earth and 
has important implications for the origin and early evolution of life (Bailey, 2007a). The cataclysm 
theory leads to much lower total impact rates on the very early Earth than the “steady decline” 
model. This opens up the possibility that life on Earth could have started very early, and survived 
through the cataclysm. Alternatively late bombardment may itself have played a role in the origin of 
life, through delivery of organics to the Earth, creation of temporary environments, or transferring 
material between planets.

Studies that establish a high-resolution record of the timing of impact events (Norman et al., 2006b) 
and the provenance of planetesimals traversing the inner Solar System (Norman et al., 2002) are 
needed. The chronology of early impact events in the inner solar system and the provenance of 
planetesimals that bombarded the Earth and Moon can be established through geochemical studies 
of the ages and chemical compositions of lunar impact melt breccias and glasses.  The age and 
composition of the earliest terrestrial crustal rocks and minerals need to be studied to identify 
whether they contain a signal of the impact record on the early Earth.

Impacts as agents of biogenic and geologic evolution

* What role did impacts play in the long-term evolution of the biosphere and the Australian continent 
and surface environments?

Significance : Improved understanding of the magnitude, rate, and location of impacts onto the 
Australian continent over the 3.7 billion years of its history will provide better understanding of one 
particular aspect of the origin and evolution of the early Earth.  This is of significance to understanding 
the formation the compositionally unique terrestrial crust, constraints and niches for Earth’s earliest 
biosphere, and for the development of Archaean metallogenic processes. Improved modelling of 
the processes occurring in the atmosphere and on the ground during a large impact event would 
greatly increase our understanding of the evolution of the biosphere, the history of biodiversity, and 
the risk posed by large, rare events. Two events in particular stand out for further investigation, the 
Acraman impact event (590 Ma) and the Woodleigh and Picaninny structures (~360 Ma) in South 
Australia and Western Australia, respectively (Haines 2005).  Better understanding of the magnitude 
and frequency of impact events through the Phanerozoic would also constrain the orbital dynamics 
of Earth-crossing comets and asteroids.

Background: Large impacts have the potential for significant disruption of the biosphere but the links 
between major impact events, biosphere disruption, and mass extinction are poorly understood. The 
best known of such events is the Chicxulub impact, which played a key role in the Cretaceous-
Tertiary mass extinction.  Other extinctions have been linked to impact events, although links for 
these are not as clear as for the K-T event.
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Impact rates were very high soon after accretion of the planets. They fell away dramatically after ~3.9 
Ga but were still significant.  The Archaean (2.5-3.7 billion years old) rocks of the Pilbara contain 
numerous horizons rich in spherulitic glasses that demonstrate major impact events continued to 
hit the Earth (Hassler et al. 2005).  These spherule horizons have been used to provide tentative 
correlations between the Pilbara and Southern African cratons. Although no Archaean impact sites 
have been identified, the chemistry of the spherules provide constraints on the possible target rocks, 
which may include lithologies, such as Archaean oceanic crust, no longer present on the Earth’s 
surface. Furthermore, the rate and magnitude of impact events may have constrained the development 
of the earliest terrestrial organisms.

Detailed geochemical and isotopic studies of Archaean spherule horizons, and field studies to 
search for new localities in Australia and overseas are needed to produce detailed stratigraphic, 
sedimentologic, palaeontological, and geochemical investigations of outcrops and drill holes in 
Australia and overseas across the relevant stratigraphic intervals in the Ediacaran and Devonian 
periods. Modelling of the environmental consequences of the known impacts against the magnitude 
of the extinction events would be valuable.

Impact Economics

* What role do impact structures play in modifying groundwater and hydrocarbon flow paths and 
prospectivity in Australian Phanerozoic sedimentary basins? 

Significance: The consequences of large impacts into mechanically weak and/or water saturated 
sediments is poorly constrained by field studies of terrestrial examples. A better understanding such 
impacts is important to improve models of the environmental consequences of terrestrial impacts.  
It is also important for improved understanding of impact processes on Mars, where many impacts 
appear to have struck targets composed of sedimentary, water saturated material.

Background: The groundwater and hydrocarbon flow paths and prospectivity in Australian 
Phanerozoic sedimentary basins is of critical importance to present and future hydrocarbon exploration 
in Australia and to selection of sites for CO2 sequestration. A number of medium (4 km) to large (120 
km) impact structures are known from Australian Phanerozoic sedimentary basins. Examples include 
Bedout, Talundilly, Woodleigh, Yallalie, Gosses Bluff, Tookoonooka, and Mt Toodinna (Glikson 
1996, Haines 2005).  Some of these are in basins with known petroleum prospectivity.  The impact 
structures modify fluid flow paths in rocks surrounding the impact site to a distance of at least one 
diameter away from the impact rim. Changes to porosity, permeability, and subsurface structural 
and to the thermal history of the target successions can potentially alter petroleum source rocks, 
reservoirs, and trap potential.  However most of these impact sites have been very poorly studied 
to date. Improved 3D geological and geophysical characterisation of Australian impact craters in 
basinal successions coupled with improved modelling of impact dynamics and comparison with 
possible counterparts on Mars are needed.

Impact Risks to Society

 * What is the impact risk to Australia?

Significance: The urbanized, networked and industrialized societies of the 21st century are 
vulnerable to even small impact events (Steel 2001).  These include small (Hiroshima-size) to 
medium (Tunguska-size) air-bursts that occur with frequencies of once a year to once a century, 
respectively, direct consequences of a land impact, and the indirect consequences such as tsunamis 
of an ocean impact. There is a significant hazard of small earth-cross bodies causing local to regional 
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scale devastation. Current knowledge of the risk is very limited and early warning minimal. Unlike 
other natural hazards, the impact risk is one that can be, at least in principle, minimised by direct 
action.  Furthermore, quantification of the risk posed by such events will generate significant data 
on the composition and orbits of small bodies in near Earth space, with applications to a wide 
range of astronomical and planetary science questions. Establishment and/or upgrading of long term 
monitoring ground-based networks of optical and radar systems to track near earth objects.  These 
may be supplemented by microsatellite systems in earth orbit.

Theme 4: Did life arise elsewhere in the Solar System or beyond?

Origin of Life, Habitable Planets, and the Uniqueness of Earth

* Can we sharply define targets for the exploration for life or former life elsewhere in the Solar 
System? 

Significance: The search for life and intelligence beyond Earth is of profound scientific and cultural 
significance. Knowing whether or not the Earth is representative of a much larger population of 
habitable worlds beyond the Solar System is a key part of this search.

Background: Of all the questions potentially answerable by planetary science, “Are We Alone” may 
resonate most deeply with the public. Phrased somewhat less existentially, answering the question 
of whether life exists elsewhere in the universe is the ultimate goal of astrobiology, which studies the 
origins, evolution, distribution, and future of life in the universe. This broad field embraces the search 
for potentially inhabited planets within and beyond our Solar System, including the exploration of 
Mars and the outer planets, laboratory and field investigations of early life on Earth, and studies 
of the potential of life to adapt to future challenges, both on Earth and in space. Astrobiology is 
interdisciplinary, combining planetary science, astronomy, and space exploration technologies 
with molecular biology, ecology, information science, and related disciplines. The interdisciplinary 
character of astrobiology requires a comprehensive and inclusive understanding of biological, 
planetary and cosmic phenomena.

Research is needed to understand the mechanisms by which habitable environments have evolved 
throughout the Solar System and how the planetary environments have influenced the evolution of 
life (Bailey, 2007a). Through study of the reciprocal interactions of organisms and their planetary 
environment we strive to develop an understanding of the biochemical and metabolic machinery 
that drives the global physical and chemical cycles.  We need to understand aspects that seem to 
make Earth particularly well-suited to support complex life, for example the possible significance 
of tectonic environment and how it has evolved through time, and the role that delivery of complex 
organics by primitive bodies may have played in setting the initial conditions that allowed life to 
begin.

Search for Earth-like planets

* Do early habitats of terrestrial life indicate unique geological or chemical environments are needed 
for the origin of life?

Significance: Studies of extrasolar planets (exoplanets) over the next decade will help address 
the fundamental question of whether the Solar System and our own planet have close analogues 
elsewhere in the Galaxy. 

Background: In observations that complement more detailed Solar System analyses, astronomical 
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surveys using different techniques are revealing over 200 gas giants and what appear to be rocky 
planets in orbit around other stars The surprising overall result from the first decade of exoplanet 
observations 1995-2005 is the apparent rarity of planetary systems similar to our Solar System. Prior 
to 1995 we expected to find Solar System analogues with gas-giant Jovian planets in distant orbits, 
and inner terrestrial planets, all in near-circular orbits. Instead, almost every exoplanet found to 
date turn out to be gas-giant Jovians in highly eccentric orbits or “hot Jupiters” in extremely close, 
tidally-circularised orbits. To make matters worse, present information on terrestrial exoplanets is 
almost non-existent, due to the difficulty of detecting such small, faint and low-mass worlds. 

Despite advances made over the past decade, to what extent the Solar System is unique remains very 
much an open question. This is because observations of extrasolar planets have not been operating 
long enough to detect gas giant planets in the distant long-period orbits similar to Jupiter and beyond, 
and as yet, we have little credible information on terrestrial exoplanets.

Over the next decade, observational advances for the first time will enable meaningful comparisons 
of our Solar System with other planetary systems. Australia currently hosts active extrasolar planet 
search programs and the nation has the potential to further develop its current expertise and scientific 
successes in detecting and characterising exoplanets over the next decade. Australia’s participation 
in exoplanet science covers different observational techniques (Bond et al., 2006), as well as some 
theoretical studies (Lineweaver and Grether  2003). Radial-velocity measurements are made for the 
Anglo-Australian Planet Search using the Anglo-Australian Telescope.1 Transit and microlensing-
based searches are in operation (such as the PLANET collaboration), or are in development. These 
searches are based on infrastructure in place or funded for Siding Spring Observatory in NSW and 
Mt Canopus Observatory in Tasmania.2   Innovative development work is also being done on an 
instrument for the direct detection of exoplanets using polarimetry.3 Theoretical modelling studies 
are conducted at several of Australia’s universities. 4,5,6 

Over the next decade, progress in Australian exoplanet science will include more ground-based 
radial velocity survey that will achieve a time base of observations sufficiently long to detect a host 
of Jupiter-like worlds in Jupiter-like orbits around nearby stars (assuming such planets actually do 
exist). In addition, developments in hardware and software for radial velocity measurements and 
transit and microlensing observations should lead to a more comprehensive set of discoveries of 
terrestrial worlds orbiting nearby and distant stars. These ground-based efforts also pave the way 
for more detailed space-based studies, and provide the observations on which theoretical advances 
can be made in understanding the formation and evolution of planetary systems. Solid evidence also 
should emerge as to the frequency of different types of planets and planetary system architectures. 
This will help us understand how widespread are planetary systems like the Solar System, and how 
unique or commonplace are habitable terrestrials like the Earth.

Can we sharply define targets for the exploration for life or former life elsewhere in the Solar System? 
Although phrased in very general terms this question encompasses many aspects of planetary science 
but at the same time has a clear goal. It leads to emphases on Mars, Europa, Io, Enceladus and Titan 
but in one way or another encompasses all objects in the Solar System, the history of the energy 
output from the Sun, the history of the Earth-Moon system, and more. It links us clearly into the 

1  http://www.aao.gov.au/local/www/cgt/planet/aat.html

2  http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/astro/research/thesis/MartonHidas.pdf

3  http://aca.mq.edu.au/People/Bailey.htm

4  http://www.mso.anu.edu.au/PSI/

5  http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/newsdesk/archive/releases/2005/10/video/b

6  http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/astro99/mardling/
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exploration programs of NASA and ESA. It includes instrument development.

Ground-based planet-searching programs in Australia need continuing financial support for their 
maintenance and development, to garner maximum scientific results from established and developing 
infrastructure at Siding Spring Observatory and Mt Canopus Observatory. Of particular note is the 
need to persist with the radial velocity work with the Anglo-Australian Telescope, as the data from 
this program dates back to 1998, and so offers a unique set of long-term measurements for detecting 
Jupiter analogues around nearby stars in the southern sky.
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Summary: Our current knowledge of life on Earth indicates a basic requirement for liquid

water.  The locations of present liquid water are therefore the logical sites to search for current

life on Mars. We develop a picture of where on Mars the regions with the highest potential

near-surface liquid water abundance can be found through a study of gullies. We also use

rampart craters to sound the depth of water ice on Mars and where the highest concentrations

of water ice occur. We estimate that low latitude gullies and rampart craters with depths >

~100 m at |30
o
| latitude, > ~1.3 km at 35

o
and >~2.6 km at 40

o
latitude will give access to

current liquid water environments capable of supporting microbial life. Our data is most

consistent with formation of these gullies through shallow aquifer discharge. These features

should therefore be high priority targets for further study and high–resolution imaging with

HiRISE.

Keywords:  Mars, water, gullies, rampart craters, biosphere, astrobiology

Introduction

Looking for life

Life on Earth is robust and inhabits a vast range of environments exposed to liquid water [1].

Microbial life has been found in many environments where the conditions are far beyond

those hospitable to humans. Existence of terrestrial life in extremely cold environments and

dark, dry environments up to 5.3 km below the surface have important implications for

planetary exploration [2,3]. The nearest potentially habitable planet - Mars - has an average

surface temperature ~70 degrees colder than Earth’s average (~20 degrees colder than the

average in Antarctica, the coldest region on Earth) and thus the majority of liquid water

environments (if they exist) will lie beneath the Martian surface. Life is able to survive in

temperatures far below the freezing point of pure liquid water due to the presence of salts

(which depress the freezing point [4]) and the existence of thin films of liquid water in

intergranular veins [5]. In deep intraterrestrial environments microbial life is found in liquid

water environments within the pores of sediments and unconsolidated material as well as rock

fractures and fluid inclusions. These adaptations of life to such hostile planetary

environments are a powerful indicator of the habitability potential of Mars for terrestrial-like

life.

NASA's MEPAG (Mars Exploration Program Analysis Group) report (Mars Scientific Goals,

Objectives, Investigations and Priorities: 2006 [6]) has identified sites with geologically

recent water on Mars as being important astrobiological targets for future exploration. We

have addressed the goal of identifying and describing environments potentially favorable to

terrestrial-like life in this study. Gullies (see Figure 1) and rampart craters (see Figure 2) are

ideal astrobiological targets as gullies are most likely associated with water and rampart

craters indicate the presence or former presence of near-surface ice. Further, crater walls are

not only the preferred location for gully formation[7,8], they also allow future missions access

to subsurface environments.
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Gully formation

Gullies are strongly suggestive of surface fluid runoff that has occurred within the current

Martian obliquity cycle [9]. The tilt of Mars’ axis undergoes chaotic variations which have

major effects on the Martian climate as they modulate the sublimation of the polar caps and

the atmospheric pressure [10]. Furthermore, the light-toned flows observed in two gullies

within the last 10 years [11,12] indicate that there may be modern groundwater environments

in some regions of Mars. This makes them strong candidates in the search for current liquid

water environments and microbial habitats on Mars (see Figure 1). 

Fig. 1: Martian gully system in crater in central Noachis Terra, located at 32.1
o
S, 12.9

o
W.

Image shows that the alcoves of the gullies in this system are all at similar depths (~250m)

beneath the overhanging surface. This may indicate the depth to groundwater in this region.

The debris aprons of these gullies can be clearly seen. Image is M0C2-728; courtesy of

NASA/JPL.

Rampart crater formation

Rampart craters are an impact morphology that have lobate ejecta blankets elevated above the

local terrain. The ejecta of rampart craters is strongly indicative of the deposition of material

as a surface flow lubricated by fluid. Features such as flowlines, re-direction of the ejecta

around obstacles, and distal thinning of the blanket with increasing radial distance from the

central crater, all indicate that entrained fluid was present in the material. This source fluid is

believed to be liquid water from subsurface ice melted by the impact heating. As rampart

craters most likely indicate the presence of water ice, they are strong candidate locales for

300m

d
e
p

th
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both current liquid water (which may be found at the base of the permafrost [38]) and sub-

freezing water analogous to environments on Earth which harbor thin films of liquid water

and associated microbial life (see Figure 2).

Water on Mars

Mars currently has a sizable water abundance: the presence of hydrogen on Mars - either as

free water or hydrated minerals – has been detected by the neutron detectors carried as part of

the gamma-ray spectrometer (GRS) and the Russian high-energy neutron detector (HEND) on

board NASA's Mars Odyssey spacecraft. Neutrons are generated within the top 2 m of the

Martian surface from the interaction of cosmic rays. The neutron flux is decreased through

neutron absorption and retardation by hydrogen atoms in the subsurface (as these have a

comparable mass) and so the observed flux provides a direct measure of the hydrogen content.

These results have indicated that the Martian permafrost has an increasing water ice content

pole wards of 50-60
o

latitude [13,14] with the concentration varying between 13-80% by

weight. The water content in the lower latitudes is significantly depleted, varying between 1-

10% by weight.

Fig. 2: Image of rampart crater at latitude 16.8
o
N, longitude 257.4

o
E, northeast of Ascraeus

Mons. The lobate ejecta blanket can be seen and its elevation above th elocal terrain in some

regions is evident from the distal shadowing. In the upper part of the image a meandering

channel can be seen carved into the ejecta, indicating the flow of water or potentially a lava

fluid. Image taken by THEMIS onboard Mars Odyssey; ID: PIA04522; courtesy of

NASA/JPL.

In Mars' recent past (and to the present day) the pressure and temperature conditions on the

surface have not been favourable for the stability of liquid water [11]. The Martian surface

pressure is generally below the triple point except at the lowest elevations in the southern

hemisphere (the Hellas and Argyre Basins) and the low latitude northern plains [39]. At any

other locations liquid water on the surface would either freeze or sublimate. The surface

temperature is generally too cold for liquid water (however daytime temperatures at the

equator can climb above 0
o

C). Thus in order to look for stable reservoirs of liquid water and

potential life we will need to excavate beneath the surface of Mars.
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Methodology

We investigated the global distribution of Martian gully depth with latitude. Our data is taken

from surveys by [15,16,17,7,8].  Gully depth is the depth of the gully alcove bases beneath the

local surface - the probable region where the gully fluid escaped onto the surface. We used

gully depth measurements from these studies obtained by correlating elevation data from the

Mars Orbital Laser Altimeter (MOLA) with images from the Mars Orbital Camera (MOC).

The error in a single MOLA elevation is approximately 10 m (see

http://ssed.gsfc.nasa.gov/tharsis/spec.html). As several footprints are used to create the

elevation map for each gully system the combined vertical accuracy would be greater than 10

m.  We binned the data into ten equal surface area latitude bins (six were occupied) and 100 m

depth bins. The latter was deemed to be the limit at which we could be reasonably certain we

had binned the data accurately from the published plots. Jennifer Heldmann (NASA Ames

Research Centre) generously contributed digital versions of her northern and southern

hemisphere data to this study.

We made a similar study of Martian rampart craters. The dataset for these craters was the

“Catalogue of Large Martian Impact Craters”
1

compiled by Nadine G. Barlow. The catalogue

is considered to be complete for craters with diameter greater than or equal to 5 km [18]. As

we are interested in the signature of recent Martian water that may have persisted to the

present day, the study focused on the youngest sample of craters that could be obtained from

the catalogue. Craters that were determined as existing on terrain that pre-dates the

Amazonian epoch were removed from the sample
2
, however, some young (Amazonian aged)

craters may have been discarded if they post-dated pre-Amazonian terrain. The Amazonian

epoch (the present Martian epoch) has an estimated boundary age of 1.8-3.5 Ga [19] and thus

all the ramparts within our sample are at most 3.5 Ga old. We estimated the rampart's

excavation depth (d) - the maximum depth from which its ejecta blanket, and hence material

believed to be volatile abundant, originated from – by this scaling of its diameter (D):

d  =  0.12 D                                                         (1)

This value is an average of that used by [20] for simple and complex craters; and is at the top

end of the range of relationships proposed by [21] for simple craters. We examined the

dominant crater morphology (rampart or non–rampart) by the following dominance statistic:

µ  =        (2)

NCraters is the total number of impact craters and includes both ramparts and non-ramparts.

The smaller the value of µ the stronger the rampart dominance (with a zero value indicating

that all craters are ramparts). When µ > 1 non - rampart craters are more frequent. Values of

this test statistic were calculated over each of the three occupied latitude bands.

In addition, we have made a first estimate of the maximum range of conditions that could be

present within the potential Martian biosphere (PMB). The term potential biosphere in

reference to Mars means ‘the portion of the planet that can potentially support life’. Our

1
This catalogue is available at ftp://ftpflag.wr.usgs.gov/dist/pigpen/mars/crater_consortium/

mars_craters_geographic/craters/all_catalogs/. The database file utilised was: Barlow_craters_all.dbf. Ramparts

were identified as those with Rc (indicating lobate ejecta) or RF (indicating Rc with fractures cutting across the

ejecta) in Column 7 of the database file.
2

Crater terrain type is listed in Column 7 of the catalogue.

NCraters - NRamparts

NRamparts
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estimate of the PMB is described in terms of the range of pressure and temperature conditions

that it encompasses and by the extent that it penetrates within the Martian regolith. This

estimate of the Martian biosphere is based on our understanding of the environments on Earth

that support life and the range of pressures and temperatures within these environments and so

we investigated some extreme P-T conditions of inhabited environments on Earth. Different

environments on Mars will have different potential for habitability, however, as the extent of

the biosphere is dependent on both the physical and chemical properties of the subsurface and

thus would vary both with latitude and locally. To introduce the depth dependence to our

model an adoption of the thermal model published in [22] was utilised.  This model calculates

the subsurface temperatures from a combination of solar insolation and geothermal heating.

Solar insolation is incorporated through the annual average surface temperature of the region

and geothermal heating is quantified by the geothermal heat flow. Subsurface temperature

and pressure are given by:

T(z)  =  Ts + zq/k        (3)

P(z)  =  Ps + ρgz        (4)

where z = depth (m); Ts = annual mean surface temperature (K); q = geothermal heat flow

flow (= 30 mWm
-2

); k = thermal conductivity of soil (Wm
-1

K
-1

); Ps = annual mean surface

temperature (= 600 Pa); g = Martian gravitational acceleration (= 3.73 ms
-2

); and ρ = density

of regolith (kg m
-3

). The values we used for these parameters are given in Table 1. Mellon

and Phillips [22], however, incorporated only two ‘extreme’ soil compositions into their

model, corresponding to highly desiccated and densely ice-cemented, respectively. A

compositional gradient is more realistic. However, we used the model of [22] to determine

the depth to 273 K at 30
o
, 60

o
and 90

o
latitude. We used decreasing average surface

temperature with increasing latitude. Between 30-60
o

latitude we assumed a linear gradient in

thermal conductivity, equivalent to assuming a linear gradient in soil composition with

latitude. This allows us to estimate how the depth the 273 K isotherm varies with latitude,

ignoring latitudinal variations. The thermal conductivities taken (see Table 1) are plausible

representative values of the subsurface [7]. However, we acknowledge that a large variation

of values would be expected. Thermal conductivities can be calculated from thermal inertia

values measured by the Thermal Emission Spectrometer, valid for the top few cm of soil [41].

These values however give a range of 0.023 – 0.246 Wm
-1

K
-1

which is smaller (by an order of

magnitude) than the range of end-member models taken for the subsurface (see Table 1).  This

reflects the lack of constraints on subsurface soil composition and thus the estimates of the

depth to 273K are only a rough guide of the plausible latitudinal behaviour.

Table 1:  Subsurface model parameters
*

Latitude Ts (K)
**

k (Wm
-1

K
-1

) ρ (kgm
-3

)

30
o

210 0.045
a

1650
c

60
o

180 2.4
b

2018
d

90
o

150 2.4 2018

*
Data taken from [22] unless otherwise indicated.

**
Taken from [23].

a
Corresponds to dry particulate soil.

b
Corresponds to densely ice-cemented soil.

c
Corresponds to dry unconsolidated soil as found by the Viking Landers.

d
Corresponds to ice-cemented soil.
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Results

Shallow and abundant water

Figure 3 reveals that on average gullies in the high latitudes were found to occur roughly 54%

shallower (between ~90-190 m depth) than gullies equatorward of 53
o
 (this trend

was found by [17,7,15,16] in sub-samples of this study). Figure 4 reveals that gullies in both

hemispheres are also less constrained (indicated by the 68% confidence interval) poleward of

53
o

than they are equatorward. This preference for gullies to form deeper in the warmer,

near–equatorial latitudes strongly suggests a thermal control on their formation, in agreement

with studies by [7,17,15,16]. The trend of decreasing average depth with increasing latitude

in the northern hemisphere is in agreement with [17], however this trend is poorly constrained

as the depth range for two of the latitude bins (37-53
o

and 53-90
o
) significantly overlap.

Gilmore and Phillips [15] found the average depth of their sample between 26-38
o

to be

within 200-400 m, in agreement with our results.  In both hemispheres the average gully depth

across all latitudes in this study was found to be approximately 300 m. In the northern

hemisphere, the vast majority of alcove bases lie within 500 m of the upper reaches of the

encompassing slope, in agreement with [8]. Any explanation of gully formation will have to

be consistent with both the trend of maximum gully depth with latitude and the occurrence of

gullies close to the surface in all latitudes. Furthermore no gullies in the sample occurred

deeper than 2 km and the majority occur shallower than 800 m, indicating that they can only

form in a restricted depth of regolith. This is despite the presence of many crater slopes

extending to beyond 2 km depth (see Figure 4).

Fig. 3: Average depth of 549 gullies in the three occupied latitude ranges. The vertical lines
give a 68% confidence interval. The average depth of gullies is shallowest in the high

latitudes.

Figure 4 reveals that the average depth of young ramparts may decrease with increasing

latitude (agreeing with the trend found by [24,25]). However, the significant overlap of the

average depth ranges and the similar spread within each latitude range suggests that this trend

is not significant. Most gullies form significantly deeper than the depth of the thermally

active layer which seems inconsistent with formation by fluid generated from the melting of
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water-rich permafrost [42], or snow deposited during high obliquity [43]. Such meltwater

could percolate to depths below the active layer but it is unlikely that it could remain liquid

and form gullies at depths exceeding 100 m below where the fluid was generated. Gullies in

the mid northern latitudes and high latitudes preferentially form at shallow depths

(considerably shallower than the estimated average depth to 273K) and so may be most

consistent with formation from shallow meltwater.

Observations of Martian craters reveal that the radial ejecta morphologies dominate in the

very small (D<5 km) and very large (D>50 km) diameter ranges with lobate structures

dominating in between [26]. Converting to excavation depth via Equation 1, we would then

expect to see rampart craters dominating in the 600-6000 m excavation depth range. We have

quantified the regions where Amazonian rampart craters have been the preferential impact

crater morphology in Figure 5 using Equation 2. Figure 5 reveals that non-ramparts are the

preferential impact morphology in the mid and low latitudes at the majority of depths,

however sporadic concentrations of volatiles are seen at the depths where ramparts are more

abundant. In the high latitudes rampart craters are more abundant than non-ramparts at all

depths and the presence of an abundant volatile layer extending between 500-2200 m depth is

indicated. Volatiles become gradually less abundant at greater depths as non-ramparts

become more frequent. These results are in disagreement with that previously reported as the

diameter ranges where ramparts dominate are found to be strongly latitude dependent and

consistently much smaller than the 5-50 km range previously reported.

The results in Figure 5 strongly indicate the presence of a thick present day subsurface ice or

fluid layer occurring polewards of 53
o
. The presence of this layer is indicated both by the

dominance of ramparts at excavation depths down to approximately 2 km in these latitudes,

and by the small values of µ (predominantly µ>0.5, indicating 50% more ramparts than non-

ramparts within these regions) which suggest that these results are significant.

Fig. 4: Average depth of 549 gullies (asterisks) and 1329 ramparts (diamonds) compared to

the depth of the seasonally active layer (explained in text; derived using values given in [27]

and an interpolation for equatorial latitudes) given by the black line . Vertical lines give a

68% confidence interval. Gullies are shallower in the higher latitudes, whereas rampart

depths show little variation with latitude. On average ramparts are considerably deeper than
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gullies and form well within the cryolithosphere (the Martian permafrost, i.e. the lithosphere

that has a temperature below 273 K).

Isolated regions of rampart crater dominance occur in the low- and mid–latitudes but their

restricted depth suggests that they are not part of an extensive sub-surface volatile layer.

Rather they may be indicative of depths where unusual geological conditions, perhaps the

presence of an impermeable rock layer that prevented diffusion of volatiles into the

atmosphere or deeper into the regolith, allowed ice or fluid to be stable for extended periods

of time.

The average depths of gullies and ramparts are compared to the estimated depth of the

seasonally active layer in Figure 4. This layer is the region of the regolith that is exposed to

(seasonal) thermal cycling – freezing during the winter and thawing during the warmer

months. No gullies occur within this region. However, this does not preclude their formation

by meltwater that was generated within this layer and then percolated through the regolith to

form the gullies at greater depths [42]. Near-surface ice is not abundant in the low latitudes

[27] and so the melting of water-rich permafrost (by geothermal heating) would not contribute

a significant amount of ground water. Furthermore the depth of most of these gullies exceeds

the estimated minimal depth of a subsurface water aquifer in these latitudes [22] (see also

Figure 7). It seems probable that the source fluid for the gullies originated predominantly

from a shallow liquid water aquifer. As the upper layers of the regolith are in sub-freezing

conditions, liquid water is most likely associated with water ice. Amazonian rampart craters

(see Figure 5) indicated that the highest low latitude concentrations of water ice occur in

several narrow ranges, encompassing both shallow (eg. 900m) and greater depths (eg.

1900m).  Thus a subsurface aquifer may be highly localised but may promote the formation of

both shallow and deep gullies.

Fig. 5: Variation of the dominant crater morphology with depth and latitude for our sample of

young (Amazonian aged) craters. The blue region encompasses the range of µ values that

indicate ramparts are more abundant than non-ramparts.
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 In the mid- and high-latitudes gullies may have formed within the cryolithosphere, as

estimates of the average surface temperatures and the thermal conductivity for ice-cemented

soil place the 273K isotherm at depths beneath the 2km range over which gullies occur. Thus

the regolith at these gully alcove bases may be in subfreezing conditions if the estimated

thermal conductivity of [22] for ice-cemented soil is reasonable. The source fluid for shallow

gullies is most likely meltwater from surface ice (with a high water concentration [27])

generated during warmer surface temperature. Shallow (on the order of tens of centimetres;

see Figure 4) cracks in the permafrost related to seasonal freeze-thaw cycles in the rock strata

may propagate to greater depths as the subsurface within the cracks is exposed, allowing an

available passage for a rapid meltwater discharge. It seems unlikely, however, that this

mechanism could form gullies several hundred metres below the subsurface in these latitudes.

These deep gullies may originate from meltwater brought up from greater depths below the

permafrost. This requires the presence of significant hydrostatic pressures to bring the liquid

water to the surface. Finally young ramparts form within the cryolithosphere at all latitudes,

consistent with their formation requiring subsurface water ice.

Potential Martian biosphere (PMB)

We examined the range of pressure and temperature conditions in environments which host

terrestrial life to quantify the PMB (see Figure 6).

Fig. 6: This figure shows our estimate of the Potential Martian Biosphere. The green region

encompasses the environments known to be hospitable to terrestrial life. The letters
correspond to the key in Table 2. The yellow region is an estimate of the area through which

the Martian geotherms (functions giving the variation of temperature with depth/pressure) are

expected to pass. As better estimates of these geotherms are obtained this region will be

refined.  The phase diagram of water is overlaid.  The PMB may be accessed at around ~10 m

in the warmer latitudes.

The maximum observed temperature for terrestrial life is 121
o
C [28]. Our study found no

convincing pressure limit as the high limiting pressures of terrestrial environments are due to

either our limits in subsurface excavation within the crust or to the oceanic crust boundary.
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Over time as more extremophiles are discovered this model can be updated to give necessary

justification to NASA's strategy of ‘follow the water’. Alternatively, if life is found to be

pressure or temperature limited within liquid water environments, this model will essentially

provide a map for the future search for extant life.

Figure 6 indicates that many of the conditions hospitable to terrestrial life may be reached in

the Martian crust. Using our adaptation of the subsurface pressure - temperature model by

[22] the range of estimated depths at which liquid water is stable between ~20–40
o

latitude is

90-2600 m (see Figure 7). Within the limits of our depth resolution (100 m) all gullies

occurred within this range of depths. Above ~50
o

latitude, however, the lower average

surface temperatures and the presence of low concentrations of water ice in the shallow

subsurface may combine to lower the 273K isotherm to depths greater than the range at which

gullies occur (as indicated in Figure 7). At temperatures below 121
o
C life is found to inhabit

the full range of conditions within the region of liquid water stability. Thus low latitude

gullies may indicate current liquid water environments that are potentially favourable to

microbial life and so should be considered high priority astrobiological targets. Several low

latitude gullies within our sample are shown in recent Mars Orbital Camera (MOC) imagery

to be associated with features indicative of either present or recent surface ice (indicating

potential replenishment of the source aquifer) or extensive (possibly ancient) fluvial activity

in the region. We suggest that gully systems which have alcove base depths below the

estimated depth to liquid water, for example in MOC images m1002624, m0903654,

m1800182, m0204149 and m1400457, should be investigated further with high resolution

imagery to determine their viability (in terms of slope angle and potential rover hazards such

as boulders) as candidates for future rover exploration.

Table 2: Key for Figure 6

Label Description Temp.

(K)

Press. (Pa) Ref.

A Mt Everest 233 3.37 x 10
-4

[29,30]

B Mt Everest 246.89 3.37 x 10
-4

[29,30]

C Hydrothermal vents in Octopus Spring, Yellowstone

National Park

356 7.33 x 10
-4

[31,32]

D Kuieshan thermal vents 389 5.88 x 10
6

[33]

E Maximum known temperature for life. Strain121, Finn

vent, Mothra hydrothermal vent field (2270m depth),

Juan de Fuca Ridge

394 2.39 x 10
7

[28,34,31]

F Bacterial isolates 373 4.00 x 10
7

[35]

G Bacteria within 5278m deep borehole 348 1.64 x 10
8

[3,36]

H Bacterial within 5278m borehole 338 1.64 x 10
8

[3,36]

I Marianas Trench (deepest ocean trench) 275 3.20 x 10
8

[37]

J Minimum known temperature for life.  Microbes in

1249m deep borehole in Vostok ice.

233 10
7

[2,4,36]

Nearly all young ramparts (~90 %) in the low latitudes excavate within the stability region of

liquid water as they are deeper than 600 m. At higher latitudes nearly all ramparts excavate

into (water) permafrost as they are shallower than the depth to the 273 K isotherm in Figure 7.

Thus the slopes of low latitude ramparts give access to potential current liquid water

environments and conditions favourable to life, particularly within the depth ranges given

above (where ramparts were the dominant crater morphology). Higher latitude ramparts still

have important astrobiological implications, however, as terrestrial life can be found in

environments where the freezing point of water has been depressed [2].
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Conclusions

These results allow us to draw some conclusions on the possible locations of the shallowest

abundant water on Mars. The abundance of gullies in the high polar latitudes and southern

polar pits suggests a reasonable water abundance here within the past million years. These

gullies form at shallow depths in subfreezing conditions and so may form through seasonal

snow/ice allowing them to be frequently exposed to liquid water.  When active these gullies

may provide the most accessible source of liquid water and if they are repeatedly re-activated

they may provide a hospitable environment to psychrophyllic bacteria.  Gullies in the low

latitudes of both hemispheres form at depths close to the 273 K isotherm [22] and at least two

have been recently re-activated [12].

Fig.7: Estimated depth to the 273 K isotherm. This estimate assumes that soil is dry and

desiccated near the equator to densely ice-cemented at the poles. A discontinuity occurs at

~60
o
 latitude [27] due to the stability of near - surface ground ice.

As these gullies most likely form through a liquid water aquifer near the alcove base depths

they may provide the most accessible stable source of liquid water and terrestrial – like

environment on Mars. The walls of rampart craters in the low latitudes allow access to depths

where the subsurface temperature is predicted to be above 0
o
C, however, their distribution in

these latitudes suggests that subsurface volatiles are highly localised. In the high latitudes

young ramparts indicate areas of recent and abundant water ice (and potential liquid water
environments at the base of the cryolithosphere). Some gully systems were suggested for

further high resolution investigation to determine their viability as candidates for future rover

exploration.
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Abstract

Crystallisation ages of impact melt breccias from the near-side equatorial regions of the 
Moon show a pronounced clustering between 3.75 and 3.95 billion years. This age distribution was 
unexpected and produced competing hypotheses for the early impact flux in the inner Solar System. 
In one scenario the impact flux increased dramatically at ~3.9 Ga. In this ‘late heavy bombardment’ 
scenario several of the nearside lunar basins formed within a relatively brief interval of time (200 
million years). A late cataclysmic bombardment would have significant implications for Solar 
System dynamics perhaps involving migration of the outer planets. Alternatively, the impact flux 
may have declined steadily with relatively small fluctuations since formation of the Moon.  In this 
scenario older impact deposits were destroyed and/or buried by more recent events. 

Recently, Norman et al. (2007a) measured an absolute age of 4.20 + 0.07 Ga on an Apollo 16 
crystalline breccia that they interpret as an impact melt breccia. This is the first definitive evidence 
for a discrete melt-forming impact event older than 4.0 Ga that has been documented from the 
Apollo lunar sample collection, but the significance of a single sample for the lunar impact cratering 
history prior to 3.9 Ga is difficult to assess. A genuine gap in major impact events between 4.2 and 
3.9 Ga would constitute strong evidence favouring a late cataclysm (Turner, 1979) but the effects of 
megaregolith evolution and burial bias on the age distribution of sampled impact melt rocks needs 
further clarification (Hartmann, 2003; Chapman et al., 2007). 

As a complementary approach we evaluated the early lunar impact flux using crater densities 
preserved within large basins. This analysis provides strong evidence for a steep cratering flux early 
in the stratigraphic sequence of lunar basins but the implications for changes in the cratering flux 
through time depends on the absolute ages of lunar basins, which are not well established. A late 
cataclysm would be strongly supported if the South Pole Aitken (SPA) basin, stratigraphically the 
oldest basin on the Moon, has an absolute age not much older than the younger basins (i.e. ~ 4 Ga).  
Older assumed ages for SPA (e.g. 4.4 Ga or 4.2 Ga) produce cratering flux curves indicating an early 
heavy bombardment, and weaker evidence for a late cataclysm. The absolute age of stratigraphically 
intermediate basins such as Nectaris are critical for interpreting the cratering evidence for a late 
cataclysm, but are poorly constrained by current data. 

Introduction

A better understanding of the early impact history of the terrestrial planets is one of the priority 

science goals for solar system exploration (Space Studies Board, 2003; Norman et al., 2007b). More 

specifically, ascertaining whether or not the Earth and Moon experienced a cataclysmic Late Heavy 
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Bombardment (LHB) of impacting planetesimals ~ 3.9 billion years ago remains an open question 

with significant implications for understanding the dynamical history of the inner Solar System 

and environmental conditions on the early Earth, and for inferring the absolute ages of planetary 

surfaces from crater counts. 

Here we review key lines of evidence derived from the characteristics of lunar samples that 

tend to support the late cataclysm hypothesis, and we discuss a new interpretation that a specific 

type of lunar breccia may represent impact melts formed prior to the major nearside basins. If this 

interpretation is correct, the crystallization ages of these pre-Nectarian impact melt breccias may 

provide quantitative constraints on the lunar cratering record prior to 3.9 Ga. We then present a 

new analysis of crater density populations preserved within lunar basins that suggests previously 

unrecognised structure in the lunar cratering flux prior to ~ 3.9 Ga.

Was There a Late Cataclysm? 

A major, unexpected discovery obtained from geochronological studies of lunar impact melt 
breccias was the predominance of ages between 3.8 and 4.0 Ga. The strong clustering of impact 
melt crystallization ages defined by 40Ar-39Ar incremental-heating plateaus and isochrons (Turner 
and Cadogan, 1975; Swindle et al., 1991; Dalrymple and Ryder, 1993, 1996; Cohen et al 2000; 
Norman et al., 2006) and Rb-Sr mineral isochrons (Papanastassiou and Wasserburg, 1971, 1972) 
from the Apollo 14, 16, 17, and Luna 20 sites and lunar meteorites corresponds to an episode of 
intense crustal metamorphism defined by U-Pb isotopic compositions of lunar anorthosites (Tera 

and Wasserburg, 1974;  Tera et al., 1974). Based on the isotopic data, Tera et al. (1974) proposed that 
“highland samples from widely separated areas bear the imprint of an event or series of events in a 
narrow time interval which can be identified with a cataclysmic impacting rate of the Moon at ~3.9 
Ga”. Subsequent studies by Grenville Turner, Graham Ryder and colleagues (Turner and Cadogan, 
1975; Turner, 1979; Stöffler and Ryder, 2001; Ryder, 2002; Ryder et al., 2002) developed the idea 
of a late cataclysmic bombardment of the Moon in greater detail, arguing for a spike in the mass 
flux to the Moon (and by analogy the Earth) at ~3.8-4.0 Ga, with at least 15 of the ~ 44 recognised 
lunar basins (diameters ≥300 km; Wood 2004) forming within a relatively brief interval of 100-200 
million years. 

The idea of a late heavy bombardment of the Moon is controversial. Hartmann (2003) proposed 

that the age distribution of lunar impact melts is also consistent with a steadily declining impact flux, 

with the record of older impacts being erased by younger events either through physical destruction 

of the older impact breccias or burial by younger impact deposits. Arguing against the ‘megaregolith 

reworking’ model are geological, petrological, and geochemical observations which show that large 

regions of the lunar crust preserve a primary structure likely established early in lunar history, and 

that the ancient lunar crust was not comminuted and mixed to great depth by a continuously declining 

post-accretionary bombardment. For example, thick layers of pure anorthosite, probably formed 

during initial lunar differentiation, are exposed in the rings of some lunar basins (Hawke et al., 

2003), and the global geochemical and geophysical data obtained by the Clementine and Prospector 
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spacecraft missions demonstrate significant vertical and lateral heterogeneity within the lunar crust 

rather than a well-mixed megaregolith (Jolliff et al., 2000; Wieczorek and Zuber, 2001; Petro and 

Pieters, 2004). Examples of cm-size clasts of lunar basalt and anorthositic igneous rocks with ages 

of 4.2 to 4.5 Ga and textures indicating they formed within ~0.5 km of the lunar surface (Taylor et 

al., 1983; Dasch et al.; 1987; Norman et al., 2003) show that some fraction of the ancient lunar crust 

that formed near the surface must have survived the early bombardment, but the implications of this 

observation for the early impact history will require significant advances in our understanding of 

regolith dynamics on the Moon (Chapman et al., 2007; Hartmann, 2003, pers. comm.) 

Haskin et al. (1998) raised several objections to the notion of a LHB and argued that most of the 

mafic, KREEP-rich lunar impact-melt breccias were created by the Imbrium event, the largest and 

one of the youngest lunar basins. They suggested that the narrow range of 40Ar/39Ar ages of the mafic 

melt breccias is due to their formation in a single large event, probably the Imbrium basin-forming 

impact, with the apparent spread of ages from 3.8 to 4.0 Ga reflecting complexities in the breccias 

(e.g. incomplete degassing, inherited clasts) that introduce artefacts or biases in the measured ages 

(Haskin et al., 1998). It is, however, implausible that a single event could have produced the entire 

range of textures, compositions, and clast populations observed in lunar impact-melt breccias with 

ages of 3.8-4.0 Ga. Especially informative is the correlation of ages, textures, and compositions 

that has been documented recently in Apollo 16 melt breccias (Norman et al. 2006). This clustering 

shows that several impact events sufficient in size to generate crystalline impact-melt breccias 

occurred within the interval 3.75 to 3.95 Ga. The range in crystallization ages (3.84-3.95 Ga) and 

initial 87Sr/86Sr ratios (0.69920-0.70035) defined by Rb-Sr mineral isochrons on crystalline impact-

melt breccias from the Apollo 14 and 16 sites (Papanastassiou and Wasserburg, 1971, 1972) also 

supports the idea that multiple impact events occurred on the Moon within ~ 100 Myr.

Identification of Lunar Impact Melts Older than 4 Ga

The lack of impact-melt breccias with crystallization ages older than ~4.0 Ga has been cited as 
one of the primary lines of evidence supporting a lunar cataclysm (Dalrymple and Ryder, 1993, 
1996; Ryder, 2002; Ryder et al., 2002). Therefore, identification of older impact melt rocks and 
determination of their crystallization ages would provide an important constraint on the lunar impact 
cratering history. We suggest that ancient impact-melt breccias do exist in the lunar sample collection 
but they have not been recognised previously. Two examples of potential impact melt rocks that may 
be significantly older than the Imbrium basin are the crystalline anorthositic breccias 67955 and 
77017, which were collected from the Apollo 16 and 17 sites, respectively (Hollister, 1973; Ashwal 
1975). 
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Figure 1. Photomicrograph of lunar sample 67955 illustrating the predominant melt texture of the rock as indicated 

by euhedral to subhedral plagioclase and olivine crystals, and poikilitic interstitial pyroxene. Field of view is ~1 mm 

wide.

Hollister and Ashwal interpreted these rocks as igneous cumulates but later work classified 
as them as ‘granulitic impactites’ (Lindstrom and Lindstrom, 1986; Cushing et al., 1999), and they 
have largely been ignored in discussions of lunar impact melt rocks (Vaniman and Papike, 1980; 
Korotev, 1994). However, the combination of well-preserved melt textures (Fig. 1) and the high 
concentrations of siderophile elements present within FeNi metal grains in textural equilibrium with 
the host melt rock (Norman et al., 2007b) suggested to us an origin of these rocks as impact melts. 
To test this proposal we conducted a geochemical and geochronological study of sample 67955 to 
define its crystallisation age.

Crystallisation age of 67955

 147Sm/144Nd vs. 143Nd/144Nd isotopic compositions of plagioclase, pyroxene and whole rock splits 

from 67955 define an age of 4.20 + 0.07 Ga. Norman et al. (2007a) interpreted this as the primary 

crystallisation age of the rock and proposed that it directly dates an impact event on the lunar 

surface. This would be the first discrete melt-forming impact event demonstrably older than 4.0 Ga 

to be recognized from a sample in the Apollo collection. This impact was probably a sizable event, 

as indicated by the coarse-grained, slowly cooled texture of 67955 (referred to as ‘plutonic’ in earlier 

descriptions; Hollister, 1973; Ashwal 1975), although we have not attempted to estimate the size of 

the parent crater. Rb-Sr and U-Pb isotopic compositions of minerals in 67955 are consistent with 

this age but these systems are more disturbed by later shock and heating events (Norman et al., 

2007a). 40Ar-39Ar compositions have been highly disturbed by a very young, essentially zero-age 

diffusive loss of 40Ar, demonstrating a complex post-crystallisation history of this sample on the 

lunar surface. 

The implications of this new result for interpretations of the lunar LHB are not necessarily 

straightforward. Our new age determination of 4.2 Ga for crystalline impact melt breccia 67955 

based on a 147Sm-143Nd mineral isochron shows that earlier discussions of the lunar impact record 

emphasizing the lack of events significantly older than 3.9 Ga (Ryder, 2002; Ryder et al., 2002) 
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needs to be revised (Hartmann et al., 2007; Chapman et al., 2007). Turner (1979) presented statistical 

arguments that a genuine gap in lunar impact ages between 4.2 and 3.9 Ga would constitute strong 

evidence favouring a rise in the cratering rate at around 3.9 Ga. To the extent that the Apollo 16 

breccias represent a representative sampling of the lunar surface the current distribution of impact 

melt breccias ages does seem consistent with such a gap, but the possible effects of resurfacing of 

the nearside region of the Moon by late large impacts such as the Imbrium and Serenitatis basin-

forming events may introduce a sampling bias favouring exposure of younger deposits (Chapman 

et al., 2007). Obviously with only one documented lunar impact event at 4.2 Ga the record is sparse 

and far from complete. We have, however, demonstrated that it is possible to lift the veil of the late 

overprint and begin to see into the earlier impact history of the Moon.

Crater Density Populations

As an alternative approach and to help evaluate the implications of this 4.2 Ga date for a late 

heavy bombardment, we revisited lunar crater-count data.  We reconsidered the cratering density 

data for deposits associated with large pre-Nectarian and Nectarian age lunar basins with diameters 

D > 300 km (Wilhelms 1987, Tables 8.2, Fig 8.6, Table 9.3 and Fig. 9.22 -- crater diameters are 

taken from Wood, 2004). Based on the density of craters with diameters > 20 km present within 

basins and a variety of age-dependent over-lap features, Wilhelms recognized 28 basins (D > 300 

km) older than Nectaris and younger than South Pole-Aitken (SPA, the oldest recognisable basin on 

the Moon).

Wilhelms (1987) expressed more confidence in his ranking of the relative ages of his nine 

pre-Nectarian age groups and of his two Nectarian age groups than in an absolute sequence of 

basins based solely on crater densities: “ranking of groups is more certain than ranking within a 

group.”  Here we extend Wilhelm’s analysis by using crater densities to estimate the time elapsed 

between impacts.  One complication that we faced was that ~5%-10% of the basins in Wilhelms’ 

younger groups have a higher impact density within them than some craters in Wilhelms’ older 

groups.  Assuming the relative sequence of Wilhelms’ groups are correct, this must be due to factors 

such as statistical fluctuations, saturation effects, incomplete preservation, or secondary cratering 

(see Fig. 8.6 and 9.22 of Wilhelms 1987).  We therefore modified these anamolous crater densities 

so that the use of crater densities as an age proxy would respect Wilhelms’ ranking of age groups. 

These modifications were as small as possible and were within the Poisson uncertainties of the data 

(uncertainties shown by the fluctuations in the cumulative number of craters as a function of crater 

size, Wilhelms 1987, Figs 8.6 and 9.22).

We then performed a conversion between crater-densities (which yield fairly robust relative 

ages) to absolute ages assuming tImb =  3.85 Ga for the age of the Imbrium impact (Dalrymple and 

Ryder, 1993), and using three sets of plausible calibration ages for SPA and Nectaris:  (1) an older 

set with tSPA = 4.4 Ga and  tNec = 4.1 Ga, (2) an intermediate set with tSPA = 4.2 Ga and tNec = 3.95  and 

(3) a younger set with tSPA = 4.0 Ga, tNec = 3.9 Ga.  We adopted an age of 3.75 Ga for Orientale, the 
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youngest lunar basin, but it has could be as old as 3.84 Ga (Stöffler and Ryder, 2001). Fixing the 

age of Nectaris was chosen for this analysis because it represents a stratigraphically intermediate-

age basin with well-preserved geological relationships to the other central nearside basins such 

as Imbrium, Serenitatis, and Crisium. Selection of these particular sets of ages for Nectaris and 

SPA, which correspond to the three curves plotted in Figure 2, were guided in part by the result for 

67955 on the assumption that larger basins are more likely to be sampled because the largest basins 

produce the largest volumes of impact melt.

To convert from crater density to absolute age, we assumed a constant cratering rate RSPA-

Nec, between SPA and Nectaris, and a constant cratering rate RNec-Imb between Nectaris and Imbrium.  

Thus,

RSPA-Nec = ∆ρ/∆t   = (ρSPA - ρNec) / (tSPA – tNec)

RNec-Imb = ∆ρ/∆t   = (ρNec - ρImb) / (tNec – tImb)

where ρNec = 79 is the Nectaris crater-number density, i.e., the number of craters with D > 20 km, per 

million square km inside of Nectaris.

To obtain an absolute age ti for a pre-Nectarian crater from the density of craters ρi within it, we 

used:

 ti   =  tNec  +  ( ρi   - ρNec ) / RSPA-Nec

Similarly, to obtain an absolute age ti for a pre-Imbrium (post-Nectarian) crater we used:

 ti   =  tImb  +  ( ρi   - ρImb ) / RNec - Imb

The crater density ρSPA of SPA was not listed in Wilhelms (1987) possibly because of saturation 

effects.  It cannot be much lower than 215 because of the measured crater densities inside craters 

that are inside SPA.  For this analysis we assumed that ρSPA = 215 and ρSPA =250.  This range of 

values does not change the implications of Figure 2 for the late cataclysm. 

 For all three sets of age assumptions the data strongly suggest an episode of early heavy 

bombardment in which the cumulative crater diameter (flux) increases rapidly in the interval 

between SPA and the Keeler-Heaviside basin (Fig. 2). In addition, Wilhelms (1987, p 157) writes: 

“Procellarum, South Pole Aitken, and at least 14 now-obliterated basins formed between crustal 

solidification and the oldest of the 28 pre-Nectarian basins of groups 2 through 9.”  If we were to 

include Procellarum and these 14 other (so far undiscovered) basins in Figure 2, the early heavy 

bombardment at, and subsequent to, SPA would be even more prominent. For our assumed age 

calibration this corresponds to period of a ~50 Myr after SPA. To the best of our knowledge, this 

evidence for an early heavy bombardment has not been recognised previously in the lunar data.
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Figure 2  Cumulative crater diameter is a useful proxy for cumulative impact flux.  The density of smaller craters (D>20 

km) within the larger basins (D > 300 km) have been used to convert relative ages to absolute age estimates for three 

different plausible assumptions about the absolute ages of SPA and Nectaris.  The steeper the slopes of the curves, the 

heavier the bombardment. The evidence for a late cataclysm is strongest if SPA is young (~ 4 Ga) and part of the late 

cataclysm.  If SPA is older (either 4.2 or 4.4 Ga), the data suggest an early heavy bombardment between SPA and the 

Keeler-Heaviside basin. Inference of a late cataclysm depends critically on the assumed age of Nectaris.

The evidence for a late (post-Nectaris) cataclysm is more model-dependent and relies 

critically on the assumed age of Nectaris relative to SPA and Imbrium. The evidence for a late heavy 

bombardment is strongest if SPA is quite young (~4 Ga; age set #3). In this case, all of the lunar 

basins would have formed in an interval of about 250 million years and the heavy bombardment 

between SPA and the Keeler-Heaviside basin could be part of an extended late cataclysm that would 

have been most intense early in the sequence of lunar basins and tapered off somewhat after the 

Keeler-Heaviside basin formed (Fig. 2).  While such an episode of intense cratering would certainly 

have been catastrophic, there may be problems delivering such a large amount of material to the 

inner Solar System in such a narrow interval of time (Bottke, et al., 2007).

If SPA and Nectaris are both relatively old (4.4 and 4.2 Ga, respectively; age set #1), the 

high-flux episode between SPA and Keeler-Heaviside basins remains as a robust result and the post-

Keeler-Heaviside cratering history appears like a sequence of steps with a relatively gentle slope.  

This scenario provides little support for a late cataclysm between 3.95 – 3.75 Ga, in which case the 

predominant clustering of lunar impact melt ages must reflect a near-side equatorial geographical 

selection effect or a bias in preservation such as the burial of older deposits by younger ejecta 

(Chapman et al., 2007).

A post-Nectaris increase in cratering flux also seems to be implied if the age of Nectaris is 

<4 Ga (Fig. 2; age set #2). This is shown by the increased flux immediately after Nectaris relative 

to the time between Nectaris and the Keeler-Heaviside basin, and would be even more apparent if 

ages of 4.4 Ga were assigned to SPA and 3.95 Ga to Nectaris. Recent reviews of lunar geology have 
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assigned an age of ~3.95 Ga to Nectaris based on radiometric ages obtained from some Apollo 16 

samples (the landing site closest to Nectaris) and interpretation of Apollo 16 site geology (Stöffler 

and Ryder, 2001) but recent work has questioned this, proposing both older ages for Nectaris (~4.1 

Ga; Korotev et al., 2002; Warren, 2003) and reinterpretations of Apollo 16 site geology (Norman 

et al., 2007a).  This illustrates both the current uncertainty in the age of Nectaris, and the critical 

necessity of accurately defining the absolute age of a stratigraphically intermediate lunar basin for 

constraining the LHB hypothesis.

 

Sampling targets for future missions

 

New manned and robotic missions to the Moon over the coming decades will provide opportunities 

for returning suites of lunar samples from previously unexplored terranes, and for conducting in-situ 

experiments that will better define the impact history of the Earth and Moon. Where to go on the 

Moon to obtain clearer tests of the LHB hypothesis will be an important consideration for science 

goals during the next phase of lunar exploration. The South Pole-Aitken basin (SPA) provides an 

attractive exploration target for many reasons. SPA is stratigraphically the oldest basin on the Moon, 

and our lunar crater analysis suggests that the age of SPA will provide strong evidence for the LHB 

hypothesis if it is very young (~4 Ga). Ages of 4.2-4.4 Ga will provide useful constraints on the 

integrated cratering curve but will provide a less-definitive test of the LHB hypothesis.

Alternatively, the age of a stratigraphically intermediate basin such as Nectaris may provide a 

more diagnostic test of the cataclysm. The Australe, Ingenii, Poincare, Planck, and Apollo basins 

are all pre-Nectarian in age and they occur within or proximal to SPA. These basins may provide 

attractive exploration targets if a south pole lunar outpost proceeds. Quantitative ages for any of 

these basins would vastly improve our understanding of the impact history of the lunar crust and the 

early Earth, and provide a better test of the late heavy bombardment hypothesis.
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Summary:

We have completed major and trace element analyses of 120 cosmic spherules from the Lewis

Cliff region of Antarctica, and developed a system of classification based on their

petrography. This increases the number of previously studied spherules from this locality by

about a factor of four. The micrometeorite collection in this region, here termed Antarctic

Surface (AS), can now be considered among the better studied groups. Similarities in

petrography and major element chemistry among cosmic spherule collections from diverse

localities around the Earth suggest a consistent source supplying the spherules, and analogous

processes acting on the spherules during their entry through the atmosphere. The trace

element data suggests that the majority of the cosmic spherules derive from material similar in

chemistry to chondrites, leaning towards CM (carbonaceous) or H (ordinary) type chondrites

in particular. The trace element data also demonstrate significant losses of volatile lithophile

and chalcophile elements such as Rb and Cu probably due to atmospheric heating, and

fractionation of siderophile elements such as Pt and W.

Keywords: Cosmic Spherules, Micrometeorites, Lewis Cliff, Antarctica, Iron spherules,

Stony Spherules, Chondrites

Introduction
Micrometeorites are extraterrestrial particles less than 1mm in size found in the deep sea,

sediments, swamps and the ices of Antarctica. These particles come in a variety of sizes,

shapes and textures. The micrometeorite flux to Earth has been estimated at about 30,000 tons

a year and make up the majority of material accreted to the present day Earth [1]. More

importantly, these micrometeorites can provide insights into what kinds of materials that have

been accreting to Earth as early as the Achaean [2]. Micrometeorites can originate from a

variety of sources such as asteroids, comets, planets, and interstellar dust clouds [3].

This paper presents a petrographic and geochemical study of 120 cosmic spherules collected

from the Lewis Cliffs area of Antarctica. We have classified the particles according to their

petrography, and present major and trace element data for a subset of these particles. The

compositions of the here termed Antarctic surface (AS) particles are compared against cosmic

spherules collected from other large micrometeorite collections, and used to constrain the type

of meteoritic material contributing to the cosmic spherule population. The combination of

textures, distinctive compositional signatures and the results of experimental testing in the

literature allow a general model to be developed for the modification of meteoritic material

during passage through the Earth’s atmosphere.
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The Lewis Cliff Stranding Surface

The Lewis Cliff is found in the Walcott Névé region of the Trans-Antarctic Mountains,

Antarctica (Fig. 1). Micrometeorites located from this area are collectively known as the

Antarctic Surface (AS) cosmic spherules [4]. The following is a brief summary of the Lewis

Cliff Deposit given in Cassidy et al. [5] and Harvey [6]:

The Lewis Cliff meteorite deposits consist of three sections: the Lewis Cliff Ice Tongue, the

nearby Meteorite Moraine and the South Lewis Cliff Icefields. The Lewis Cliff Ice Tongue

and South Lewis Cliff Icefield were first discovered in 1985. The Ice Tongue runs along the

bottom of the Lewis Cliff, slopes down to the north and ends with a large terminal moraine.

The Ice Tongue has a relief of 75m and is separated into an upper and lower section by an

escarpment about half way down. Strong winds blow from south to north down the length of

the glacier and are known to redistribute material in the area. To the east of the Ice Tongue

lies the Meteorite Moraine. Micrometeorites originate from upwind of the moraine which

serves as a barrier to Aeolian transport creating a natural trap for micrometeorites. This area is

rich with meteorite material mixed with terrestrial rocks. Located 3km to the south is the

South Lewis Icefield which is an example of a blue ice meteorite trap. The extraterrestrial

materials found in the region are thought to have been released by sublimation of large

volumes of old ice, followed by transportation of smaller material to downwind aeolian traps.

Fig. 1: The Walcott Névé region of the Transantarctic Mountains, Antarctica.

Modified from Cassidy et al. [5]
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Methods
Collection

Spherule bearing sediment was collected at Station D of the Lewis Cliff Ice Tongue moraine.

Samples were collected using large stainless steel spoons and stored in Nalgene containers.

The sediment was then warmed slowly in flow hoods to remove any trapped snow and ice.

Separation

Samples were cleaned of adhering material using a combination of ultra-sonication in ethanol

and soapy water then rinsed with ultra-pure water. Samples were split into three size fraction

using a stainless steel sieve to remove the coarse pebbles (+1.4mm). The sample was then

sieved through a 420!m stainless steel sieve; material was retained as a coarse fraction

(420!m-1.44mm). Nylon sieves were then used to separate out the remaining material into

finer fractions (100!m-420!m and 50!m-100!m). The remaining material was retained as a

<50!m fraction. Each fraction (except for the <50!m) was further processed into heavy and

light fractions using 2.96 and 3.3 heavy liquids. Using fine point tweezers, single hair brushes

and a binocular microscope, spherular (extraterrestrial) objects were picked from all size

fractions. The samples were subsequently mounted in epoxy resin, cut and polished.

Table 1: Total number of spherules recovered from different size fractions.

Size Spherules Obtained

+420!m 11

100-420!m 75
50-100!m 43

25-50!m 4
Total 133

Petrography

Petrographic descriptions were conducted on a Nikon OPTIPHOT-2 Petrographic Microscope

under reflected light. Scanning electron micrographs were also used for better resolution

pictures on a select number of samples.

Major and Trace Elements

Samples were analysed for major element bulk compositions using the JEOL-JSM6400 SEM

at the Electron Microscopy Unit, Australian National University. Using energy dispersive x-

ray analysis (EDXA), bulk element analyses were conducted using an area scan encompassing

as much of the sample as possible, spot analyses were used to identify mineral phases. The

spectra were reduced to quantitative compositions using the ZAF method (3 iterations). Beam

currents were set to 15KV.

Trace elements abundances were analysed using the HP7500 Agilent Laser Ablation -

Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometer at the Research School of Earth Sciences,

Australian National University. Multiple analyses were taken where possible with spot sizes

of 70!m and 54!m for smaller spherules at 5Hz repetition rate. For stony spherules, data were

standardised using NIST612 glass calibrated to BHVO-2G, BIR-1G and BCR-2G USGS

glasses with each analysis normalised to CaO content to correct for variable ablation yield.

For iron spherules, data was standardised using NIST612 glass, the Lombard Iron Meteorite

and synthetic sulfide standards (GXR-1, STDGL, RTS-3, RTS-4) from Norman et al. [7].

Backgrounds were measured for 30 seconds on the carrier gas prior to a 50 second ablation

for each sample. All samples were analysed for bulk major element abundances and half the

samples were analysed for trace element abundances.
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Results
Petrography

The internal textures of cosmic spherules are diverse and there is no standard classification

scheme. Most of the literature refers to the classification used in Taylor et al. [8]. We have

devised a simpler textural classification based on petrographic observations following Taylor

et al. [8]. Here we briefly describe the different textural classes seen in our cosmic spherule

collection:

Table 2: Petrographic description and classification of cosmic spherules from this collection

Description

Number of

spherules

(% of

collection)

Stony Spherules

Vesicular

(V-Type)

Fig. 2

The vesicular cosmic spherule contains a fine grained matrix and

numerous and sometimes large vesicles. Vesicular spherules are

distinguished from scoriaceous micrometeorites [9], by their

fewer vesicles and overall more rounded shape. In our collection,

vesicular spherules are the rarest and tend to appear more in the

smaller size fractions (<150!m diameter).

5 (4%)

Porphyritic

(P-Type)

Fig. 3

Porphyritic spherules are immediately obvious since they contain

large equant olivine crystals and usually large portions or

dendrites of spinel. The olivine commonly dominates most of the

sample and consists of a forsterite (Mg2SiO4) rich core grading to

a fayalitic (Fe2SiO4) rich rim. This is observable as a lighter

colour at the rims of the crystals under SEM and the petrographic

microscope. These spherules do not exceed 200!m in diameter.

18 (13%)

Crypto-

Crystalline

(C-Type)

Fig. 4

These micrometeorites appear glass-like and featureless at low

magnifications. They can sometimes contain fine wispy textures

or spots only seen under higher magnifications. Crypto-

Crystalline samples are most abundant in the larger size fractions

and tend have more exotic shapes.

7 (5%)

Spotted

Spinel

(SS-Type)

Fig. 5

Present in all sizes, these types of cosmic spherules are the most

common and consist of crystals of elongate olivine with

interstitial glass surrounding blebs of spinel. Under the

petrographic microscope, all spotted spinels spherules contain a

highly reflective phase dotted across the sample, these are the

spinels. The olivine appears glassy under reflected light but is

easy resolvable under scanning electron microscopes.

Three types of olivine morphologies are present. The arrangement

or linear alignment of the optically reflective spinel grains are

strongly affected by these morphologies.

1. Sub-linear spotted spinels consist of olivine that forms

feather textures.

2. Spherules with strongly linear spinel patterns are

conventionally known as the barred olivine and consist of

long linear chains or lattices of interlocking olivine with

interstitial glass and spinel.

3. The transitional samples are hybrids of both the linear and

sub-linear morphologies.

66 (49%)
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Fig. 2: An example of a scoriaceous
micrometeorite (left) from Ref. [10] compared to

a vesicular cosmic spherule (right)

Fig. 3: Example

of a typical

porphyritic type

spherule in the

Lewis Cliff

collection.

Bright colours

are iron oxides

while greys are

zoned olivine

grains

Fig. 4: Examples of crypto-crystalline

spherules in the Lewis Cliff collection.

There are more exotic shapes (e.g. cigar

shapes, top) and sometimes not as

rounded as other comic spherules

(bottom). No spinels can be seen under

low magnification

Sun-Linear Linear Transitional

Scale = 10!m Scale = 100!m

Fig. 5: Top Row: Spotted

spinels viewed under the

petrographic microscope.

Bottom Row: Scanning

Electron Micrographs (BSE)

from Ref. [11]. Textures

formed in their experiments

are analogous to those seen

in the respective samples.

Dark phases are olivine and 

bright phases are spinel.

b)a) c)

500!m

50!m

25!m

100!m 100!m 50!m
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Iron Dominated Spherules

Iron Oxide

Spherules

(I-Types)

Fig. 6

These micrometeorites appear bright under the petrographic

microscope. SEM-EDXA analyses of these spherules show that

they are made of Fe oxide or a Fe/Ni oxide mix; the latter tends to

form the dendritic patterns. The dendritic structures tend to be

obscure because there is not much brightness contrast between the

two phases.

Commonly I-type beads can be seen within or attached to stony

spherules; many of those within tend to be on or near the

perimeter of the spherule. For the smaller fractions (<70!m

diameter) the I-Types spherules can even come with a glassy Fe

rich cap.

26 (20%)

Dendritic

Spherules

(D-Types)

Fig. 7

D-type spherules have beautiful dendritic textures which contrast

strongly as opposed to those seen in I-types which can be quite

subtle. The brighter phase is a mix of iron oxides while the darker

phase is composed of a glassy silicate phase. There are also finer

pattern varieties which look like crosshatches.

8 (6%)

Exotic

Spherules

A small number of spherules are very different to the others in

both texture and major element chemistry. Some are probably

terrestrial particles but others may be extraterrestrial that originate

from a different parent body, or experienced a different set of

conditions on atmospheric entry.

4 (3%) 

Fig. 6: Examples of I-Types spherules viewed under a petrographic microscope. The left spherule has

a glassy cap (light grey)

Fig. 7: Examples of G-Types spherules viewed under a petrographic microscope. They can have a

dendritic pattern (left) or cross-hatched pattern (right)

20!m

20!m

100!m

100!m
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Fig. 8: Major and Trace Element chemistry of a) silicate dominated cosmic spherules b)iron dominated cosmic

spherules normalised to C1 chondrite values given by Ref. [12]
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Fig. 9: Major and Trace Element chemistry of silicate dominated cosmic spherules normalised to a) CM 

chondrite values b) H chondrite values given by Ref. [12]
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Major and Trace Element Chemistry

The major and trace element compositions of individual spherules are compared against

common meteoritic compositions by normalisation to average CI, CM and H chondrite values

given by Wasson and Kallemeyn [12].

Stony Spherules

Major element compositions of the bulk silicate dominated spherules are distinguished from

most terrestrial compositions by their high MgO (25-40 wt.%) and low Al2O3 (2-7 wt%)

content. Total Fe expressed as FeO shows a very broad range from 5-58 wt% in the bulk

spherule but can vary for individual minerals (e.g. spinels tend to contain more Fe) and

different textures (e.g. glassy spherules are very Fe poor). In combination with the melt

textures major element compositions provide strong evidence for an extraterrestrial origin of

these spherules.

Refractory lithophile trace elements (e.g. Zr, Nb, Sr, Ba, REE, Th) have near-chondritic

absolute and relative abundances (Fig. 8a). In contrast, volatile lithophile and chalcophile

trace elements (e.g. Rb, Cu, Zn, Ga, Ge) are strongly depleted to levels near the detection

limit (Fig. 8a). Uranium is also present to levels near the detection limit for the majority of

spherules. Siderophile elements (Ni, Co, Pt) are also strongly depleted in the silicate spherules

compared to chondritic abundances (Fig. 8a, 9).

Overall, 50% of all analyses for most elements fall into a tight range, ±0.25 the median for all

chondrite normalisations. Calcium, Cr and Sr are exceptions with variations of up to ±0.5 the

median. The large variation for Ca is also noted by Brownlee et al. [13] for spherules from the

Deep Sea Spherule collection.

There are a number of samples that plot as outliers and extremes, about 15 in total. These

samples are commonly enriched or depleted in many of these elements.

Iron Dominated Spherules

The iron dominated

spherules (I-Types and D-

Types) have major and trace

element compositions that

are almost complementary

to that seen in the silicate

dominated spherules

regardless of different

chondritic normalisations

(Fig. 8b). The iron

dominated spherules are

enriched in siderophile

elements (P, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni,

Ru, Rh, Pd, W, Pt) and

depleted in all the other

elements analysed. In the

case of iron spherules,

outliers and extremes that are not siderophile elements represent the mixed composition of the

iron oxide/glassy spherules (D-Types). Palladium is the only element that behaves strangely,

being a highly siderophile element yet being depleted compared to chondritic values. We also

find that in I-types have an excellent (R
2
=0.99) negative correlation with Fe and Ni (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10: Iron and Nickel contents of all cosmic spherules
analysed in our collection expressed in FeO and NiO.
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Discussion
Models of Atmospheric Entry

There are a number of criteria that govern whether a micrometeorite can hit the Earth’s

surface and also the effect on the impactor. A study by Love and Brownlee [14] illustrates a

number of factors involved in determining whether a micrometeorite will successfully make it

to the Earth’s surface. The dominate factors are velocity, particle size and angle of entry and

not only determine a successful “impact” but also how much alteration a micrometeorite may

experience. A brief summary is given below:

- These results do not take into account compositionally different particles and assume

all particles are spheres despite actual samples being fairly irregular.

- Not all particles can successfully reach the Earth’s surface, many low angle entry

particles (<7° from the horizontal) bounce off the atmosphere.

- The most strongly heated particles are large particles that enter the atmosphere at high

velocities; entry angle has a small effect.

- Duration of heating dependant on angle of entry and the speed of entry. Shallow entry

particles experience longer heating periods due to increased atmospheric exposure.

- Particles will not be totally vaporised when passing through the atmosphere. Few

particles reach peak temperatures of 1700°C. For a particle to totally evaporate a peak

temperature of 2800°C is necessary.

- There are certain conditions that will allow particles to enter unmelted. For example,

particles less than 30 microns travelling at 20km/sec that do not skip the atmosphere

do not reach melting temperatures hence can reach the surface unmelted.

Textural Evolution of Cosmic Spherules

The vesicular cosmic spherule (Fig. 2) is the least heated though experienced enough heating

to remove volatiles and many of the smaller vesicles, leaving only the largest ones. This

heating process also has a rounding effect on the particle, converting what was probably

irregular in shape to something that resembles a sphere.

Further heating to temperatures above the solidus leads to the formation of either the sub-

linear spotted spinels or the porphyritic spherules. A study by Wang et al. [11] melting

synthetic solar composition mixtures, showed that heating above the solidus but below the

liquidus followed by cooling at 1000°C in 3-4 minutes could form the textures we see in sub-

linear spotted spinels (Fig. 5a). Having only reached these temperatures for short durations,

many relic nuclei still exist which gives the olivine feather morphology. The spinels, mostly

iron oxides (magnetite), are formed by liberation of metallic iron by melting the fayalite

component of olivine followed by oxidation in the atmosphere or on the Earth’s surface. Since

fayalite has a lower melting temperature than forsterite, 1205ºC as opposed to 1890ºC, iron

can be liberated and form immiscible iron droplets in a silicate melt. Short durations above

the liquidus of fayalite means less iron can be liberated. According to the model, these

spherules would need high entry angles and maintain temperatures above the solidus but

below the liquidus.

Wang et al. [11] also noted higher temperatures, hence more heating time and a slightly

slower quench, increased the size of the olivine crystals. Longer residence time above the

solidus would also mean more of the sample would have melted, destroying more relic nuclei.

This also means an increase in the amount of iron liberation leading to more iron oxide

formation. We see this in porphyritic spherules (Fig. 3) which have few large olivine crystals

with thin fayalite rims and large iron oxide crystals. These would need similar conditions as

the sub-linear spotted spinels but with low entry angles for longer duration heating events.
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The linear spotted spinels (Fig. 5b), or barred olivines, are formed by heating above the

liquidus [11]. Essentially destroying all relic nuclei allows the olivine to grow unhindered into

the chain or lattice morphology. Wang et al. also noted that prolonged heating at this stage

would lead to loss of iron through volatilisation as atomic iron.

The transitional spotted spinels (Fig. 5c) are hybrids of both the linear and sub-linear

morphologies. The likely explanation is that these samples were strongly heating only on one

dominant side during atmospheric entry. This heat did not have enough time to spread through

the spherule before it was quenched maintaining a hybrid of both linear and sub-linear

textures. This may be used to infer the possible entry orientation of the spherule.

Cryptocrystalline textures (Fig. 4) have been created experimentally by Hashimoto [15] using

methods similar to those by Wang et al. [11]. It was found that spherules that had experienced

45 wt.% vaporisation had crypto-crystalline textures. This means that these types of spherules

have experienced more intense heating than the linear spotted spinels. If this is the case it

would be expected that these samples are relatively large and depleted in Fe. The typically

large size of these spherules supports this theory since according to the model it should be

more strongly heated. They are also commonly depleted in iron as well.

Effects on the Chemistry

A number of volatile lithophile and chalcophile elements (i.e. Zn, Ga, Ge, Cu and Rb) are

strongly depleted in all spherules. According to Greshake et al.[16], Zn, Ga, Ge and Cu can be

volatilised during atmospheric entry. There is also the possibility that the chemistry can be

altered during residence on Earth. Our samples came from glacial moraine and were coated

with a thin layer of glacial flour. It is possible that the depleted abundances are due to

terrestrial leaching. However, given the well-preserved fine grained textures, lack of glacial

flour signatures (elevated Na, K and S) within individual spherules and likelihood that Rb

would be introduced by the formation of clays during weathering, the volatile-element

depletion is probably a result of intense heating during atmospheric entry and not weathering.

The siderophile depletion, in contrast, is probably linked to phase separation as described in

the follow section.

Origins of the Iron Dominated Spherules

The origins of the iron dominated spherules are quite controversial. One proposal, originally

suggested by Brownlee et al. [17] for the I-Type spherules is that it may be possible to form

these spherules by a process of segregation from silicate spherules during atmospheric entry.

By reducing siderophile elements it is possible to have them accumulate in an immiscible

metallic phase which due to density differences will separate from the silicate portion forming

an iron and silicate spherule.

Using Fe and other isotopes Taylor et al. [18], Engrand et al. [19] and Herzog et al. [20]

attempted to observe this phenomena but both supporting and opposing evidence was found.

Such is the case with our data as well. I-Type spherules can be located within silicate

spherules, some of which have migrated to the edge and formed a nipple. Is this an I-Type in

the making that was quenched before it could fully segregate itself? One more piece to the

puzzle may lie in the linear and inverse nature of the Fe-Ni relationship (Fig. 10) which may

be the result of a 2 stage process involving metal-silicate immiscibility followed by oxidation

of the Fe component of the metal to an FeO cap leaving a Ni-enriched residue. This has been

suggested as evidence for a common precursor that underwent successive stages of melting,

silicate-iron immiscibility, oxidation and fragmentation [19]. Much of this probably occurs

during atmospheric entry but according to Herzog et al. [20] some could occur in space prior

to accretion. Additional evidence comes from clear enrichment of siderophile elements in the
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I-Type spherules in our collection. Depletion of Fe in silicate dominated spherules would

have sealed the argument but since this is not the case it does not rule out the possibility that

iron oxide spherules may have originated from another parent body. 

We lack sufficient data to make interpretations about the D-Types at this stage.

Origins of the Silicate Dominated Spherules

When normalised to the C1 chondrite value, the median concentration of major and trace

elements that were analysed are about 1.25-1.5 times C1 chondritic value (Fig. 8a). This

indicates that either C1 chondrites are a poor match for cosmic spherule chemistry or that

there is an enrichment mechanism either during atmospheric entry or during terrestrial

weathering.

Another possible candidate for the parent is the CM chondrite as suggested by Kurat et al.

[21] based on mineralogy and mineral chemistry. When normalised to this value (Fig. 10), the

match is much better except for the majors (Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Fe) which are slightly elevated

(about 1.25x CM values). The median of the traces and rare earth elements plot close to the

CM value (see Figure 2). The elevated majors could be a slight overestimation of the

concentration by the SEM. Elements like Mg, Si and Fe are not refractory and should not be

elevated in the average silicate dominated spherule.

The last type of normalised used was that to H-Type Ordinary chondrites (Fig. 9b). For

meteorite falls, 73.2% are ordinary chondrites while both CI and CM chondrites only make

1.8% of the total falls [9] so it would seem to be a more likely parent. When normalised to H

chondrites, the major and trace element closely match that of the H chondrites except for

enrichments in Ca and Al. This indicates that the majority of the cosmic silicate dominated

spherules in our collection are most similar to H-Type chondrites in composition and possibly

in origin.

Other Cosmic Spherule Collections

There are many similarities in composition and textures between the different cosmic spherule

collections. Previously, Harvey and Maurette [4] had collected and analysed 35 spherules

from the Lewis Cliff for major element compositions. Their results are comparable with our

results and also to the range of major element compositions seen in cosmic spherules from the

Deep Sea (DSS), South Pole Well Water (SPWW) and Greenland (GS) (Fig. 11). Figure 11

shows a general cluster of silicate dominated spherules from about the middle which spans to

the Fe poor side of the diagram (Crypto-crystalline spherules), a smaller Fe rich cluster (iron

dominated spherules) and what might appear to be spherules that form a tie line between the

two. For our samples this “tie line” is composed of dendritic iron spherules which vary in the

amount of Fe Versus Si (and Mg, these tend to be coupled). However, as mentioned before

there is little that is known about the dendritic spherules. Brownlee et al. [13] states that it is

unlikely to be a mixture between silicate and iron dominated spherules.

There are many similarities in textures between the different cosmic spherule collections. As

mentioned before, most of the literature refers to the classification used in Taylor et al. [8].

The adaptability of that classification system to other cosmic spherule collections

demonstrates that cosmic spherules have comparable textures. All the textures seen in the

silicate-dominated and iron-dominated spherules described in our collection reinforce that

point. We have simply adapted our classification system to suit our needs, identification using

a petrographic microscope as opposed to a SEM.
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These similarities lead us to believe that, save for the exotic spherules, the majority of cosmic

spherules probably have the same source and have gone through similar alteration processes.

There are site specific (e.g. weathering and redistribution) and sampling effects (e.g.

separation or collection biases) that must be considered for each collection but overall the

major element concentrations and the consistent petrography between all the largest cosmic

spherule collections are strikingly similar.
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Results from a MHD model of ultra low frequency waves in the
magnetosphere with realistic ionospheric conductances.
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Summary: The magnetised plasma of the near-Earth space environment supports ultra-low
frequency (ULF ;1-100 mHz), magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) oscillations in predominantly
two wave modes. The fast Alfvén mode spreads ULF wave energy isotropically throughout
the magnetosphere. For sufficiently large ionospheric conductances the shear Alfvén mode
forms field line resonances (FLRs) between the northern and southern ionospheres. These
conditions are usually met for daytime ionosphere conductance values. The FLRs are used to
remotely sense plasma mass densities in the magnetosphere. The oscillations lose energy in
the ionosphere, whose properties determine the boundary conditions, particularly by resonance
damping effects. Using a MHD model of the magnetosphere with realistic ionosphere bound-
ary conditions, the variation in resonant frequency with ionosphere conductance is reported.
The effects of the ionospheric conductance on the ULF wave fields along the resonant field
lines are also shown. The finite Pedersen and Hall conductances dissipate wave energy into the
ionosphere and the spatial and temporal distributions of this energy show a distinct poleward
propagation.

Keywords: ULF waves, Magnetosphere, Ionosphere, Numerical Modelling, Joule heating.

Introduction

The geomagnetic field and solar wind interact to form the terrestrial magnetosphere where
ultra low frequency (ULF) plasma waves have wavelengths comparable with magnetosphere
dimensions. The shear Alfvén mode wave energy is field line guided and with suitable
ionosphere boundary conditions, forms field line resonances (FLRs) [1, 2]. The variation
of the geomagnetic field and cold plasma population throughout the magnetosphere gives a
spatially dependent Alfvén speed. For most of the magnetosphere (L > 1.6), when tracking out
into space from the ionosphere along the geomagnetic field, the Alfvén speed is a minimum
at the equatorial plane. This property allows for the estimation of the equatorial plasma mass
density in the magnetosphere using FLRs [3, 4]. In order to obtain plasma mass density
information, the FLR frequency at a given location must be known. Present ground based
methods combine ULF wave data at ground locations with the solution to the MHD standing
wave equations to provide plasma mass density estimates in the equatorial plane [5, 6]. These
standing wave solutions assume perfect reflection at the ionosphere boundaries, when in reality
more realistic ionosphere boundaries introduce wave damping and other effects that may alter
the FLR properties, including the frequency [7, 8]. In this paper, we describe a numerical
model of ULF wave dynamics in the magnetosphere that features realistic ionosphere boundary
conditions, includes field line curvature and the ionosphere Pedersen and Hall currents. Using
this model, we have investigated the effects of the ionosphere boundary conditions on ULF
resonant frequencies.
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The ionosphere is known to alter the amplitude and polarisation properties of ULF waves
[9, 10, 11]. One of the first effects to be studied in detail was the 90o rotation (NDR) of the
ULF wave fields as they pass from the magnetosphere to the atmosphere [10]. For ULF waves,
the displacement current is very small and the field aligned current associated with the shear
mode in the magnetosphere is related to the wave magnetic field by ∇× B = µ0

J . However,
in the neutral atmosphere, ∇× B = 0 and a rotation of the wave field into the direction of
the horizontal component of the propagation vector, k occurs [12]. More recently, [13] have
shown that the NDR also occurs for low and mid-latitudes. This explains why FLRs detected
by spacecraft show magnetic field oscillations predominantly in the azimuthal components
(east-west) [14], while data from the north-south aligned sensors of ground magnetometers
show FLR signatures.

The formation of FLRs depends on the reflection coefficients associated with ULF waves
and the ionosphere. In the electrostatic limit (∇ × E = 0 in the ionosphere), the reflection
coefficient for the shear Alfvén mode is [15]

Rstatic =
Σa − Σp

Σa + Σp

(1)

where the Alfvén wave conductance is Σa = 1
µ0Va

and Σp is the height integrated Pedersen
conductivity (conductance). This approximation assumes a vertical geomagnetic field, hor-
izontally uniform conductance and ignores any contribution from ionosphere Hall currents.
While a number of studies have developed analytic expressions for reflection and transmission
coefficients [16, 17, 18], all treat the geomagnetic field as either vertical or horizontal [19].

Progress toward a more realistic ionosphere boundary condition was presented by [18]
who discussed more complete expressions for the reflection and transmission coefficients.
Analytic solutions for the reflection and transmission coefficients in the presence of an oblique
geomagnetic field were developed by [20] who approximated the ionosphere as a thin current
sheet, allowing the standard electromagnetic boundary conditions to be applied. More detailed
numerical modelling that used data from the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) showed
that a thin current sheet ionosphere approximation retained the important features of ULF wave
passage from the magnetosphere to the atmosphere [13].

There have been some studies that examined ULF wave behavior in two and three dimen-
sional MHD models. A 2-D, eigenvalue analysis by [8], showed how the height integrated
Pedersen and Hall conductances controlled the FLR eigenmodes. Their results highlighted the
importance of the inductive ionosphere terms, a central idea when including the ionosphere
Hall current. However, the model used by [8] contained a rectangular box geometry with
vertical, uniform geomagnetic field everywhere and constant Alfvén speed along the field.
These approximations ignore the more realistic weighting of the Alfvén speed in the equatorial
plane of the magnetosphere, over-emphasising effects on FLR properties near the ionosphere.

Numerical studies of ULF wave properties in a 3-D MHD formulation have been described
by [21, 22]. This model features a dipole geomagnetic field and realistic Alfvén speed profiles.
A study of FLR damping using this 3-D formulation, compared with GOES-6 satellite data
was described by [7]. The simulation allowed for field line curvature and realistic Alfvén
speeds. However, the inner boundary was set at 5 RE with the ionosphere located at 2 RE .
Furthermore, the ionosphere reflection was described by (1) which ignores the ionosphere
Hall current and oblique geomagnetic field. In order to understand effects of the ionosphere-
atmosphere system on ULF wave properties in the magnetosphere, we need to have a realistic
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description of the ionospheric boundary conditions. In the present paper we incorporate the
more complete physics of ULF wave reflection and transmission described by [20] into a
2 dimensional numerical MHD model of the meridional magnetosphere where an azimuthal
wave structure (or m number) is assumed (this is generally referred to as a 21

2
D model).

MHD model

ULF waves incident from the magnetosphere into the ionosphere and underlying atmosphere
may be described as an electromagnetic disturbance. We assume that the magnetosphere and
ionosphere plasma are electrically neutral and that the zero order electric field, E0, is zero.
The relevant Maxwell equations are

∂ B

∂t
= −∇× E (2)

⊥
∂ E⊥

∂t
=

1

µ0


∇× B


⊥

(3)

where B and E are the wave fields, ⊥ = 0


1 + c2

V 2
a


, the dielectric constant for the plasma.

Assuming an ideal MHD plasma in the magnetosphere, the field aligned component of the
electric field is zero (i.e. E|| = 0).

The geomagnetic field of the inner magnetosphere (≤ 5 RE) may be described by a dipole
geometry. The orthogonal dipole coordinate system has a field aligned unit vector, eµ, an
azimuthal unit vector, eφ that is orthogonal to the field and the cross product completes the
set to give eν . Height integrated conductivities are used where the ionosphere is represented by
a thin current sheet at an altitude, RI ≈ 120 km. Differences in the horizontal components of
the perturbation magnetic fields just above (magnetosphere) and just below (atmosphere) the
current sheet must be consistent with the horizontal ionospheric current. Therefore, spherical
coordinates are more appropriate for describing the situation at the ionosphere. We need a
coordinate system that is spherical for the ionosphere becoming dipolar as we move out
into space. One solution is to use two sets of basis vectors where one set is tangential to
the geomagnetic field while the other set is orthogonal to the ionospheric current sheet. A
description of this nonorthogonal basis is contained in [23], [24] and [25].

Since the coordinate system is nonorthogonal, a contravariant and covariant formulation of
the Maxwell equations is required. Equations (2) and (3) may be reformulated as discussed
by [26]. The curl of a vector A is given by

∇× A =
1

J
ijkei∂jAk (4)

where ijk is 0 if any two indices are the same and ±1 for cyclic/anticyclic permutation of the
indices and J is the Jacobian for the covariant system. We assume an azimuthal dependence
of ei(mφ) for all perturbation fields where m is the azimuthal wave number [27]. In this
formulation the equations are

∂E1

∂t
=

V 2

J
(∂3B2 − imB3) ,

∂E2

∂t
=

V 2

J
(∂3B1 − ∂1B3) (5)

∂B1

∂t
=

1

J
(∂3E2) ,

∂B2

∂t
= − 1

J
(∂3E1) ,

∂B3

∂t
=

1

J
(imE1 − ∂1E2) (6)
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Fig. 1: Location of solution grid points for the model.

where V 2 = 1/µ0⊥. The superscript quantities identify the covariant variables while the
subscript identifies the contravariant variables.

To calculate the covariant from the contravariant components we use the metric tensors,
gij defined in [24]. The mappings are

E1 = g11E
1, E2 = g22E

2 (7)

B1 = g11B
1 + g13B

3, B2 = g22B
2, B3 = g31B

1 + g33B
3 (8)

The system of equations (5) to (6) was solved numerically over a staggered grid so that all
differences were centred.

Boundary conditions for the magnetosphere

The geometry and solution grid are shown in Fig. 1. The grid is based on the dipole
geometry, each ’field line’ equally spaced in latitude with a separation of 1

2
degree. On the

inner L shell boundary (L=1.2), the E2 and B1 were set to zero. Using (5) and (7), this also
sets ∂1B3 = 0. This boundary perfectly reflects the oscillations. The outer boundary condition
is

B3 = Γ(u3, t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ td

= 0 for t > td

where Γ is a function of time and distance along the outer field line of the model. The outer
boundary condition represents a compression of the field. Physically, it approximates inbound
MHD fast mode energy into the magnetosphere. The time, td specifies the duration that the
outer field line was driven. For t < td we impose a field aligned sinusoidal time dependent
perturbation along the outer field line, producing a compressional component in the solution
at the outer boundary. After t > td the boundary condition sets the compression component
of the magnetic field on the outer field line to zero.
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Fig. 2: Alfvén speed profile

Boundary Conditions at the Ionosphere

Boundaries at the northern and southern ionospheres are formulated so that the discontinuity
in the wave magnetic field is consistent with the ionospheric currents. The ionospheric current
density is described by Σ· E. The current sheet is thin so the radial current density is zero. The
horizontal, ionospheric electric fields, E1 and E2, and the radial magnetic field component,
B3, are continuous across the sheet. The ionospheric boundary is given by [24, 20, 28]

µ0Σ · E = r̂×∆b (9)

where Σ is the height integrated conductivity tensor and ∆b is the discontinuity in the magnetic
field across the current sheet. The form and structure of the conductance tensor is given in
[24].

Solution in the Atmosphere

In order to solve for the electric fields in (9), a solution in the atmosphere must be found.
Assuming that the atmosphere is described by ∇· B = ∇× B = 0 then the magnetic field in
the neutral atmosphere may be expressed in terms of a scalar potential, Ψ where B = −∇Ψ
and ∇2Ψ = 0. For ULF waves, the ground is a good conductor so the radial component of
B at the ground is set to zero (i.e. Br = ∂Ψ

∂r
= 0 at r = RE). At the ionosphere current

sheet, continuity in the radial magnetic field sets Br = ∂Ψ
∂r

= hrB
3 where hr is the value of

g33 at the location where the field line intersects the ionospheric current sheet. We can then
solve the Laplace equation in the atmosphere using spherical harmonic functions to obtain
the magnetic field below the current sheet. Details of the solution in the neutral atmosphere
are discussed in [24].
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Fig. 3: ULF wave fields at 575 seconds into the simulation for an ionosphere where Σp =
10.0 S and Σh = 12.5 S.

Results

The properties of ULF wave propagation and resonance in the magnetosphere are largely
determined by the spatial variation of the Alfvén speed. Estimates of the cold plasma composi-
tion and population as a function of radial distance in the equatorial plane may be determined
by using estimates of the FLRs as a function of latitude. Using measured values for the
fundamental FLRs from low [29, 30] through to high latitudes [31] and realistic magnetic
field models, typical values for the Alfvén speed may be obtained. The Alfvén speed profile
used in our model is shown in Fig. 2 and includes a plasmapause as seen by the decrease
in VA around L=4.5 Given the equatorial values for the plasma mass density, the off-equator
variation along the geomagnetic field was computed according to r−3. A monochromatic
frequency (30 mHz) with a gaussian shaped envelope (half-width = 1 RE) of compressional
ULF energy was used to drive the outer field line in the model.

Magnetospheric ULF waves.

A snapshot of the electric and magnetic ULF wave fields from the model is shown in Fig. 3.
The data were taken 575 seconds into the run. The ionospheric conductances were Σ|| = 106

S, Σp = 10.0 S and Σh = 12.5 S and the wave fields are shown in dipole coordinates. The
ν coordinate is perpendicular to the geomagnetic field and lies in the meridional plane while
the µ coordinate is directed along the geomagnetic field and φ is the azimuthal coordinate.
The location of the 30 mHz FLR can be clearly seen in the Eν and Bφ components. The
FLR which occurs at 1.95 RE is the fundamental. Other FLRs which can be seen in these
components are higher order harmonics at different L shell locations.
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Fig. 4: Amplitude of Bν (North-South) magnetic field component oscillating at 30 mHz at
the ground for three different ionospheric conductances. The left panel is plotted as a

function of colatitude while the right panel shows the same information plotted against L
shell.

The quality factor (Q) of an FLR depends on the reflection properties of the ionosphere,
which are controlled by the conductances (see [20], [28]). Fig. 4 shows the relative amplitude
of the 30 mHz oscillation at the ground in the North-South magnetic field for different uniform
ionospheric conductances. The peak of this 30 mHz fundamental resonance near 46o colatitude
moves to slightly lower L values (higher colatitudes) as the conductance decreases and the
width of the spectral peak broadens. This result shows that while the conductances can effect
the location of the FLR, the effect for realistic day side values (Σp ≈ 1 to 10 S, Σh ≈ 1 to
20 S) is small at low latitudes. In Fig. 4 over these ranges of ionospheric conductance the
change in FLR location is less than four degrees in latitude.

Resonant field line wave structures

If the ionospheric boundary is assumed to be a perfect conductor then the electric field
has a node at the ionosphere. A more realistic boundary given by (9) allows the electric field
to be non-zero, which may lead to imperfect reflection and mode conversion by the incident
ULF wave energy. Fig. 5 shows the electric and magnetic wave fields along the L = 1.95
field line. The field aligned component of the wave magnetic field, Bµ, is nonzero but small
indicating that there is only a small compressional component present and the oscillation is
mainly a shear Alfvén mode. At this location a fundamental wave structure can be seen.

The wave structure when the ionospheric conductance is low (Σp = 0.4 S, Σh = 0.5 S)
is shown in Fig. 6. The lower conductance increases the electric field magnitude at the
ionospheric boundary. The reflection coefficient is less than unity. The electric field in this
case does not exhibit the same nodal structure in the ionosphere as Fig. 5 as the reduced
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Fig. 5: ULF wave fields (30 mHz) at L = 1.95 for Σp = 10.0 S and Σh = 12.5 S. Solid
lines are the real part while the dashed lines represent the imaginary part at t = 575

seconds into the simulation. The dotted line shows the envelope of the wave.

conductance allows for a travelling wave component in the structure. The ionospheric electric
field now shows a more antinode like behaviour.

Joule dissipation in the Ionosphere

A direct output from the model is the ionospheric current. Using the current and the
electric field in the ionospheric current sheet the Joule heating (Re( J · E)) can be calculated
as a function of time. Fig. 7 shows the Joule heating along the northern hemisphere iono-
spheric boundary (the southern hemisphere is identical as the conductance is uniform in both
hemispheres for these runs). Fig. 7(a) shows the Joule heating for the highly conducting case
from t = 500 s to t =700 s. The heating between 20 to 30 degrees colatitude occurs due to
higher order harmonics of the 30 mHz driver. The heating from the fundamental is localised
around 46 degrees colatitude (L = 1.95 RE). The peaks occur at twice the frequency of the
oscillation, as expected.

Fig. 7(b) and (c) show the Joule heating for progressively lower conductances. Heating
of the ionosphere by the fundamental resonance can be seen to spread across latitudes with
a propagation starting at high colatitude and moving to lower colatitudes (poleward). The
energy deposited in the ionosphere increases, peaks and then decreases. The speed at which
the Joule heating moves in latitude increases with lower ionospheric conductances as can be
seen by the slope of the Joule heating contours. This behavior is not as noticable at the higher
L shells.
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Fig. 6: ULF wave fields (30 mHz) at L = 1.95 for Σp = 0.4 S and Σh = 0.5 S. Solid lines
are the real part while the dashed lines represent the imaginary part at t = 575 seconds

into the simulation. The dotted line shows the envelope of the wave.

The Joule heating in the ionosphere is seen to decrease at the lower L shells (higher
colatitudes) as the conductance decreases in Fig. 7 (a) to (c). While at higher latitudes (between
20 to 30 degrees) more energy is deposited into the ionosphere. These results highlight the
complexity of the plasmasphere - magnetosphere system as a coupled wave cavity. Not only
does the quality of the resonances change with conductance, the coupling between the different
wave modes in the cavity also changes.

The question of how the Joule heating is affected by a change in conductance is complicated
by the influence of the changes on the wave electric field. The usual relationship of Pedersen
conductance multiplied by the square of the wave electric field is certainly involved. The
electric field is solved consistently within the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere-ground
system. This includes the various complicating factors such as the oblique geomagnetic field,
ULF wave structure, Alfvén speed and ionospheric height above the ground. Furthermore,
the Hall conductance does contribute to the Joule heating through the inductive feedback
behaviour of the ionosphere at ULF wave frequencies which varies as a function of the wave
frequency (see [28]).

Figure (8) shows the integrated Joule heating in the ionosphere between 500 to 700 seconds
of the run as a function of colatitude. This confirms the results from Fig (7) that suggest the
larger Joule heating occurs at the higher latitudes. The details of the Joule heating with
colatitude and conductance in Figure (8) show that the total heating at lower colatitudes is
greater for low conductances while at higher colatitudes the total heating is highest for larger
conductances. This figure highlights the need for further research to understand the complex
coupling of ULF wave energy in the magentosphere-ionosphere-atmosphere-ground system.
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Fig. 7: Joule dissipation (Re( J · E)) in the Northern Ionosphere as a function of time for
three different conductances.

Conclusion

The role of the ionospheric conductance on field line resonance location, structure and en-
ergy deposition in the ionosphere has been modelled. The development of this full meridional
model is a step toward a better understanding of this complex interaction along geomagnetic
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Fig. 8: Total Joule dissipation (
 700
500 Re( J · E)dt) in the northern ionosphere for three

different conductances.

field lines. Results from the model suggest the idea of FLRs as stationary (standing) shear
Alfvén waves along geomagnetic field lines in the magnetosphere needs to include the time
dependent characteristics.

Our model has a number of advantages compared with previous models. We have included
the Hall currents in the ionosphere which allows the simulation of the ground magnetic per-
turbation of the ULF wave fields. Improvements to the model will include the implementation
of a more general magnetospheric geometry and the extension into three spatial dimensions.
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Summary: We present a validation study of southern hemisphere field-aligned current (FAC)
distributions calculated from magnetic field perturbation data observed by the Iridium satellite
constellation. In contrast to the northern hemisphere, the offset between the geomagnetic pole
on which geomagnetic phenomena are centered, and the Iridium orbit plane intersection points
becomes important for southern hemisphere studies. We investigate the reliability of FAC
reconstruction for all possible offset locations using both spherical harmonic and elementary
current system based algorithms. The results show that the accuracy of the reconstructed
FAC distributions decreases with increasing offset. For small southern hemisphere offsets the
FAC results are found to be accurate while for the medium to maximum offset range the
accuracy depends on the FAC configuration. In general, a large offset has little effect for FAC
distributions associated with a southward directed IMF and a maximum effect for northward
IMF cases. The results also show the offset has no significant effect on northern hemisphere
studies.

Keywords: Birkeland Currents, Field-aligned Currents, Iridium, Ionospheric Currents, Au-
roral Zones, Current Distribution, Geomagnetism

Introduction

Processes governing the transfer of energy in the magnetosphere-ionosphere (M-I) system
are of fundamental interest in space science. The large-scale electric current systems generated
by interaction between the Earth’s geomagnetic field, the solar wind and the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) play an important role in this system. In particular, the field-aligned (or
Birkeland) current systems couple energy stored in the magnetosphere to the high latitude
ionospheres [Cowley, 2000]. As such, an understanding of the large-scale configuration of
these field-aligned current (FAC) systems is essential for a complete description of the M-I
system.

Estimates of the global FAC configuration have historically been achieved by statistically
averaging the magnetic field perturbations recorded over many orbits of single low Earth
orbit (LEO) satellites. Since the initial statistical studies of Zmuda and Armstrong [1974]
and Iijima and Potemra [1976], much work has been done in characterising the basic spatial
distribution of the FACs into Region 1, Region 2 [e.g., Zanetti et al., 1983, Potemra, 1985]
and NBZ (Northward IMF Bz) [Iijima, 1984, Iijima and Shibaji, 1987] systems. Recent
work by Anderson et al. [2000, 2002] has avoided the need for statistical averaging of
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Fig. 1: Location of the Iridium orbit plane intersection point (grey dots) over the period
January to December 2000 for the northern (left) and southern (right) hemispheres. Contours
of the statistical FAC distribution for IMF Bz < 0, By = 0 are shown for comparison. Contour
spacing is 0.05µAm−2 and coordinates are geomagnetic latitude and magnetic local time
(MLT).

single satellite observations by utilising magnetic perturbation observations from the Iridium
satellite constellation to calculate the global FAC configuration on hourly time scales. This
unprecedented temporal resolution has allowed for a greater understanding of energy transfer
associated with large-scale FACs.

The Iridium constellation consists of more than 70 satellites in 6 equally spaced polar
orbital planes. There are around 11 satellites on each orbit plane with an orbit altitude of
780 km altitude (see Anderson et al. [2000] for a full description of the Iridium system). At
any time, the network has several satellites traversing the auroral zone and polar cap region
where magnetic field perturbation signatures of FACs are observed. The Iridium satellites have
trajectories that roughly intersect over the north and south geographic poles. However, the
geomagnetic phenomena of interest to space science are aligned in magnetic local time and
centered on the Earth’s geomagnetic pole. This results in an offset between the phenomena of
interest (FAC location) and the Iridium intersection point location (see Fig. 2 for examples)
which varies with time of day and year in a magnetic local time coordinate system. As shown
in Fig. 1, this offset is confined to less than ∼ 12o in latitude in the northern hemisphere
(NH, left panel) and between ∼ 7o and ∼ 20o latitude in the southern hemisphere (SH, right
panel). Comparison of the offset location with the FAC contours included in Fig. 1 shows
that in the SH the largest offsets can be equatorward of Region 1 whereas for the NH the
offset is confined poleward of Region 1. With the exception of Waters et al. [2004], work
to date utilising the Iridium data [e.g., Korth et al., 2006, Green et al., 2006a,b] has been
focused on the FAC systems in the NH. This paper investigates how a large offset between
the Iridium orbit plane intersection point and the geomagnetic pole (herein referred to as just
“offset”) affects the calculated FAC results.

The algorithm presented by Waters et al. [2001] and updated by Green et al. [2006a]
was used to calculate the FAC distribution from Iridium cross-track magnetic perturbation
observations and is based on Spherical Cap Harmonic Analysis (SCHA) [Haines, 1985, 1988].
SCHA is a fitting technique well suited to the analysis of global, as opposed to local, data sets.
The spherical harmonic basis functions are solutions to the Laplacian in spherical coordinates
and preserve the non-divergent nature of the magnetic field. Fitting the observed cross-track
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magnetic perturbation data allows reconstruction of the full vector magnetic perturbation and
hence the FAC distribution via Ampere’s law. However, since spherical harmonic functions
are defined over the entire sphere surface, their use as the basis function set restricts the
fit order to be constant throughout the analysis region. Here this region is a spherical cap
centered on the Iridium orbit plane intersection point. While a spatially constant fit order is
not a problem for intersection point locations poleward of the major FAC features (i.e., the
NH), when the intersection point is equatorward of, or co-located with, a FAC feature the
region containing significant magnetic perturbation due to FACs is no longer centered in the
spherical cap. For such a case the spatial sampling of the magnetic field perturbations due to
the FACs is no longer ideally distributed and a fitting method which allows spatial variation
of the fit order may be more appropriate. To investigate the FAC distributions calculated for
large offset cases we use both the SCHA algorithm and an alternative analysis method based
on Elementary Current Systems (ECS). The ECS method [Amm, 2001] replaces the global
spherical harmonic basis functions with local Elementary Currents such that the fit order
may be varied throughout the spherical cap, high in the region of interest centered on the
geomagnetic pole and lower where the spatial sampling is more sparse.

Method

The effect of a large offset is investigated by calculating the cross-track magnetic perturba-
tions Iridium would see due to several known FAC distributions and using this as input to both
the SCHA and ECS based algorithms. The resultant FAC distribution is compared with the
known FACs. The measure of similarity between the known and resulting FAC distribution
is taken to be the two-dimensional cross correlation coefficient. Here we have chosen the
average FAC current maps presented by Anderson et al. [2006] as the known values. While
these maps are for the NH, a comparison with the FAC model presented by Papitashvili et al.
[2002] shows that the NH summer and SH summer FAC distributions are similar. Since we
are only interested in the effect the intersection point location has on FAC reconstruction for
various FAC configurations the Anderson et al. FAC maps are well suited to the present study.
The patterns are binned according to IMF clock angle resulting in the eight FAC distributions
shown in Fig. 3.

The procedure for calculating the magnetic perturbation (b) from the known FAC distri-
bution (J) is based on SCHA and is outlined here. At high latitudes FACs can be assumed
to flow radially and may be represented as a poloidal vector field [Backus, 1986]

µ0J r̂ =∇× (r ×∇p) (1)

producing toroidal magnetic perturbations

b = r ×∇Q (2)

where p and Q are poloidal and toroidal magnetic scalar functions respectively. Applying
Ampere’s law to Eq. 2 yields an expression for the FAC in terms of the toroidal magnetic
scalar

µ0rJ = r•∇×b

= ∇2Q
(3)
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Expanding Q as a set of Spherical Harmonics (Y m
l (θ, φ)) of maximum order M and degree

L

Q =
L
l=1

M≤l
m=0

aml Y
m
l (θ, φ) (4)

and using the identity for spherical harmonics

∇2Y m
l (θ, φ) = −l(l + 1)Y m

l (θ, φ) (5)

gives

µ0rJ = −
L
l=1

l(l + 1)

M≤l
m=0

aml Y
m
l (θ, φ) (6)

Eq. 6 shows that by fitting the known FAC distribution with a set of Spherical Harmonic
functions the coefficient set aml may be determined. Once the set aml is known the magnetic
perturbation may be calculated from Eqs. 2 and 4. The magnetic perturbations are then
transformed into the Iridium orbit plane intersection point centered coordinated system and
the along track component discarded to simulate real Iridium observations.

Fig. 2 shows an example of the simulated b observations from a known FAC distribution
for two offset values, these being approximately the minimum and maximum of possible
offsets for the SH (see Fig. 1 right panel). For all panels in Fig. 2 the color map represents
the known FAC distribution while the contours show the reconstructed FAC distributions
calculated from the overlayed cross-track magnetic perturbations. For the minimum offset
shown in the left panel, the known and reconstructed FAC distributions are almost identical
with a 2D cross-correlation coefficient of 0.97. The middle panel shows for the maximum SH
offset that the reconstructed and known FAC distributions are still similar to each other but
more different than for minimum SH offset. This is reflected in a lower correlation coefficient
of 0.83. The result of using the ECS algorithm for the maximum offset is shown in the right
panel of Fig. 2. In this case the ECS algorithm shows a more accurate FAC reconstruction
than the SCHA algorithm with a correlation of 0.90.

Results and Discussion

The example analysis presented above was extended to cover the full range of possible SH
offset locations and FAC configurations. Fig. 3 shows the eight known FAC distributions with
all panels showing three ellipses indicating the tested offset locations. The solid line represents
the maximum offset, dotted line for the medium offset and dashed is the minimum offset. At
points along each of these ellipses a 2D cross correlation value was calculated between the
known and reconstructed FAC distributions using both the SCHA and ECS algorithms. The
accuracy of the reconstructions are represented by the size of a circle (black for SCHA, blue
for ECS) displayed at each offset location. The size of the circle is proportional to 1 minus
the correlation coefficient such that smaller circles represent more accurate results.

Examination of Fig. 3 shows three results. (i) The uncertainty in the reconstructed FAC
distribution increases as the offset increases for both the ECS and SCHA algorithms. For
minimum SH offsets indicated by the dashed ellipse the FAC reconstructions are accurate.
These results also show that for all NH analyses where Bz ≤ 0 the results are accurate with
only maximum offset Bz >0 NH cases having significant uncertainty. (ii) The magnitude of the
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Fig. 2: Contours showing the reconstructed FAC distribution calculated from the simulated
cross-track magnetic perturbation (black arrows) overlayed on a colormap representing the
known FAC distribution (IMF By <0, Bz=0 statistical pattern). Left panel: SCHA algorithm
results for a minimum SH offset located near 7o co-latitude and 21 magnetic local time (MLT)
with 2D cross correlation coefficient (CCC) of 0.97; Middle panel: SCHA algorithm results
for a maximum SH offset, CCC=0.83; Right panel: ECS algorithm results for a maximum
SH offset, CCC=0.90.

uncertainty depends on the FAC configuration. It is clear that for northerly directed IMF (top
panels) there are Iridium intersection point locations that give unreliable FAC reconstructions
whereas for southerly directed IMF (bottom panels) the magnitude of the uncertainty shows
little variation with local time and would produce reliable reconstructions (correlation value
of > 0.9) for all but the largest offsets for the SCHA algorithm and all offset locations
for the ECS algorithm. This is a result of northerly directed IMF FAC configurations being
more localised in their spatial extent relative to southerly directed IMF cases. The shift in
intersection point location has less effect on FAC configurations which cover a larger spatial
region because the offset is smaller relative to the size of the current system. For example,
a maximum SH offset could sit equatorward of all major current systems for +ve Bz while
only extend to Region 1 currents for -ve Bz. The large uncertainty seen for Bz >0 and By =0
(top middle panel) on the nightside is caused by an Iridium track passing directly between
the NBZ currents. The NBZ currents produce a magnetic field perturbation in the along-track
direction such that using only cross-track Iridium observations results in a large uncertainty in
the reconstruction. (iii) For large offsets the blue circles are, in general, smaller than the black
circles indicating that the ECS algorithm produces more reliable results for large offset cases.
For small to medium offsets both the SCHA and ECS algorithm give reliable results. The
improvement for large offsets is attributed to the ECS method allowing both spatial variations
of the fit order and these enhanced order regions to be aligned in the geomagnetic system
such that the order is higher where FACs are expected, independent of the offset location.

Conclusion

We have investigated the accuracy of both the SCHA and ECS based algorithms for
calculating the FAC distribution from Iridium magnetic perturbation data as a function of
the offset between the Iridium orbit plane intersection point and the geomagnetic pole. The
results show that for small offsets, such as those seen in all northern hemisphere cases, the
FAC reconstruction is accurate. For larger offsets, i.e., those seen in the southern hemisphere,
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Fig. 3: FAC reconstruction accuracy as a function of possible SH offset location for eight
known FAC distributions. The known patterns are the statistical distributions for the NH
presented by Anderson et al. [2006]. In clockwise order from the top left panel the IMF
clock angle directions are: North West (By < 0, Bz > 0), North (By = 0, Bz > 0), North East
(By > 0, Bz > 0), East (By > 0, Bz = 0), South East (By > 0, Bz < 0), South (By = 0, Bz <
0), South West (By < 0, Bz < 0) and West (By < 0, Bz = 0). On each panel three ellipses
represent minimum (dashed), medium (dotted) and maximum (solid) offset values. Overlayed
circles (SCHA:black, ECS:blue) represent the uncertainty in the FAC reconstruction for the
Iridium tracks intersecting at that point. Three example circles are given (top left) indicating
cross-correlation values of 0.9, 0.5 and 0.3.

the accuracy of the FAC reconstruction depends on the FAC distribution. In general, a large
offset has little effect for FAC distributions associated with a southward directed IMF and
a maximum effect for northward IMF cases. Additionally, the ECS based algorithm shows
more reliable results for the larger offsets. We have shown that when using Iridium magnetic
data for southern hemisphere FAC studies the offset location must be considered to ensure
accurate results.

This work provides a measure of reliability for the SH FAC data derived from Iridium
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observations. It is expected that previously unused SH Iridium FAC data will now be used to
investigate the average FAC configurations for the SH, similar to those presented by Anderson
et al. [2006] for the NH case. Furthermore, with both NH and SH FAC maps simultaneously
available studies on inter-hemispheric current continuity and hemispheric asymmetry are now
possible. Such studies will enhance our understanding of the magnetosphere current systems
and the processes controlling magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.
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Observations of magnetospheric substorms during the passage
of a corotating interaction region

Steven K. Morley∗

∗ Centre for Space Physics, University of Newcastle, NSW 2308, Australia

Summary: Recent observations of magnetospheric dynamics driven by interaction with both
interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) and high-speed solar wind streams (HSS) have
shown periodic substorms to be common under strong driving. However there is still some
debate as to whether these magnetospheric modes reflect a single underlying mechanism. It
has also been shown that during these HSS driven intervals, geomagnetic indices show strong
and extended driving. During these High-Intensity Long Duration Continuous AE Activity
(HILDCAA) events the ground-based magnetic signatures often used to identify substorms
do not necessarily correspond to substorm activity. However, the literature has, thus far,
concentrated on the HSS intervals. We present an interval of periodic AE enhancements
during the passage of a CIR that occurred over the 28th and 29th of January 2005 and show
that these are most probably associated with recurrent substorm activity. An explanation for
the recurrence of these substorms is presented.

Keywords: Magnetospheric substorms, high-speed solar wind streams, solar wind - mag-
netosphere coupling, space weather

Introduction

During the declining phase of the ∼11 year solar activity cycle, coronal holes can extend
from the polar regions towards the ecliptic plane. These coronal holes are the source of fast
solar wind, characterized by typical speeds of 500 − 800 km s−1. As the Sun rotates, the
coronal holes pass across the Sun–Earth line, and the Earth encounters streams of high-speed
solar wind for periods typically lasting several days (see, e.g. [1]). As the high-speed solar
wind streams (HSS) are emitted from the Sun they propagate faster than the slow solar wind
(typically 250 − 500 km s−1) thus catching up with the previously emitted slow wind and
forming a compressed interface in the interplanetary medium called a corotating interaction
region (CIR). Embedded in the HSSs are Alfvénic structures, often manifesting as a quasi-
periodic turning in IMF Bz [1].

The interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) carried with the outflowing solar wind couples to
the Earth’s magnetosphere on the dayside, transferring energy and momentum to the geospace
environment. The primary coupling mechanism is magnetic reconnection, which is controlled
to a large degree by the z-component of the IMF [2, 3]. The large-scale dynamics of the
magnetosphere are dominated by a loading-unloading cycle in which energy is stored in the
lobes of the magnetotail and impulsively released during system-wide, energy release events
called substorms (considered to be analogous to earthquakes). A detailed phenomenological
model of the sequence and location of events that comprise the individual substorm has been
developed [4, 5]. In this model, the substorm evolves through three phases: During the growth
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phase, energy from the solar wind is accumulated in the magnetotail. The expansion phase
begins as the magnetotail reaches a point of instability (substorm onset) at which accumulated
energy is suddenly released. The recovery phase marks the return towards a pre-substorm state.
Throughout the expansion and recovery phases, this energy is dissipated via different channels,
including ionospheric Joule heating, ring current enhancement and plasmoid ejection.

Substorms are known to occur both randomly and quasi-periodically. Borovsky et al. [6]
noted that the modal peak represented the tendency of substorms to recur quasi-periodically
when the solar wind conditions were favourable. This led to suggestions that the magneto-
spheric substorm process may be intrinsically simple, and that the complicated pattern of
substorm occurrence arose from the complexity of the solar wind driver [7, 8, 9]. Periodic
substorms have now been associated with specific solar wind drivers. Sawtooth events (e.g.
[10]), named after the signature in geosynchronous particle injections, are known to result
from the interaction of interplanetary coronal mass ejections with the magnetosphere; these
have been shown to be recurrent substorms [11]. A recent study has also shown recurrent
substorms to occur under HSS driving [12], though this work did not specifically consider
CIRs.

Under CIR and HSS conditions, elevated AE with periodic enhancements have been ob-
served [13]. Whilst AE enhancements are usually a good indicator of substorm activity, the
so-called high-intensity long duration continuous AE activity (HILDCAA) events are noted
as often having quasi-periodic enhancements that some authors have noted as not necessarily
representing substorm activity [13]. We present an interval of periodic AE enhancements
during the passage of a CIR that occurred over the 28th and 29th of January 2005 and show
that these are most probably associated with recurrent substorm activity. We then discuss
the possible causes of substorm recurrence and show that the recurrence is consistent with a
simple loading-unloading model.

Data Sets

Solar Wind Data

The solar wind parameters used in this study are taken from the NASA Advanced Compo-
sition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft [14]. This in-situ solar wind monitor orbits the L1 libration
point between the Sun and the Earth. The coordinate system used for the ACE data is the GSM
(Geocentric-Solar-Magnetospheric) system, where X is directed sunward along the Sun-Earth
line and the X-Z plane contains the Earth’s dipole axis. Y completes the cartesian system.
During the interval of study the ACE spacecraft was located at (XGSM = 219 RE, YGSM =
29− 34 RE, ZGSM = 9− 16 RE), where 1 RE is a mean Earth radius.

Geospace Environment Data

Satellite Data

In this study we used Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) geosynchronous satellites.
LANL craft designated 1990-095, 1994-084, LANL-97A, LANL-02A and LANL-01A were
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active over the interval of interest. The approximate magnetic local times (MLT) for each
of these satellites are UT+21, UT+12, UT+9, UT+5 and UT+1, respectively. The instrument
package of relevance to this study is the energetic particle detector: SOPA, which detects
keV and MeV protons and electrons. These particle injections can be reliably used to identify
substorm onsets [6, 10].

The GOES satellites are also in geostationary orbit. GOES-10 is at 225◦ geographic
longitude (MLT ≈ UT+14:30). GOES-12 is at 285◦ geographic longitude (MLT ≈ UT+18:30).
As part of their payload the GOES satellites carry a triaxial fluxgate magnetometer which
samples at 2 Hz.

Geomagnetic Indices

The Auroral Electrojet (AE) indices are derived from the northward (H) component of the
geomagnetic field vector measured at twelve reference stations situated under the statistical
location of the auroral oval [15]. The AU index is the 1-min averaged time series formed by
the upper envelope of the H component measurements from all stations, which is induced by
eastward electrojet equivalent currents. Likewise, the AL index is the 1-min averaged time
series formed by the lower envelope of the H component measurements from all stations (i.e.
the most negative disturbance), which is induced by westward electrojet equivalent currents.
The AE index is given by AU-AL — as AL is usually negative, this is generally equivalent
to summing the magnitudes of the maximum positive and negative perturbations.

The Kp index is a geomagnetic activity index with 3-hour resolution. Kp is a logarithmic
scale from 0-9 and is derived from the range of magnetic disturbances at a set of reference sta-
tions, relative to a “quiet” day [16]. It is widely used for measuring the level of magnetospheric
activity and is a good proxy for the strength of large-scale magnetospheric convection [17].
Though Kp is increasingly being used to characterize the level of magnetospheric disturbance,
the index primarily used to define “storm time” is Dst [18]. The Dst index is constructed using
equatorial magnetograms and represents the “stormtime” disturbance to the H-component of
the equatorial geomagnetic field. It is often used as a measure of the strength of the ring
current. The Sym-H index has 1-minute resolution and is derived using the same method as
Dst. Hence Sym-H can be used as a high time-resolution version of Dst (e.g. [19]).

Observations

Interplanetary Observations

Figure 1 shows the solar wind conditions from 06:00 UT January 28th to 18:00 UT Jan
30th 2005, presented at 64 s resolution. The upper panel shows the proton number density
[cm−3]. The second panel presents the total magnetic field strength |B| [nT], and the third
panel shows the radial solar wind velocity [km s−1]. The bottom panel shows the IMF Bz

component [nT] measured at ACE (black) and Geotail (red). All data are presented in GSM
coordinates. The solar wind properties show the classic signatures of a corotating interaction
region (e.g. [1]). The characteristic embedded Alfvénic structures (where ∆b/|B| ≈ 1 − 2
and ∆b is the peak-to-peak amplitude) can be seen [13]. For this study we concentrate on the
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Fig. 1: Four panel plot of solar wind data from 06:00 UT 28-Jan-05 to 18:00 UT 30-Jan-05.
The top panel gives the solar wind proton number density [cm−3] observed at ACE. The

second panel presents the total magnetic field strength |B| [nT], and the third panel shows
the radial solar wind velocity [km s−1], both measured by ACE. The bottom panel shows the

IMF Bz [nT] measured at ACE (black) and Geotail (red). The shaded interval is from
18:00 UT 28-Jan-05 to 00:00 UT 30-Jan-05, marking the region of compressed IMF under
study. All ACE data have been propagated to the magnetopause using an advection time

derived from the 45-point median filtered solar wind velocity.

interval from 18:00 UT 28-Jan-05 to 00:00 UT 30-Jan-05, i.e. the passage of the compressed
magnetic field region.

For ease of comparison with the geomagnetic signatures we propagated the IMF data
from ACE to the magnetopause, using an advection time derived from the 45-point median
filtered solar wind velocity. All presented data have been lagged. Magnetic field data was also
available from the Geotail satellite (bottom panel of figure 1, red line), which was skirting
the dayside magnetopause for much of this interval. As the salient features of the propagated
ACE data compare favourably with the Geotail observations, and the Geotail plasma data has
many caveats, for the remainder of this paper we discuss only the ACE data.

At the start of this interval the solar wind speed is ∼350 km s−1, the magnetic field
magnitude is ∼5 nT and the Alfvénic structures typical of coronal hole outflow. It is likely
that this outflow is from the edge of the coronal hole responsible for the high-speed stream,
where the flux tube expansion (and hence final solar wind velocity, see e.g. [20]) is low. As
the interval progressed |B| peaked at 18 nT, the number density exceeded 25 cm−3 and the
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solar wind speed increased to ∼650 km s−1.

Geospace Environment Observations
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Fig. 2: A summary of geophysical indices during the interval of interest. The top panel
shows the Sym-H index [nT]. Under the abscissa of this panel is a shaded bar showing the
planetary disturbance level. Strong driving is indicated by Kp ≥ 3 (dark shading), quieter

conditions are indicated by Kp < 3 (light shading). The lower two panels show the AE
indices. The upper trace on the bottom panel shows the AU index and the lower trace shows

the AL index. The shaded interval is from 18:00 UT 28-Jan-05 to 00:00 UT 30-Jan-05.

Figure 2 presents an overview of the variation of a number of geophysical indices through-
out the interval of study. The three plots show the Sym-H (upper plot), AE (middle) and
AU/AL indices (lower plot). The shaded bar under the upper panel shows the magnetospheric
activity as indicated by the Kp index. We here take the magnetosphere to be disturbed when
Kp ≥ 3. Intervals of enhanced activity are marked by dark shading. The Sym-H evolves
in the manner typical of a geomagnetic storm, albeit one of very low magnitude (Sym-
Hmin = −31 nT). The regular enhancements in the AE index can be seen to be primarily due
to the bays in AL (remembering that AE=AU-AL).

Bays in the AL index, and similarly enhancements in the AE index, are often used to
identify substorms. Since, as discussed previously, for periods of continuous driving there
is some doubt about the accuracy of this method, we also use injection signatures from
geosynchronous particle data. Injections are typically observed best in the proton data, but
are also observed in the electron data. For brevity we show only the LANL proton data; this
is displayed in figure 3. The left-hand plot shows the LANL proton data from 28-Jan-05; the
right-hand plot shows the data from 29-Jan-05. The format is identical for both panels: The
top 5 panels give the spin-averaged differential proton flux [cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−1] for each
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Fig. 3: The left and right panels show the spin-averaged differential proton flux from the
active LANL satellites for January 28th and 29th 2005, respectively. The bottom panel on
each plot shows the geomagnetic field tilt angle measured by the GOES geosynchronous
satellites. The blue vertical bars mark MLT midnight for each craft. The vertical dashed
lines mark the times of particle injections, taken from whichever LANL craft was nearest

local midnight. The vertical dashed line coloured green denotes an injection only observed
in the electron data (data not shown).

of the active LANL craft. The proton sensor on-board the satellite designated 1990-085 was
inactive during the interval under study. Local magnetic midnight for each craft is marked by
the vertical blue bar; similarly, local magnetic noon is marked by the vertical yellow bar. The
bottom panel shows the geomagnetic field tilt for the GOES-10 and GOES-12 spacecraft.

The vertical dashed lines in figure 3 indicate the times of proton injections. These were
identified by searching the data for a sharp increase in the differential proton flux across
all energy channels, though particularly the highest energy channels. To be identified as a
valid injection, the injection signature had to be observed within ±3 hours of local magnetic
midnight. The injections were then cross-checked against the electron data. As seen in figure 3,
there was no proton data available from LANL craft 1990-095. The injection at 06:12 UT
on the 29th was thus not observed in the proton data. This injection was identified in the
electron data and supported by the concurrent observation of a dipolarization signature in the
GOES-12 magnetometer data. The injection timings are [19:19, 23:53] UT on the 28th and
[06:12, 09:20, 10:06, 14:51, 18:33, 22:32] UT on January 29th.

Figure 4 shows data from a selection of magnetometers during the interval under study.
The upper panel shows the H-component time series data for magnetic observatories Bear
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Fig. 4: Magnetometer data corresponding to the interval under study (18:00 UT 28-Jan-05
to 00:00 UT 30-Jan-05). The upper panel shows the H-component time series data for

magnetic observatories BJN, PKR and FCHU. The time of local magnetic midnight at each
magnetometer is marked by a red triangle. Geosynchronous particle injection times are

marked by the vertical dashed lines – these correspond to the times discussed in the text.
The inset box shows an enlargement of a section of data showing Pi2 pulsations.

Island (BJN), Poker Flat (PKR) and Fort Churchill (FCHU). The lower panel shows the time
derivative of the H-component recorded at BJN, Macquarie Island (MCQ) and FCHU. As
MCQ uses an induction magnetometer the output is presented unmodified, however, both BJN
and FCHU use fluxgate magnetometers and hence we applied a central differencing method to
obtain the time derivative. The time of local magnetic midnight at each magnetic observatory
is marked by a red triangle. The blue vertical dashed lines mark the times of LANL particle
injections detected in both protons and electrons. The red dashed line corresponds to the
injection seen only in the electron data, as discussed previously. The inset box in figure 4
shows an enlargement of a section of data from BJN showing Pi2 pulsations. These are a
good substorm indicator [21] and are observed here in coincidence with a geosynchronous
particle injection and the start of a magnetic bay.

A number of disturbances can be seen in the H-component data and are accompanied
by broad-band wave activity. Comparing the times of the LANL particle injections with the
magnetic bays from the three magnetometers we can see that each injection is associated with
a bay. Comparing the timings with the AE enhancements we can see that there is a good
association between these indicators.
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Discussion

Case Study – 28-29 January 2005

From ∼18:00 UT on January 28th 2005, the ACE solar wind monitor observed the passage
of a corotating interaction region. The solar wind speed increased through this interval from
∼350 km s−1 to ∼650 km s−1. Large-scale quasi-periodic Alfvénic structures are observed in
the IMF, particularly in the Bz component, as expected for this type of solar wind driver. The
region of compressed IMF at the interface between the fast and slow solar wind passed the
Earth in about 30 hours. Subsequently the geospace environment was driven by the high-speed
solar wind stream for several days.

Geomagnetic indices indicate that the solar wind coupling to the geospace environment
was enhanced throughout this interval, as Kp ≥ 3 for most of this period and Sym-H reached
a minimum of 31 nT. We thus determine that this CIR led to a small geomagnetic storm.
The AE indices also show strong periodic activity over this interval. While the AE index
exceeds 1000 nT several times during the passage of the CIR/HSS, for the initial period (up to
∼22:00 UT on the 29th) the AE between peaks falls to below 200 nT. Thus, following the strict
criteria of [13] this does not qualify as a HILDCAA event, but as [13] noted, relaxing these
criteria included many other events also associated with interplanetary Alfvénic structures.

Injections identified in geosynchronous particle data from the LANL satellites showed a
good degree of coincidence with the AE enhancements and with other ground-based magnetic
signatures taken to be substorm indicators (bays, broad-band activity and Pi2). We can
thus reasonably conclude that the CIR caused recurrent substorm activity, with a recurrence
timescale of ∼4 h, and that this is the origin of the AE enhancements. This recurrence
timescale is similar to the substorm repetition rate reported by [12] for recurrent substorm
activity under HSS driving. Why substorms occur in a recurrent manner is currently un-
resolved. It has been suggested that in HSS this could be due to the wave-like Alfvénic
structure (i.e. regular northward turnings of the IMF). An alternative is that the prolonged
driving could result in a quasi-periodic substorm onset by the rate of energy accumulation
remaining roughly constant when averaged over the timescale of the inter-substorm interval.

Causes of Substorm Onset

Explanations of when substorm onset occurs either invoke an external trigger such as a
northward turning in the IMF [22, 23], or an internal trigger like the magnetic flux in the
tail lobes reaching a critical level [24]. A variety of physical models associated with these
triggers have been proposed [22, 25, 23, 26]. Though many authors have cited northward
turnings as triggers for substorm onset, due to good temporal coincidence, substorms have
been also observed without any external triggers being apparent [27].

Hsu and McPherron [28] found that there is a statistically significant association between
the times of external northward IMF turning triggers and substorm onsets, thus concluding
that prior suggestions that there is a class of externally triggered substorms are valid [29].
This analysis was recently challenged by Morley and Freeman [30], who showed that the
significant association arises purely because of the inclusion of a growth phase criterion in
the definition of the northward IMF turning trigger. The claim that any percentage of substorm
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onsets are externally triggered is therefore not proven, thus they concluded that an internal
magnetospheric instability is a necessary and sufficient condition for substorm onset [30]. In
fact, the internal trigger hypothesis can also account for a property of substorm size that is
not easily explicable by the external trigger hypothesis.

Bearing this in mind, we here explain how recurrent substorms may occur under a substorm
model not reliant on external triggering (e.g. the minimal substorm model [9]).

Origin of Substorm Recurrence

It is interesting to note that the repetition period of substorms under intense driving — be
it the ICME-driven “sawtooth” events, or the repetitive substorms driven by high-speed solar
wind streams — is observed to be in the range of 2-4 hrs, spanning the peak of the distribution
of inter-substorm intervals, both observed [6] and modelled [9]. If the substorm cycle is
entirely loading-unloading driven [24, 30] then the interval between successive substorms
should depend on the energy lost during one substorm and the subsequent rate at which
energy is accumulated in the lobes [7, 8, 9].

Fig. 5: The upper panel displays the IMF Bz data, lagged to the time of arrival at the
magnetopause by the advection time (see text). The lower panel shows the AL index (solid

red line) and a selection of simulated AL for this interval. The vertical green bars mark the
particle injection times for comparison.

The minimal substorm model (MSM) [9] is an “integrate-and-fire” model with just three
rules and one free parameter. It has been shown to reproduce the observed distribution of
inter-substorm intervals [9] and has been used to provide onset times for a synthetic AL
index that reproduces the distribution on substorm magnetic bay magnitudes [31]. Under
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constant driving, in the MSM, substorms occur with a constant recurrence rate equal to the
free parameter, D ≈ 2.7 h. This is similar to the modal peak of substorm recurrence time and
the recurrence times seen for sawtooth events with constant input.

Recurrent substorms under a variable (but continually southward) Bz have been reported to
have a mean recurrence time of ∼3 h [10]. Under more variable solar wind input, where the
Bz component becomes northward for some time, we might expect the inter-substorm interval
to increase as the time required to accumulate a given energy in the magnetotail lobes will
have increased. Indeed, under HSS driving (low amplitude, quasi-periodic structure in Bz),
the recurrence time has been observed to increase to a mean of ∼4 h [12].

To test the hypothesis that the MSM (or a similar model) can explain the variation in
recurrence interval, we ran the synthetic AL index of Morley et al. (2007) using the lagged
solar wind data observed at ACE; the model runs were started from 06 UT on the 28th

of January. As the solar wind power input driving the minimal model was estimated from
single-point measurements taken several hundred RE upstream of the earth and the MSM is
inherently non-linear, there are large uncertainties in the simulated substorm onset time and
magnitude for individual events. Thus an ensemble of 1000 runs with slight differences in
the initial conditions (seeded with a random amount of energy stored in the magnetotail) was
used for comparison with the real AL. This is shown in figure 5. The upper panel of this
figure displays the IMF Bz data, lagged to the time of arrival at the magnetopause by the
advection time (as previously described). This was used to drive the synthetic AL model.
The lower panel shows the real AL index (solid red line) and a selection of synthetic AL
(dashed black lines) for this interval. The vertical green bars mark the particle injection times
for comparison.

Much variation can be seen between the different model runs, however some features are
common to many runs. The majority of substorms are predicted (with a large uncertainty in
the magnitude) to within ±30 minutes. The tendency of the model to overestimate the AL
bay magnitude can be explained in part by the fact that AL is measured from a latitudinal
ring of stations and is prone to measurement errors in the magnetic bay magnitude due to
variations in the latitude of the auroral electrojet; for large substorms the electrojet will move
southward of the magnetometers used to find AL and AL will be underestimated.

Conclusion

We have presented a case study of periodic AE enhancements occurring during passage
of a corotating interaction region. The coupling with the geospace environment is enhanced
throughout this interval and quasi-periodic enhancements in the AE index are observed. The
enhancements in AE are found to be coincident with geosynchronous particle injections,
high-latitude magnetic bays and Pi2 pulsations. Thus we conclude that for this interval, the
recurrent AE enhancements are signatures of magnetospheric substorms.

This supports some of the conclusions of [12], in particular that recurrent substorms
often occur under driving by high-speed streams. The interval under study is not strictly a
HILDCAA event, however it displays many similarities. Other studies have stated that that the
AE enhancements during HILDCAA-like events are not necessarily correlated with substorm
occurrence (e.g. [13]). In the case study presented here, the AE enhancements observed are
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found to be well correlated with other substorm indicators. Hence we conclude that, at least
in this case, the enhancements in the AE index are due to substorm activity.

The periodicity of these substorms is about 4 hrs. This is consistent with a simple loading-
unloading model like the Minimal Substorm Model [9], driven by a fluctuating input. This
view is supported by the good comparison between the real AL index and a simulation of AL
index (which utilizes the MSM) when driven by the IMF observed through this interval. This
is contrary to the interpretation of [12], who concluded that the recurrent substorms during
solar wind Alfvén wave activity were triggered by northward turnings in Bz. Further study
of substorm recurrence under CIR driving is underway to further elucidate the origin and
predictability of substorm recurrence.
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Summary: Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are the most geo-effective of all solar events. As 
a consequence they are of increasing importance, especially as we become more dependent on 
technological systems. In this paper we detail a new investigation into CMEs using the Mileura 
Widefield Array. We will directly image the sun from 80 – 300 MHz for the onset of a CME and also 
study interplanetary scintillation and Faraday rotation to gain information about plasma propagation 
through the interplanetary media. In conjunction with other instruments such as coronagraphs and 
radio-spectrographs we will be able to characterise the physical properties of CMEs, and also gain 
insights into Flare – CME and Type II – CME relationships.

Keywords: Solar Atmosphere, Coronal Mass Ejections, Solar Plasma, Solar Flares, Solar Radio 
Bursts, Radio Arrays
 

Introduction

Coronal mass ejections are eruptions of magnetized plasma from the sun [1]. A CME is observed by 
Thompson scattered light using coronographs, between about 2 and 30 solar radii (R¤) [2]. Within 2 
solar radii  the glare of the sun obscures the CME, and beyond 30 solar radii the CME is too diffuse 
to detect optically. A typical example of observations is ahown in Figure 1. At 1 AU they typically 
have a speed of about that of the solar wind [3]. Their initial velocities however can vary, and they 
are decelerated by the solar wind [4].

In recent years our understanding of CMEs has increased substantially, particularly with satellite 
based coronographs (LASCO on SOHO) and space-based radio instrumentation (WIND). These 
complement existing ground based coronographs, satellite X-ray imagers, and a host of other 
instrumentation. However, along with the new information gathered came some controversies – two 
of them being flare-CME relationships and Type II-CME relationships.

Using the Mileura Widefield Array (MWA) we will image the sun at metre wavelengths for signs of 
activity that maybe a precursor for CME activity. We will also examine CMEs propagating through 
the interplanetary medium using Scintillation and Faraday Rotation measurements.
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Figure 1: A CME observed on the east limb by the LASCO Coronograph

The Flare – Type II – CME Controversies

Flare – CME Relationship

Solar flares are any increase in the energy output of the sun at a particular wavelength. Typically 
when flares are referred to, it is understood they are either Hα (Figure 2) or X-ray flares.

In 1993 Gosling argued that the role flares played in the production of CMEs had been over-
emphasised – what he called The Solar Flare Myth [3]. As such he argued that flares do not generally 
play a role in producing geomagnetic storms. He also argued that flares were not responsible for 
transient shockwaves in the solar wind or Solar Energetic Particles [3]. He pointed out that CMEs 
are often observed with types of non-flare activity, for example eruptive prominences, which occur 
away from active regions. He also stated that CMEs are caused by large-scale restructuring of the 
solar corona, where as flares are a more local restructuring [3]. Gosling does concede that flares may 
occur in conjunction with CMEs but do not produce them [3].

Several researchers responded to Gosling’s new paradigm for Flare-CME relationships and caused 
increased investigation into the possible relationships between the two. Hudson and Haisch [5] 
argued that flares cause disturbances through all levels of the corona and into the interplanetary 
medium, that only 10% of energy in a flare is contained in Hα and X-ray emission and that quiet 
sun CMEs are cooler, larger and slower than those from active regions. They state the mechanisms 
involved in CMEs are too complex for a simple cause and effect relationship between the two. 

Dryer [6] states that about one third of CMEs are flare related. He also adds that no studies have 
shown that a flare has been caused by a CME and that there are multiple causes for CMEs [6]. 
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Figure 2: Two solar flares observed in Hα on the east and west limbs of the sun simultaneously. 
(http://www.nso.gov)

Type II – CME Relationships

The second major controversy is the association of Type II radio bursts and CMEs. Type II bursts are 
caused by magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) shocks in the solar atmosphere. The shock waves produce 
energetic electrons that excite plasma waves [7,2]. The shocks propagate out through the corona at 
velocities of between 500 to 3000 m/s. As the height increases, lower frequency is observed due to 
lower electron densities. As such a frequency ‘drift’ is seen on a spectrograph over several minutes 
(Figure 3). Type II Emission is often attributed to both flares and CMEs [8,2], although the precise 
relationships are not clear [2].
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Figure 3: A type II event observed on the Learmonth Solar Radio Spectrograph. The Type II is 
preceded by a Type III (Courtesy of Learmonth Solar Observatory). 

The prevailing idea was that CMEs produced a MHD shockwave in front of the edge of the CME 
[7,8]. However, in 2001 it was found that the type II emission from a CME originated from behind 
the front of the CME, that they are in fact blast waves [8]. Leblanc et al. [8] put forward a two shock 
model: the initial shock is a blast wave below the CME which then catches up to the front, then the 
CME drives an interplanetary shock. Radio emission is generated when the coronal shock interacts 
with the CME. Basically type II shocks are blast waves in the corona which become piston driven 
at about 30 R¤ [8,2]. 

There is a stronger correlation between type II emission and flares than with type II and CMEs 
– about 90% for type II – flare association [8]

Other Types of Solar Activity Associated with CMEs

Type III emission is caused by flare accelerated electrons which then emit radio waves. These are 
seen as short bands often extending over large frequency range on a spectrograph. Cane, Erickson 
and Prestage argue that a specific class of type III emission may be a better indicator for CMEs than 
Type II’s – they call this type III-l [9]. They extend to low frequency (<60 Mhz) last a long time and 
have components that occur late as compared to the start of a flare. Nearly all of these bursts are 
preceded by CMEs. Type II events are not well correlated with solar energetic particles (SEPs) but 
CMEs are well correlated with SEPs. Type III-l events are associated with proton acceleration at the 
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sun. Some large CMEs do not produce type III-l emission but these are typically slow CMEs [9].

Another type of activity associated with CMEs may be filament eruptions, although the degree of 
association is contentious. Kundu, White et. al. [10] imaged a filament eruption that was associated 
with a CME. They noted that a type II burst was not observed until the filament underwent the rapid 
acceleration phase [10].

Measurements from the Mileura Wide Field Array

The Array

CMEs will be studied primarily at wavelengths between 80 and 300 MHz. Initially, the sun will 
be imaged at these wavelengths to study the early evolution of CMEs. Similar experiments have 
been carried out previously, for example with the Gauribidunar Radioheliograph at 109 MHz [11]. 
This data can be combined with Coronograph images to examine differences in the two regimes. 
The MWA is in a new class of radio arrays that use digital filtering and mixing. Similar arrays that 
are being developed include: the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) in the Netherlands, Primeval 
Structure Telescope (PAST) in China and the Long Wavelength Array (LWA) in New Mexico.

The Array has three primary research objectives: Epoch of Reionisation (EOR), Transients (eg 
Pulsars) and Solar Heliospheric Ionosphere (SHI).

The array will operate over a frequency range of  80 to 300 MHz and will consist of 512 antenna 
planes deployed in a 1.5 km Radius. Each plane will contain 16 bow-tie antennas (Figure 4).

CMEs will be traced through the interplanetary medium using two techniques: Scintillation and 
Faraday rotation. Both of these techniques use distant compact astronomical radio sources (eg 
quasars and pulsars).

Interplanetary Scintillation

In the case of Interplanetary Scintillation (IPS) the magnitude of the scintillations is a measure 
of the electron density along the line of sight of observation [12,4] (Figure 5). A limiting factor 
with scintillation measurements is that they cannot be too close to the sun. At 80 MHz, 35 degrees 
elongation from the sun is about as close as the observations can get before interference occurs from 
the corona [12]. Higher frequencies allow observations closer to the sun.
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Figure 4: A tile for the MWA that has been deployed at Boolardi Station East of Geraldton

The Scintillation Index, m, is given by

m
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m = ,       (1)

where Im is the mean source intensity and Irms is the rms of intensity fluctuations. The Normalised 
Scintillation index, g,  is given by
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where m(R) is the observed scintillation and <m(R)> is the average expected scintillation, that is the 
long term baseline value. The index g correlates strongly with solar wind density, N

9
N

g = ,       (3)

A value of g that is less than 1 is indication of increased plasma density, g greater than 1 a reduction 
of density of solar wind. [4]
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Figure 5: Diagram of Interplanetary Scintillation (IPS) (http://www.ips.gov.au)

Faraday Rotation

Measurement of Faraday Rotation (FR) requires observations of polarized radio sources. When a 
polarized wave passes through a plasma in a magnetic field its plane of polarization will rotate. The 
degree of rotation is dependent on the electron density and the magnetic field. The Faraday Rotation, 
∆χ, is given by

RM2λχ =∆ ,       (4)

where λ is the wavelength of the wave and RM is the rotation measure. The rotation measure is 
given by
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where ne is the electron density, B is the magnetic field, ds is the vector incremental path length 
along line of sight, e and me are the charge and mass of an electron and c is the speed of light. [13]

For plasma clouds at large solar elongations, scintillation measurements can be used to determine 
the electron density, and thus the magnetic field can be found from FR. Closer to the sun models for 
the corona need to be used for the electron density [13].

Other Data and Models
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Using direct observation of the sun and both IPS and FR, properties of CMEs (magnetic field, density, 
velocity, mass and size) can be determined and compared with theoretical models, for example the 
modified model described by Wu, Fry, et. al [14]. Cargill supplies a model for drag forces acting on 
CMEs from the solar wind [15]

Data from other sources will be used to augment the radio data and to study the relationships between 
flares, type IIs, type III-ls and CMEs. Such sources include Bruny Island Radio Spectrograph (BIRS), 
Learmonth Solar Observatory’s Solar Radio Spectrograph and 245 MHz Data, Coronographs and 
satellite data such as WIND.

Summary

The Mileura Widefield Array will be a powerful tool for investigating solar corona and wind. 
Combined with other instruments and using direct observations of the sun as well as Faraday 
Rotation and Interplanetary Scintillation, we hope to be able to resolve some of the controversies 
currently surrounding CMEs and the types of activity currently linked to them.
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Summary:  At present the risk of collision between bodies in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) is very low.  
However, this is expected to increase to the point that collisional fragmentation will dominate the 
generation of orbital space debris in less than a hundred years.  This debris will then grow at an 
exponential rate, in a collisional chain reaction.  The collision rate will most likely become so 
large as to render LEO operations impossible within several hundred years.  The UN Committee 
On the Peaceful Uses Of Outer Space (COPUOS) has recently agreed to a number of orbital debris 
mitigation guidelines.  However, only active measures to remove debris from orbit are likely to 
be really effective. This paper discusses the problem of space debris and the various mitigation 
options.
 
Keywords:  orbital space debris, LEO operations, hypervelocity collision hazard, mitigation

Introduction

Space debris in the form of  meteoroids continually traverse low Earth orbit.  In the early fifties 
predictions were made that this natural hazard might proscribe space travel.  Fortunately, this was 
not the case.  However, since the launch of the first satellite in October 1957, artificial space debris 
in LEO has been growing.  

Only a handful of collisions between space debris and satellites have been recorded to date, 
confirming that at present the probability of collision between space objects is very low.  However, 
collisional fragmentation of bodies in orbit will grow at an exponential rate.  The consequent debris 
fragments are expected to proliferate to numbers that may pose a severe danger to normal satellite 
or spacecraft operations in the next few hundred years.  

This problem was first brought to the attention of the scientific world in a paper published in the 
Journal of Geophysical Research  in 1978 by Donald Kessler and Burt Cours-Palais [1].  Kessler 
published subsequent papers on the topic [2], and the phenomenon is sometimes referred to as “The 
Kessler Syndrome”.

The problem was highlighted with a recent antisatellite (ASAT) test where tens of thousands of 
debris fragments were produced in one deliberate collision [3].

Low Earth Orbit Populations

The current population of objects that either reside in or traverse low Earth orbit consists of a mixture 
of  meteoroids, active satellite payloads, payloads that have ceased to be functional, large pieces of 
space debris, and a small-size population that we can estimate from experiment and population 
evolutional models.
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Prior to January 11 this year, there were estimated to be about 500 active satellites, 2,500 inactive 
payloads, about 10,000 debris objects exceeding 10 cm in size, and maybe 100,000 debris fragments 
over 1 cm .  At present the numbers of artificial debris now exceeds the natural meteoroid population 
in all sizes except those below several hundred microns.

Although the Russian Space Agency and the US Air Force Space Command maintain catalogs of 
most trackable objects in low Earth orbit, only that produced by the US Space Surveillance Network 
(SSN) is readily accessible, and is believed to be more complete.  This is due to around 30 globally 
spaced sensors that track objects in LEO down to about the 10 cm size range.  These sensors include 
radars and optical telescopes.

To date, about 22 satellites have been deliberately destroyed in antisatellite (ASAT) tests.  The 
latest of these was on January 11, 2007, when China destroyed their FengYun-1C weather satellite 
by hypervelocity collision from a KT-1 ballistic missile launched from the ground. The Space 
Surveillance Network is currently tracking 2,200 objects from this very successful test, and the 
NASA Orbital Debris Program Office estimates that there are at least 35,000 fragments below the 
nominal detection limit of 10 cm, but above 1 cm in size.  The spectacular increase in orbital debris 
can be seen in the figure below.

Figure 1:  SSN  LEO Catalog showing FY-1C debris [4]

The increase in LEO population just from this one event is about 20% for sizes in excess of 10 cm, 
and even greater for the smaller populations.  This test has produced the “most severe orbital debris 
cloud in history” [3].  In contrast, the explosive fragmentation of a Russian Tsyklon rocket in May 
2006 produced 50 trackable fragments.  The Chinese test produced an order of magnitude more 
debris pieces than previous ASAT tests. 
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It can be readily seen from figure 1 that there are two altitude regimes where most of the objects 
reside.  The first is from 700 to 1,000 km, and the second is from 1,400 to 1,500 km altitude.

Note that the average altitude of the Chinese ASAT test fragments is right in the middle of the most 
populous region – it couldn’t have been in a worse position as far as collisional debris generation in 
the future is concerned.

The Hazard

Hypervelocity collisions are so hazardous because an object carries a kinetic energy in excess of its 
mass of high explosive such as TNT.  Even very small impactors can cause problems as shown in 
figure 2.

Figure 2:  At left is an impact hole in a solar panel of the “Solar Max” satellite.  At right is a pit 
in a Space Shuttle window caused by collision with a paint flake.  (Images from the NASA Orbital 

Debris Program Office).

The half-millimetre hole in the solar panel was probably caused by an impactor of only 50 microns 
in diameter.  The general rule of thumb is a factor of from 5 to 20 between the impactor size and 
target crater or hole size.   

The paint flake was identified by an X-ray microprobe analysis of the debris around the pit, which 
revealed a large amount of titanium, together with oxygen (which comes from the titanium dioxide 
pigment in the paint).

Impact damage can be estimated by the use of one of the models available for hypervelocity 
collisions.  Four such models are summarised by Johnson and McKnight [8]. These give an estimate 
of skin thickness required to protect against such  impacts.  Both impactor and target are assumed to 
be aluminium.  We have used a simple model by Bjork [9] to plot figure 3.  The main point to note 
is that for impactor sizes > 1cm, any satellite impact at a typical LEO relative collision velocity of 
10 kilometres per second will penetrate the casing or any impact shielding of all current spacecraft 
in low Earth orbit.
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Figure 3: Penetration depth as a function of impactor size and velocity.

Debris Sources and Sinks

Figure 4:  Sources and Sinks of Orbital Space Debris

Figure 4 is a graphical overview of the sources and sinks which insert, generate or remove debris 
from low Earth orbit. Launches of useful payloads to low Earth orbit will typically leave several 
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large and small objects in orbit in the process: upper stage rocket bodies, explosive bolts, protective 
shrouds, mating adapters, etc.

Operations in orbit can dispense lens caps, covers and even human waste to the LEO environment.  
The harsh radiation environment, ram erosion and deep temperature cycling in space can cause 
satellite surfaces to deteriorate and release satellite materials into orbit.

Fragmentations or break-ups of active satellites, inactive payloads and rocket bodies have been all 
too common.  These are usually due to the explosive release of stored internal energy such as rocket 
fuel and battery vapours.   Only a very few accidental collisions have so far been recorded.  To these 
we can add the 22 deliberate collisions.

On the debit side, orbital decay through atmospheric drag will remove anything in a low enough 
orbit.  At 300 km altitude (circular orbit) the average satellite will decay within a month.  At 500 km 
the time is about 10 years, and at 1000 km it will be close to a millennium.  Atmospheric decay is 
thus not a very effective mechanism for the most popular low Earth orbits.  Most re-entering objects 
will burn up between altitudes of around 100 down to 10 km.  Only the largest or hardiest objects in 
LEO will deposit at least some of their mass on the Earth’s surface.  These cases need to be watched 
closely to avoid personal injury or property damage, but the risk is very slight even for uncontrolled 
re-entries.

Although negligible as a sink in the past, space agencies are now starting to look at ensuring that 
upper stage rocket bodies and satellites at the end of their life are commanded into controlled re-
entries to remove them from the LEO environment.  Only in a very few cases have satellites actually 
been retrieved from orbit.  This is a very expensive operation, and has been done only for very high 
value assets to enable repair or refurbishment and re-launch back into orbit.  In most cases of failure, 
it is cheaper to leave a $100 million communication satellite in orbit and to launch a replacement

At present the largest source of orbital space debris comes from internal break-ups or explosive 
fragmentations of derelict satellites and rocket bodies.  Thus, the LEO collision probability is 
currently very low, both from models of the environment, and from actual experience.   But that will 
change in the future!

A January 2006 paper in the journal Science by the NASA Orbital Debris Program Office [4] stated 
that the best models of the LEO environment now show that collisions will take over as the dominant 
debris production mechanism in 50 years time.  When that happens the debris population will become 
unstable and start to increase, irrespective of whether any new launches are made.  A chain reaction 
will occur.  Collisional debris will result in more collisions producing more debris and so on.

A Simple Collisional Model

A simple model developed by Farinella and Cordelli [6] shows the essential details of the collisional 
cascade process.  

The model breaks the orbital population into two groups:
1 Large satellite bodies with typical masses on the order of hundreds of kilograms and cross-

sectional areas on the order of a few square metres, and
2 Much smaller debris pieces with sizes around the centimetre mark and masses of a few 

grams.
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The model is specified by two first order coupled differential equations, with four variable coefficients 
and two initial or boundary conditions:

dN/dt = A – χnN    (1)
             dn/dt = βA + αχnN   (2)

 
where       A = annual satellite injection rate 

  n = debris numbers
  N = satellite numbers
  χ = collision rate
  β = primary debris generation coeff
  α = secondary debris gen. coeff

The authors justified the following values in the model paper: the annual insertion rate of satellites 
into orbit, less the number that decay is taken as around 100.  Each satellite insertion is 
assumed to result in an average of 70 primary debris fragments.   The collision rate is taken 
as 3x10-10 (this is the collisional velocity – about 10 km/sec, divided by the total orbital 
volume considered  - units are m-2 s-1).  Each collision is assumed to produce about 10,000 
debris pieces (of around 1 cm in size) – these are considered secondary debris fragments

The above model was coded in 18 lines of QBasic, and is shown below for those who would easily 
like to run the model with different parameters and initial conditions.

‘Orbital Space Debris - Simplified Model 
  (model from Farinella and Cordelli 1991)
 
Nsat = 2000           ‘initial number of active satellites
Ndebris = 50000   ‘initial number of debris                                     
t0 = 0: CLS            ‘start year / clear screen                                    
A = 100                 ‘annual insertion rate less reentries                         
chi = 3E-10           ‘annual collision rate                                        
alpha = 10000      ‘collision generation coeff                                   
beta = 70              ‘primary debris coeff (explosions,etc)                        
 
PRINT “Year   Sats       Debris”        ‘heading                              
f$ = “####  #####  ###,###,###” ‘print format                                 
 
FOR tm = t0 TO t0 + 600                       ‘cycle one year at a time                        
  IF tm MOD 15 = 0 THEN PRINT USING f$; tm; Nsat; Ndebris                    
  colrat = chi * Ndebris * Nsat            ‘collision rate                        
  dsat = A - colrat                                  ‘increase in satellites                       
  ddebris = beta * A + alpha * colrat  ‘debris increase                       
  Nsat = Nsat + dsat                              ‘new number of satellites                     
  Ndebris = Ndebris + ddebris             ‘new debris count                             
NEXT tm 

A graphical output is shown in figure 5.  The initial conditions used to start the model are 2000 
satellites or large objects and 50,000 small debris pieces.  This is quite compatible with the LEO 
population around the year 2000.  The time scale on the graph may thus be regarded as years into 
the current millennium.
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Figure 5:  Graphical Output of the Farinella-Cordelli Model

The two curves shown here represent the time evolution of active satellites and debris fragments.  
Note that the scales are quite different for the two classes of objects. 

At first the number of satellites in orbit increases linearly, incrementing closely by the annual insertion 
rate.  However, at about the 100 year mark the number of debris fragments starts to increase almost 
exponentially due to collisions, and we start to see satellites removed from orbit through collision, 
having been pulverised into tens of thousands of debris fragments.

At 150 years into the future, we can forget about using low Earth orbit.  Collisions are now so 
frequent that any new satellites we launch will be destroyed within a year.

Although this is a very simple model, it displays the essential features of more sophisticated   models 
such as those developed at the University of Pisa [10,11] and the NASA LEGEND model [12].  
Only the time scale is in dispute.  Running the model with smaller coefficients may allow a few 
hundred years more respite, but the exponential generation of collisional fragments doesn’t allow 
much more than that.  Note also that this model will underestimate the generation of debris because 
of the artificial division into two extreme populations.  It does not consider collisions between 
debris fragments, whereas these will become increasingly more important as the debris population 
increases.

The main inference to be drawn from this simple model, which is reinforced by the more developed 
and detailed models, is that the low Earth orbital environment will become unusable for normal 
space operations within the space of several hundred years.  The NASA Orbital Debris Program 
Office paper to Science in January 2006 [5] stated that this conclusion is true even if we immediately 
cease all launches to LEO.  Continued business as usual only makes the situation worse.  It is only 
a matter of when.

So far we have only considered effects on active spacecraft in low Earth orbit.  However, there 
will be another group that will also be increasingly affected, and that group is the astronomical 
community.  Debris trails will intrude on astronomical images in an increasing manner, ruining 
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many exposures taken with the world’s large and expensive telescopes.  Night-time sky glow may 
also increase (due to light scattering by objects in the hundred micron range), limiting the detection 
of faint celestial objects.   

Basic physics, together with the knowledge that the Sun is a magnitude –27 object, gives the 
following formula for the apparent magnitude of objects in low Earth orbit:

   m = 2.5 log [ (32/α) (h/d)2 ] – 27 (3)

This formula is valid for satellites observed near the zenith with 50% solar illumination. m is the 
standard astronomical magnitude, α is the satellite albedo, h is the height of the assumed spherical 
object with a diameter d.  The output of this model is plotted in Figure 6.  A typical albedo of 0.1 
gives a very approximate visual magnitude for various objects in low Earth orbit as a function of 
their size and altitude.  

Figure 6:  Approximate visible magnitude of objects in LEO (from equation 3)

Mitigation

After 10 years deliberation, the United Nations Committee On the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space 
(COPUOS) agreed in June of this year (2007) to a set of guidelines for the mitigation of the orbital 
space debris problem:

    1  Limit debris released during normal operations
    2  Minimise the potential for break-ups during operational phases
    3  Limit the probability of accidental collision in orbit
    4  Avoid intentional destruction and other harmful activities
    5  Minimise potential for post-mission breakups resulting from stored 
            energy
    6  Limit the long-term presence of spacecraft and launch vehicle orbital
            stages in the low Earth orbit region after the end of their mission           
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    7  Limit the long-term interference of spacecraft and launch vehicle orbital
              stages with the geosynchronous region after the end of their mission 

The first six of these apply to low Earth orbit operations.  All of them are spelled out in detail as 
to the intent and implementation, and it is hoped that they will provide useful guidance to nations 
launching satellites and spacecraft into low Earth orbit.

However, as previously referenced, the problem in question will happen even if all launch activity 
is stopped immediately.  The only action that will solve the problem is active removal of objects 
from low Earth orbit.  Several ingenious solutions have been proposed including a manned orbital 
maneuring vehicle to deorbit large objects, solar sails and tethers to reduce orbital altitudes, and 
very large foam balloons, very large foils and robot sweepers to remove the small debris fragments.  
Some of these ideas are summarised by Loftus et al [13], but most are engineering nightmares and 
very expensive. The International Astronautical Academy has just initiated a new study on active 
removal techniques although “reviews by panels of international experts have repeatedly failed to 
identify a single plan which is both technically feasible in the near-term and economically viable” 
[14].

One possible ground-based solution at the present time may be laser de-orbit.  A ground based laser 
beam aimed at a piece of debris at low elevation causes surface ablation, producing a reaction force 
which lowers the object perigee to allow for rapid atmospheric decay.  One scheme has suggested 
that it might only cost $200 million for a 5 MW peak power (30kW average) laser to deorbit the 1 
to 20 cm LEO debris population over a 2 year period [7].  However, there are still many problems to 
be solved, and the political problems may well outweigh the technical ones!

Australia’s Role

Although Australia is a minor player as far as space activities in LEO are concerned, this problem 
will concern us in the not too distant future.  We have thus listed here a number of items that are 
either happening or might be appropriate in the Australian role.

Ø	We should support and be involved with mitigation guidelines within the UN Committee for 
the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. With no satellite launch facility our impact at COPUOS 
may be minimal, but we should support those states that have taken a proactive role in orbital 
debris mitigation.

Ø	The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade has an Australian representative at COPUOS, 
with input from other departments.

Ø	We need to keep abreast of developments, to educate and to promote activities in this area.

Ø	The Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources (DITR) has funded a Canberra based 
company (Electro-Optical Systems) $8 million to research laser debris removal.

Ø	Although it may cost a little more in the short term, we should give our business to those 
launch organisations which are proactive in minimising the proliferation of debris in the 
course of launching Australian satellites; and to those satellite manufacturers that employ the 
latest technology to minimise satellite deterioration as the vehicle ages and that take steps 
to passivate the satellite after it has completed its functional lifetime; and we should avoid 
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giving business to states that do not hold themselves accountable to mitigation agreements 
they have signed.

Ø	One of the ways to avoid producing more debris is to avoid collisions where at all possible.  
Collision avoidance (COLA) of Australian assets should be undertaken by Australian 
operators.

Ø	Lastly, to continue to monitor space debris and to allow COLA actions to be effective, it 
is vital that we continue to support the Space Surveillance Network and lobby the US for 
continued access to the SSN orbital catalog.  This is the only relatively complete space 
object catalog that is readily available to Australian authorities and researchers.  We should 
support US requests to station SSN sensor extensions on Australian territory.  Not only will 
this improve the SSN catalog itself, but it also gives us a political lever for continued access 
to the catalog.

Conclusion

Basically what Kessler pointed out to us is that despite a total volume of one trillion (1012) cubic 
kilometres, LEO is a very limited resource!  Affirmative action is absolutely essential if we are 
to retain use of  low Earth orbit for satellite operations.  Australia can and should play a role in 
safeguarding this vital resource.
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Slag from a  solid rocket motor 
burn produces a formidable 
piece of orbital space debris, 
around 35 mm in diameter, 
and capable of causing 
considerable damage to any 
satellite or spacecraft in low 
Earth orbit. (Image from NASA
Orbital Debris Program Office)
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Summary: The relationship between the Wolf number and rainfall in Sydney is investigated 
via statistical analysis. Power spectra and cross-correlations reveal a small seasonal 
relationship since ~1950 (when evidence suggests a climate shift took place). A weak 
correlation is found for summer whilst a stronger anti-correlation exists throughout the 
remainder of the year. A hypothesis is presented to explain this observation. An analysis, 
using the alternating conditional expectations (ACE) algorithm, of the predictive power of the 
Wolf number is compared to that of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) – which describes a 
global variable known to influence rainfall in the eastern states of Australia. The two are 
found to be similarly effective but this efficacy is low. 

Keywords: SOI, southern oscillation index, Wolf number, sunspot number, Zurich number, 
rainfall, Sydney, cosmic rays. 

Introduction 

Motivation 

The dependence of Australia on agriculture is a strong motivation for the development of 
accurate long range weather forecasting. The idea that long term weather forecasting in 
Australia may be aided by observing the cycles of the Sun is an old one; its most enthusiastic 
proponents have been based at the Crohamhurst Observatory in Queensland since the 1930s 
[1, 2]. However, the methodology of this institution has been found by a governmental review 
process to be flawed, and their results no better than chance [3]. In the more mainstream 
scientific community a review by Pittock [4] critiqued the idea of the solar cycle as a driver of 
climactic patterns in general; finding a lack of sufficient data and no identifiable mechanism. 
However, since Pittock’s review knowledge of the Earth’s atmospheric layers and their 
interconnectedness has increased significantly, and plausible mechanisms for how the solar 
cycle might describe trends in terrestrial weather have been hypothesised [5, 6]. 

Recently new claims have been made that the Wolf number may be used as a predictor of 
rainfall in Eastern Australia, with increased rainfall resulting from a higher Wolf number [7, 
8]. In this paper we examine these claims using a statistical analysis of Wolf number and 
Sydney rainfall data. By examining the data by season whilst restricting the analysis to a single 
location we isolate any seasonal dependence. 

Wolf Number and Mechanisms of Solar Influence on Weather in the Literature 

Wolf Number 

Wolf number (also known as sunspot number or Zurich number) is a measure of the 
occurrence of darker areas on the surface of the Sun known as sunspots. The Wolf number is 
given as: 
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)10( sgkW += (1) 

where s is the number of observable sunspots, g the number of sunspot groups and k a factor 
to take into account the resolving power of different telescopes. Wolf number varies 
periodically; its period last century being 10 to 12 years [9]. A high Wolf number is one 
consequence of increased solar activity. Wolf number is a proxy for the Total Solar Irradiance 
(TSI), 10.7 cm radio flux etc. The occurrence of brighter spots known as faculae, solar flares 
and other solar phenomena correlates with sunspot incidence [10]. 

Solar Forcing by UV 

It is known that the variation in total solar irradiance (TSI) over a solar cycle is a mere 0.1%. 
In isolation, this variation is unable to account for the meteorological phenomena ascribed to it 
[11, 12]. However, irradiance variation is wavelength dependant; it being greatest for the EUV 
and the UV [12]. It has been hypothesised that solar forcing of the stratosphere may occur 
through UV absorption by ozone gases [11]. The portion of the TSI represented by the UV is 
small. However, ozone concentration varies with UV intensity, resulting in a positive 
feedback radiative-photochemical mechanism that amplifies the effect of the solar cycle in the 
lower stratosphere [11].  

It has been hypothesised that atmospheric planetary-scale waves provide a mechanism for 
interaction between the UV absorbing processes in the upper atmosphere and the troposphere, 
thereby having an effect on terrestrial weather [11]. Coupling between the stratosphere and 
troposphere is greatest after the Antarctic vortex begins to breakdown in late spring 
(November), resulting in large anomalies in the Southern Annular Mode (which is related to 
pressure and sea surface temperature) through summer [11]. This mechanism describes 
stratospheric anomalies as moving poleward and downward, therefore being most significant 
for the polar and mid latitudes.   

Galactic Cosmic Rays 

Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs) are composed of very high energy particles accelerated from 
other stars in our galaxy. The large portion that enter the Earth’s atmosphere participate in 
nuclear processes that produce secondary particles that penetrate deep into the atmosphere. 
The ionisation in the atmosphere between 1 km altitude and 35 km altitude is overwhelmingly 
the result of GCRs [13].  

During the peak of solar activity a strong solar flux results in an enhanced interplanetary 
magnetic field that partially shields the Earth from GCRs [9]. Consequently the flux of GCRs 
is anti-correlated with Wolf number. The anti-correlation is maximised by introducing an 
eight month lag [10], since increased solar activity results in a stronger solar flux propagated 
by the solar wind, which opposes the approach of GCRs from outside the solar system.  

It has been suggested that lower atmosphere ionisation caused by GCRs influences cloud 
formation and changes in cosmic ray flux have been shown to be correlated with cloud cover 
[13]. One mechanism whereby this could occur involves ion induced formation of aerosol 
particles from which particle growth results in the formation of cloud condensation nuclei [5]. 
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The Southern Oscillation Index and Weather in Eastern Australia 

A global variable known to influence rainfall in the Eastern states of Australia is the southern 
oscillation, described by the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) [14, 15]. Comparing the 
predictive power of the SOI to rainfall with that of the Wolf number provides a measure of 
statistical significance. 

The Southern Oscillation Index 

SOI is related to the air pressure difference between Darwin and Tahiti and is given by: 

..

.10
devstd

avg
month P

PP
SOI

∆
∆−∆

= (2) 

where P is the pressure difference between Tahiti and Darwin that month (i.e. PTahiti – 
PDarwin), and the average and standard deviation relate to the complete record of P
measurements made since 1915. 

Relationship to El Niño 

The relationship between the SOI and El Niño weather events is well known [14-16].  
Therefore the SOI is one global variable that is correlated with rainfall. 

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 (a) The normal circulation pattern results in good rainfall for the eastern states of 
Australia. (b) The circulation pattern during an El Niño event results in reduced rainfall for 

the eastern states of Australia (from [15, 16]). 

Normally flows from Antarctic waters result in an up-welling of cold air off the South 
American coast. A high pressure system moves this air mass across the Pacific to the coast of 
Australia, where its interaction with warmer waters results in normal rainfall. During an El 
Niño event the water off the South American coast is warmer than usual and the local air 
pressure is reduced (creating a negative SOI). Under this condition the easterly trade winds are 
slowed and can even reverse resulting in reduced rainfall in the eastern Australia [15]. 
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Investigation 

Data Acquisition and Processing 

Wolf Number 

The daily sunspot number (i.e. Wolf number) was obtained from the Solar Influences Data 
Analysis Centre (SIDC) website [17]. Monthly values were obtained by averaging the daily 
data over a calendar month. Seasonal values were obtained by averaging the three months that 
make up a season – summer: December (previous year), January, February; autumn: March, 
April, May; winter: June, July, August; spring: September, October, November. 

Sydney Rainfall 

Australian daily rainfall data was obtained from the Australian Government Bureau of 
Meteorology National Climate Centre [18]. The quantity termed ‘Sydney rainfall’ in this paper 
is an average of data obtained from several Australian Bureau of Meteorology rainfall stations 
in the Sydney metropolitan area. The data were averaged to eliminate anomalies peculiar to 
any one station and account for lack of continuous data at some sites. The stations were 
Sydney Airport AMO (#66037), Mosman (Bapaume Road) (#66042), Sydney (Observatory 
Hill) (#66062), Wollstonecraft (#66067), Randwick Racecourse (#66073) and Centennial Park 
(#66160). A station is included in the average only if there is sufficient data for the duration of 
interest. The monthly rainfall for a particular station was computed as the total rainfall for the 
month where there were at least 27 days of available data. The seasonal average rainfall was 
calculated as the average of monthly rainfall for each of the months in the season where there 
were three sufficiently complete months of data available. 

2km

Mosman
Wollstonecraft

Observatory Hill

Ashfield
Centennial Pk.

Randwick

Airport

Map of Sydney Rainfall Stations Utilised

2km

Mosman
Wollstonecraft

Observatory Hill

Ashfield
Centennial Pk.

Randwick

Airport

Map of Sydney Rainfall Stations Utilised

Fig. 2 Sydney rainfall is an average of available data from seven rainfall stations (map 
information obtained from [19]). 

Southern Oscillation Index 

The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) data were also obtained from the Australian 
Government Bureau of Meteorology National Climate Centre [16]. SOI data is provided with 
a one month resolution. Seasonal average SOI values were obtained by averaging the three 
months that make up each season. 
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Evidence for a climate shift 

Time Series 

— monthly average
— 3y moving average

— 1y moving average
— 3y moving average

— monthly SOI
— 1y moving average

(a)

(b)

(c)

— monthly average
— 3y moving average

— 1y moving average
— 3y moving average

— monthly SOI
— 1y moving average

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3 Time series of the data used in this investigation (1915-2005) for (a) Wolf number, (b) 
rainfall in Sydney and (c) the southern oscillation index. 

Upon inspection of the Sydney rainfall time series it was noticed that there was a marked 
difference in long term variation beginning around 1950. This was quite unexpected. 
Consequently the data analysis included a separation of pre- and post-1950 data. It should be 
noted that this phenomenon was not restricted to Sydney, preliminary investigation revealed 
similar trends in other regions of eastern Australia.   

Power Spectra 

Power spectra of the rainfall data confirms the presence of strong long period character post-
1950 not present in the first half of the century. Particularly noteworthy is that the rainfall 
period displayed post-1950 is approximately 11 years – very close to the period in the Wolf 
number. A similar analysis of the SOI also reveals a different long period character pre- and 
post-1950. The SOI is not thought to be linked to solar activity [13], and indeed there is no 10 
or 11 year period in either the pre- or post-1950 SOI data. The fact that there is a change in 
two different measures of the weather suggests a shift into a different climate regime. It seems 
plausible that such a shift could result in a system more sensitive to solar influences. 
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Fig. 4 Power spectra of (left) Sydney rainfall and (right) SOI, revealing a distinct change in 
the long period character of each pre/post the middle of the 20th century. (top) The Wolf 

number is shown for comparison (the period of which is ~ static over the same duration [9]).  

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 

A statistical basis for the conclusion of climate shift around 1950 was obtained by applying 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test to both Sydney rainfall and the SOI data. The K-S test 
compares the cumulative distribution functions of two series in terms of a D-statistic to gauge 
their likeness [20]. The D-statistic for the simple case of two equally sized distributions is 
given by: 

)()(
max

21
xSxS

x
D NN −

∞<<∞−
= (3) 

where SN(x) is the xth ordered element in the cumulative sum of population N. Appropriate 
scaling is applied for two unequally sized distributions. The null hypothesis is that the pre- and 
post-1950 time series are from the same distribution. A large D-statistic indicates the series 
are unalike; the smaller the D-statistic the less likely the two distributions are different. QKS is 
the probability that the null hypothesis is correct [20]. 

The K-S test shows that rainfall is significantly different over the two durations. When the 
SOI is smoothed with a 1-year moving average to remove low frequency noise and bias the 
test to longer term trends, it too is significantly different, supporting the climate shift 
conclusion.  
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Table 1 Results of the K-S test for distributions pre- and post-1950. 

K-S Test

statistic D QKS D QKS

Sydney rainfall 0.095 0.63% 0.210 0.00%

SOI 0.065 20.00% 0.110 0.22%

Monthly 1y Moving Average

Having established the occurrence of a climate shift around 1950, since we are interested in 
solar influences and the rainfall data post 1950 has a peak in the power spectra of ~11 years, 
and noting that the influence of SOI on rainfall in eastern Australia has been established for 
this period [14, 21] we concentrate on analysis of the period 1951-2005 for the remainder of 
the paper. 

Wolf number and rainfall (1951-2005) 

Power Spectra 

Evidence for an ~11 year period in rainfall data (1951-2005) is present in the power spectra. 
When the analysis is binned by season the 11 year period is most prominent for winter and 
then autumn. The 11 year peak is still present in spring but is weaker, yet no such period can 
be seen in summer. This implies that, if the 11 year period is indeed due to a solar cycle 
influence on rainfall, that the effect is seasonal – being strongest in winter. 

Cross-Correlation 

The cross-correlation of Wolf number with Sydney rainfall plotted against the lag of the two 
data sets (shown in the top panel of Fig. 5(b)) reveals an interesting pattern; there is a peak in 
anti-correlation that is lagged by approximately one year. An anti-correlation between Wolf 
number and rainfall suggests that GCRs might be responsible for increased rainfall, where 
logically the ~1 year lag, by its correspondence to the eight month lag between Wolf number 
and GCR flux maxima reported in the literature [10], reinforces this argument. However, the 
value of the correlation coefficient is low, such that ordinarily the anti-correlation would be 
dismissed as insignificant. This notwithstanding, when the analysis is binned by season the 
maximum correlation in winter exceeds 0.4, and 0.2 in autumn and spring. Those three 
seasons’ rainfall are roughly anti-correlated with Wolf number, in summer Wolf number and 
Sydney rainfall are weakly correlated. 

Presuming that winter (and to a lesser extent autumn and spring) rainfall in Sydney is 
influenced by GCRs then we might inquire as to why this is not the case in summer. We note 
that local climatic conditions such as severe convective summer storms [22] may dominate 
seasonal rainfall trends. However, comparing each season separately as we have done should 
allow the influence of global variables to be detected. One hypothesis to explain the contrary 
trend in summer involves solar forcing by UV. As mentioned previously, the Antarctic vortex 
begins to break down in late spring, providing a mechanism for coupling between the 
stratosphere and troposphere which is present throughout summer. The increased output of 
solar UV during solar maximum would then counter the increased GCR flux at solar 
minimum, from late spring through summer. This hypothesis has the further benefit of 
explaining the shifting lags for maximum correlation of the different seasons. Because there is 
an eight month offset between the maximum of GCR flux and Solar minimum, an altered ratio 
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of the influence of the two competing mechanisms will shift the maximum of the correlation 
between rainfall and Wolf number toward the trend of the increased mechanism. For example; 
say in winter that the only influence on rainfall was GCR flux, then the cross-correlation 
versus lag plot for rainfall and Wolf number would be anti-correlated with an eight month lag. 
When the season changes to spring, GCR flux still contributes the same effect but now the 
effects of solar UV begin to be felt and are superimposed with those of the GCRs, resulting in 
a smoothing out of the plot and a shift of the maximum correlation peak back towards zero 
years. Furthermore, if each of these two mechanisms operate on the system then we would 
expect a peak in the power spectrum corresponding to approximately half the period of the 
solar cycle (as increased rainfall would occur as a result of GCR flux maximum and solar UV 
maximum). Such a peak is prominent in spring and might also be argued for in autumn. 

(a) (b)(a) (b)(a) (b)

Fig. 5 (a) Power spectra of Sydney rainfall, the dashed line indicates an 11 year period 
(approximately that of the Wolf number).  (b) Cross-correlation of Sydney rainfall with Wolf 
number. Dashed lines indicate approximate values of (grey and black) Wolf number maxima, 

(pink) cosmic ray minimum and (red) cosmic ray maximum. Both the power spectra and 
cross-correlation analysis were conducted for the full year (top) and for summer (yellow), 

autumn (orange), winter (grey) and spring (green) in isolation. 
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Comparison of Wolf Number with SOI for Rainfall Prediction 

Alternating Conditional Expectations Algorithm 

The alternating conditional expectations (ACE) algorithm transforms response and predictor 
variables to any functional form to produce the maximal linear effect between them [23]. A 
representative example is presented in Fig. 6. The transformations of three individual data 
points are traced out with the pink, fuchsia and red lines. Notice that the maximum rainfall 
corresponds to a lower Wolf number (red line). ACE analysis allows the use of one or more 
predictor variables and R2 indicates the ability of the variable(s) to predict the response. Note 
that √( R2) compares to the correlation coefficient. 
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Fig. 6 The ACE transformation for Wolf number and Sydney rainfall for autumn (1951-2005). 

Comparison between SOI and Wolf number as Rainfall Predictors 

Wolf number and SOI are used as predictors for rainfall in the ACE analysis. The previous 
season’s SOI  and Wolf number are used to predict rainfall following the suggestion made by 
Russell et al. [14]. 

Fig. 7 reveals R2 values for Wolf number around 0.3, and typically lower values for the SOI. 
For a global variable an R2 value of around 0.4 would be quite significant [14], 0.3 is on the 
low side, but is perhaps not insignificant. The lower panel in Fig. 7 shows the 95% confidence 
interval range of the slope between the ACE determined transformed predictor and 
transformed response variables. The important point to note from the confidence intervals in 
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Fig. 7 is whether or not they pass through zero, as zero would indicate no relationship. In all 
but one instance the results are shown to be significant to the 95% confidence level. 
Curiously, given the high correlation coefficient, Wolf number as predictor for winter rainfall 
does not pass this test. Furthermore, winter is the only season where the SOI is the better 
predictor. This analysis reveals that SOI is not as good a predictor of rainfall in Sydney as in 
areas further North studied by Russell [14]. It also indicates that SOI is a better predictor for 
the winter than summer which is unusual for eastern Australia. 
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Fig. 7 ACE analysis results showing the (top) R2 and (bottom) confidence intervals for the 
predictors of Sydney rainfall between 1951 and 2005 by season. 
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Fig. 8 ACE analysis results showing the (top) R2 and (bottom) confidence intervals for the 
predictors of Sydney rainfall between 1915 and 1950 by season. 

Compared to 1951-2005, the period 1915-1950 produces smaller R2 values and wider 
confidence intervals with Wolf number as the predictor. The exception is winter where the 
analysis produces an R2 value of ~0.45 with a narrow 95% confidence interval not passing 
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through zero. The result for winter is in line with what we would have expected from the later 
time period also, where GCR flux, undiluted by the influence of solar UV, produces a stronger 
relationship between Wolf number and Sydney rainfall than in the other seasons. Hence, in 
terms of the hypothesis discussed earlier, the ACE result for winter (1951-2005) is anomalous. 
In general the SOI R2 values are also lower than those for the latter period, indicating that a 
result of the climate shift has been that rainfall is more sensitive to the SOI (a result consistent 
with that of McBride and Nicholls [21]), and seemingly also Wolf number. 

The ACE analysis indicates that in general Wolf number is a better predictor of Sydney 
rainfall than the southern oscillation index. Given that the SOI is a global variable that is 
known to predict rainfall in eastern Australia, this result would indicate that the Wolf number 
should also be considered a predictor. However, the low R2 values for SOI in particular, 
suggests that neither predictor is particularly reliable. Therefore, the result is promising but 
ultimately inconclusive. 

Conclusions 

The K-S test suggests that weather patterns shifted into the present regime around 1950. Since 
1950 the Sydney rainfall data show a prominent long period character with a period of ~11 
years. Pre and post 1950, the SOI spectra also has a difference in (long period) periodicity as 
shown by the power spectrum analysis; the K-S result is corroborative. 

Power spectra by season reveal the presence of an ~11 year period in rainfall data in autumn, 
winter and spring; this is similar to the period of the Wolf number. Cross-correlations of 
rainfall with Wolf number reveal a weak correlation in Summer and a rough anti-correlation 
during the other seasons. Therefore, the power spectra and cross-correlations for Autumn, 
Winter and Spring are consistent with increased rainfall in Sydney during periods of high 
GCR flux (the opposite of the claim made by Baker [8]). Although there is no prominent 11 
year peak in the power spectrum of summer rainfall, the cross-correlation displays a weak 
correlation for lags of ~0 and ~11 years. Wolf number correlation with rainfall in Summer 
suggests a link between the two, maybe via a solar UV forcing mechanism that couples into 
the troposphere during Antarctic vortex breakdown. It is worth noting that the combination of 
mechanisms proposed would not be apparent if the analysis had been binned by year. Only by 
binning the data by season were the observed patterns apparent. Therefore, a recommendation 
from this work is that future analyses consider seasonal dependence. 

In general, ACE analysis reveals that the Wolf number and SOI are better predictors of Sydney 
rainfall after 1950, although neither are good predictors. ACE analysis using Wolf number and 
SOI as predictors reveals that the two predictors are comparable in efficacy. In fact the Wolf 
number is often a better predictor than the SOI. The confidence intervals in all but one case do 
not contain zero. However, R2 values are generally on the low side, and so it is not possible to 
come to a definitive conclusion with regard to the influence of the Wolf number. A more 
satisfying result might be achieved by using records of GCR flux in addition to Wolf number 
as predictors. 
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Summary: In any system most of the system constraints which apply throughout the life-cycle of 
the system are already defined by decisions made at the back-of-the-envelope stage of the design 
process.  While some may favour solid propellants, hybrid or pressure-fed liquid propellant launch 
vehicles, this paper considers that liquid propellant turbopump fed vehicles are the current wisdom 
about the best way to access space and we take that as a given for the discussion of this paper.
This is one of the system constraints that we adopt from the outset.  From the beginning of 
spaceflight the choice of propellant for a launch vehicle was dominated by the needs of the cold 
war and the development of ballistic missile systems.  Consequently performance was the prime 
consideration.  Recent trends have, however, been tempered by the need for “Greenness”.  Low 
toxicity, safe and easy handling and low pollution is now a very desirable characteristic and 
internationally the hunt is on for Green propellants that still have high performance. Factors
leading to the correct strategic choice of propellant for the main launch and on-orbit propulsion of 
an Australian indigenous launch vehicle and spacecraft are discussed as part of ongoing trade
studies towards the development of an Australian expendable medium launch vehicle.  It is shown 
that low project risk can be satisfied and still provide sufficient performance with suitable
propellants already produced by existing or emerging economies within this country, obviating the 
need for imported materials or newly developed industries.

Keywords: Space Launch Vehicles, Propellants, Logistics, Systems Analysis.

Introduction
Since the ending of the UK-Australian joint project in 1980, space flight activity at the Australian 
weapons testing range and launch site, Woomera, has all but come to a halt and along with it the 
spaceflight aspirations of several generations of Australians. Projects and vehicles such as Blue
Streak, Black Arrow, Black Knight, Long Tom, HAD, HAT, Jabiru, ELDO/EUROPA, Aero
High, Corella have all disappeared and not been replaced. Hypersonic flight experiments ended in 
Nov 1974 and upper atmosphere research by rocket ended in 1975 [1].

Several spaceflight activities have recommenced since that time including hypersonics propulsion
activit ies at the University of Queensland, procurement and operation of the AUSSAT/OPTUS 
communications satellite system and numerous spaceport studies. However no space launch
vehicle project has been commenced and it has become apparent that no Australian government 
intends to provide the impetus to provide Australia with a capability that would guarantee an 
independent national access to space. Small solid propellant projects such as Project Capricorn
have been proposed but have not proceeded past the concept stage. Even the most recent project, 
the FEDSAT satellite was not funded sufficiently to provide for a launch.  The project accepted
the generous Federation celebration gift of a launch from the Japanese government. It would seem 
therefore that it is up to non-government organisations such as universities, ASRI1, private
companies and organisations to point the way towards an independent Australian access to space 
by carrying out the studies and initial research preparatory to starting a launch vehicle project.

1 ASRI – Australian Space Research Institute
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Figure 1  Conversion of Ariane 44L to a 
straight three stage launch vehicle

Our interest in the School of Aerospace, Civil and Mechanical Engineering (ACME) at the 
University of New South Wales at ADFA is to develop a framework that supports
multidisciplinary conceptual design of expendable satellite launch vehicle systems.  The final aim 
is to provide Australia with an Ariane-44L class domestic launch vehicle.

Aim of This Paper
The aim of this paper is to indicate that despite the real world of politics and bureaucracy and the 
requirements to reduce operational cost and risks, several propellant choices exist that provide 
sufficient performance and at the same time meet environmental, safety and cost factors.  Thus a
strategic choice of propellant can be made for an Australian launch vehicle system.

System Considerations
Conceptual design of a satellite launch vehicle 
system involves not just the design of the
vehicle but is a multidisciplinary task which
must take into account interactions of all
involved disciplines. These disciplines include
propulsion, aerodynamics, structures, guidance,
orbital mechanics, launch site and operations as 
well as any development required, materials
sourcing, manufacture and transport. The cost 
implications of all these factors must be taken
into account and any “show-stoppers” allowed 
for in order to minimize the risks to the project.
In addition,  all disciplines are more or less
dependent on each other. In any system most of 
the system constraints which apply throughout 
the life-cycle of the system are already defined 
by decisions made at the back-of-the-envelope
stage of the design process [2].

Launch Vehicle Concept
While some may favour solid propellants, hybrid 
or pressure-fed liquid propellant vehicles, this 
paper considers that liquid propellant turbopump 
fed vehicles are still the current wisdom about the 
best way to access space and we take that as a 
given for the discussion of this paper.  This is a
system constraints that we adopt from the outset.

Design Configuration of the HLV
Why Liquid Propellants?: Solid Propellants have lower performance than liquids. They need special,
probably single purpose, manufacturing facilities such as large mixers for single pour casting and 
ovens for curing. The finished solid propellant boosters must be transported at least as a field assembly 
unit.  For launch vehicles this can be very large and heavy and means transporting explosives probably 
through a number of different states.  Each state, federal and military authority has different explosives 
safety and transport regulations.  This is a difficulty to be avoided.
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Hybrid motors: Hybrids are better than solids in that only fuels need to be transported in the 
rocket casing.  These are only inflammable, not explosive, but are still large and heavy. They
have lower performance than liquids and their technology is still unproven
Pump-fed Engines are preferred as pressure-fed engines require large, heavy walled tanks compared 
to turbopump fed liquid propellant engines.  In large vehicles the mass efficiency becomes low.
Once again the size and weight make them difficult to transport because of size and weight.
Strap-on Boosters multiply the amount of units that must be manufactured, transported and
integrated. All must operate correctly together in parallel.  This makes a single core vehicle 
preferable to a multi-core vehicle.

Expendable Vehicles: The re-useable STS (space shuttle) was finally defeated by the fact that 
its operational cost was no lower than that of expendable vehicles.  The high reliability
required means that most of the vehicle has to be refurbished or, at least, inspected for each 
mission.  This is particularly true for the thermal insulation tiles and for the turbopumps which 
have to operate at such high performance levels that they require maintenance after each 
flight.  Large numbers of spare parts must be held in store in case they are needed.  The 
external tank is expended and the solid boosters must be recovered and, at best,
remanufactured after each flight. In contrast an expendable launch vehicle is manufactured 
new for each flight and the parts and labour costs are accurately known and budgeted for in 
advance. Components need only be designed to operate in flight once.

Winged Re-entry: Wings impose a mass penalty that must be carried into orbit as well as large
aerodynamic stresses on the launch vehicle.  If the STS orbiter is out of alignment with the 
external tank and flight path by as little as 0.5 deg the aerodynamic forces at launch would 
break the orbiter from its mountings.  On the other hand the advantages of wings are the
possibility of a wheeled landing and a larger cross range on re-entry, allowing a shorter wait 
time in orbit to access a given landing site.
The ACME Strawman Launch Vehicle: At ACME, in light of the configuration points discussed
above, as well as the fact that it is arguably the world’s most successful commercial launch vehicle, 
we have taken the Ariane 44L (AR44L) vehicle as our baseline launch vehicle (HLV=Hypothetical 
Launch Vehicle).  We have converted it into a straight three stage vehicle without strap-on boosters 
having the same payload capability as AR44L.  The stage masses were optimised to minimize the 
vehicle gross lift-off weight (GLOW).  In doing so we assumed the same propellant choice, 
structural factors and specific impulses. Figure 1 compares the two vehicles.

Strategic Planning
Many obstacles can be placed in the path of a project such as the development and operation 
of a space launch system. Examples include: politics (federal, state and local), bureaucracy,
import/export licenses/restrictions, missile technology control regime (MTCR), Hague Code 
of Conduct against Ballistic Missile Proliferation, US International Trade in Arms Regulations
(ITAR), National Security, Environmental issues and OH&S. It is therefore of strategic 
importance to the project to make decisions that avoid as many of these obstacles as possible.
The choice of propellant is a major decision that could be criticised on many grounds.  A
launch vehicle system is no more than a few buildings at a launch site and a light weight 
aerospace vehicle mainly of stainless steel, aluminium and carbon fibre. It is when the highly 
energetic propellants are added to the mix that criticisms and obstructions can be made which 
will add to the risk of project failure or at very least increased costs.
Nearly half of the cost of providing a space launch is expended in the activities that take place at 
the launch site to prepare for the launch[2]. It is therefore in the ongoing operations activities that 
the greatest savings in cost can be achieved that will help to ensure the success of a commercial 
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launch vehicle project. While constraints are imposed by the launch sites, manufacturing facilities 
and transport available, there is one constraint however that crosses many disciplines and
continues throughout the life cycle of the vehicle system and affects the entire launch system.  This 
is the choice of vehicle propellant.  Luckily or unluckily depending on your point of view, there 
are only a discrete number of choices that can be made for the propellant to be used in any putative 
launch vehicle.  Initially the choice may be for vehicle performance and system reasons; however 
there are also strategic reasons for the choice from the point of view of project risk as mentioned 
above and these are at least as important as performance.
As a continuing consumable needed for engine and stage development, testing and calibration 
firings as well as for flight, the cost of the propellant must be as low as possible.  The safety 
factors involved in the manufacture, transport, storage and handling must be as high as 
possible as well as toxicity being low. Transport by road, rail, sea and air must be possible 
without excessive safety precautions being required.  The feedstock for manufacture of the 
propellant must be plentiful and easily obtainable.  This implies that a domestic source would 
be preferable for political and cost reasons. If not available from a domestic source the 
propellants should be of common industrial use to avoid importation problems by means of 
such snafues as the missile technology control regime. An established economy utilising the 
propellant is almost essential as this will mean that the techno logies for production, storage, 
transport and handling will not need to be developed. Dual sourcing is also desirable for 
surety of supply.  Manufacture should be simple and the characterisation of the propellant 
must be consistent.  The physical properties of the propellants must be satisfactory, e.g. high 
density, low freezing point, high boiling point, low viscosity and high thermal conductivity.

From the beginning of spaceflight the choice of propellant was dominated by the needs of the 
cold war and the development of ballistic missile systems.  Consequently, performance was 
the prime consideration.  Recent trends have however been tempered by the need for
“Greenness”.  Low toxicity, safe and easy handling and low pollution is now a very desirable 
characteristic and internationally the hunt is on for Green propellants that still have high 
performance figures [3].

Historical Propellants and their Problems
While every conceivable combination of propellant fuels and oxidisers have been considered 
and tried in developmental and production engines, there are basically only five combinations 
which have been commonly used in launch vehicles. These are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Propellant Combinations and Example Vehicles

Oxidiser Fuel
Example
Vehicle(s)

Approx
Ivac, sec [4]] Date

LOX Alcohol
(Ethanol)

V2
Redstone

239
265

1944
1955

LOX Kerosene/RP-1 Atlas-D
Blue Streak
Saturn-V

282
282
304

1960
1960
1967

LOX LH2 Saturn-IVB
Ariane

421
446

1967
1979

N2O4 Hydrazine(s) Titan-2
Ariane

296
296

1962
1979

H2O2 Kerosene Black Knight
Black Arrow

265 1958
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The Good
Liquid Oxygen, O2, LOX: Much experience with the most energetic of the oxidisers2, liquid 
oxygen, has shown it to be quite tractable in handling with minimal safety problems and is 
completely “Green” with no associated environmental problems.  It is also relatively low cost 
and can be produced in Australia in the quantities needed for a launch vehicle program.  This 
would be the oxidiser exclusively recommended for launch vehicle application.
Liquid Hydrogen, LH2: Hydrogen’s exceptional performance figures place it in the good 
category. Because of performance requirements, LOX/LH2 is almost mandatory as the
propellant for upper stages.  Luckily there are no toxicity problems with this material. There
are, however, several severe drawbacks to Hydrogen as a fuel.  The worst of these is its very 
low density, requiring large tanks and off optimal fuel lean mixtures.  Liquid hydrogen also 
must be kept at extremely low (cryogenic) temperatures.  It causes hydrogen embrittlement of 
some materials and the small size of the molecule means that it has a tendency to leak through 
materials, especially small cracks in welds.  Leaks can ignite and burn with an invisible flame.
This makes handling extremely difficult but all this is overridden by its high performance.  It 
is available from steam reforming of petroleum and gas resources as well as from biological 
sources and electrolysis of water [5].

The Bad

Kerosene/RP-1: Following the use of Ethanol as a fuel, designers moved to kerosene which provided
higher performance.  Aviation fuels such as JP-4, JP-5 or Jet-A1, however, had problems in that they 
were not specified to the standards required by rocket engines. Raw kerosene used as coolant would 
suffer cracking and gum formation.  Lightweight products in the form of gas bubbles, and heavy ones 
in the form of engine deposits, then blocked the narrow cooling passages.  The coolant starvation 
raised temperatures further, accelerating breakdown. In 1953 Rocketdyne commenced the REAP 
(Rocketdyne Engine Advancement Program), one outcome of which was the development of a special 
grade of kerosene (RP-1) suitable for rocket engines that met specified requirements of density, heat of 
combustion, aromatic content and low sulphur (<20ppm).  RP-1 (MIL-R-25576) is a narrow cut 
fraction of petroleum which must be refined from crudes with a high naphthene content [6].  It is 
subjected to further processing to remove undesirable compounds such as sulphur containing
hydrocarbons.  Russian propellant chemists developed similar fuels, T-1 and RG-1.  In addition they 
developed a synthetic (nondistillate) kerosene called “Sintin” [4].  By adding strain to the molecular 
bonds the heat of formation was increased along with the density. An increase of several seconds of 
specific impulse was achieved in this manner.  It is believed that the Sintin production plant is now no 
longer in use, probably due to the high cost of production.
The increasing scarcity of crude oil, in particular that with high napthene content, the cost of 
refining or synthesising, the need to characterise each batch and the fact that it is a single use 
product are amongst the drawbacks to the use of RP-1.  It has been, however, a very successful 
fuel in particular for lower stages (e.g. Saturn 5).  The sulphur content of RP-1 contributes to 
corrosion in engines so recently a REAP-2 program has been investigating the properties of 
RP-2, an ultra- low sulphur version of RP-1  for reusable launch vehicles where corrosion 
becomes more of a problem.

From the Australian standpoint a refinery would need to be constructed or modified to produce 
this fuel so the economics of production of this single use product in this country could not be 
justified.  RP-1 would thus need to be imported which is undesirable from a strategic point of 
view.  The supply problem as well as the need to characterise each batch and the relatively 
high carbon emissions from the exhaust (running fuel rich) are the reasons why this fuel has 
been placed in the “Bad” category.

2 We ignore propellants containing fluorine, chlorine and boron as being too expensive, polluting and toxic.
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Hydrogen Peroxide (HTP, High Test Peroxide), H2O2: Hydrogen peroxide has been successfully 
used as a launch vehicle oxidiser by the British in their Black Knight sounding rocket and its 
successor the Black Arrow launch vehicle.  Its performance with kerosene/RP-1 (315s) [e.g. 7] is
about forty seconds of specific impulse less than liquid oxygen (354s) and this is its main drawback.
It is also extremely corrosive in the high concentrations (75% +) required for launch vehicle oxidiser
use. It is very difficult to handle as it decomposes into Water (Steam) and Oxygen in the presence of 
impurities.  Conversely this makes it useful as a monopropellant for spacecraft.  It is not
manufactured in Australia and must be imported.  See [8, 9] for further discussion.

The Ugly
Hydrazine, N2H4: Hydrazine is the worst of the fuels in that it is toxic and carcinogenic. Its
replacement is one of the main reasons for the international search for “Greener” fuels.
Hydrazine and its compounds are strong reducing agents, first used as a rocket propellant 
(called B-Stoff) in the Messerschmitt Me-163 Komet.  They are most famous in the west for 
fuelling the Titan-II and Ariane 1-4 launch vehicles.  It was also the fuel for the Russian SS-18
Satan ICBM as well as for many other engines.  Hydrazine is hypergolic (spontaneously 
ignites) with many organic materials including Nitrogen Tetroxide as oxidiser.  Hypergolicity 
is one of Hydrazine’s advantages as is its relatively high density and its stability meaning that
it can be held tanked on-board for relatively long periods waiting for launch windows.
Hydrazine as a rocket propellant is normally used with one of its related compounds, Mono-
Methyl-Hydrazine (MMH) and Unsymmetrical Di-Methyl Hydrazine (UDMH) (MIL-D-
25604).  Titan-II (and Titan III & IV) used Aerozine-50, a 50/50 mix of hydrazine and UDMH 
which is more stable than hydrazine and has a higher density and boiling point than UDMH 
alone.  Ariane 1-4 used UH25 a mix of UDMH and 25% hydrazine.

Hydrazine is also used as a monopropellant in Attitude and Orbit Control (AOCS) systems and for this 
purpose it probably has no replacement except for hydrogen peroxide, which has its own problems.
In the USA the price in 1959 for tank-car quantities of Hydrazine was under $1.00 per kg but 
due to its highly poisonous and carcinogenic nature, environmental regulations pushed the 
price up and by the 1990's NASA was paying $24.00 per kg [4].  Hydrazine compounds are 
currently available in bulk from China [10].  In Australia the Green movement has vowed to 
oppose any launch vehicle fuelled by Hydrazine.
Nitrogen Tetroxide, N2O4: Nitrogen Tetroxide or NTO is every schoolboy’s favourite rocket 
oxidiser.  Its manufacture is even on the NSW HSC school practical chemistry curriculum.  Its 
use as a rocket oxidiser succeeded Nitric acid and the Red and White fuming nitric acids 
(RFNA, WFNA - also beloved of schoolboy chemists). It is the highest performing Earth 
storable liquid oxidiser when combined with Hydrazine based fuels.  It is highly toxic and 
extremely corrosive hydrolysing to nitric acid. Along with hydrazine it has been the cause of 
the highest proportions of launch site spills and accidents [11].  Relatively easy to manufacture 
and low in cost, it is also relatively stable at low temperatures and can be transported relatively 
easily but not by air or mixed with passengers by rail. It is also hypergolic with many fuels
which simplifies ignition. NTO is considered semi-green as it is non-carcinogenic. In 1959 
one-ton cylinders of NTO cost $0.15/kg but by 1990 NASA was paying $6.00/kg again due to 
environmental regulations [4].

Performance of Historical Propellants
Higher combustion chamber pressure gives higher performance but needs larger, thus heavier,
turbopumps.  A higher chamber pressure on the first stage engines lowers the effect of the 
back pressure exerted by the atmosphere at the nozzle exit. Thus a higher expansion ratio can 
be used increasing performance, although this costs extra weight in the longer expans ion
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section of the nozzle and the requirement for stronger materials operating at higher pressures, 
temperatures and heat fluxes.  Values to be chosen for chamber pressure and expansion ratio 
must be determined by a total vehicle optimisation, including trajectory of the flight through 
the atmosphere for the design mission.  Commonality of hardware in terms of the engines 
developed for the first and second stage is desirable. For example Ariane 1-4 used the same 
engine for the first and second stages, four on the first and one on the second.  As the second stage 
was to operate outside most of the atmosphere the only major modification was the addition of an 
extended expansion nozzle, increasing the specific impulse performance of the engine.

Future Propellants
Increasing concerns over safety and environmental factors have prompted a search for propellants 
that are less toxic, easier to manufacture, transport and store and have cleaner exhaust emissions. 
The principal desire is to eliminate the use of hydrazine based compounds because of their 
carcinogenic risk. This impacts both boosters and spacecraft monopropellants and bipropellants.

Launch Vehicle Fuels
Methane (CH4) and the Lower Alkanes (paraffins): Methane combined with oxygen gives a 
high specific impulse in the 370s range.  It has a greater density (s.g. 0.423) than hydrogen 
(s.g. 0.071) but lower than RP-1 (s.g. 0.83).  It has high thermal conductivity and does not soot 
or coke in a cooling channels and injector elements. It is the greenest of the hydrocarbon fuels 
having a Hydrogen:Carbon ratio of 4:1 while longer chain hydrocarbons approach an H:C ratio 
of 2:1.  Ethane, Propane, Butane, Pentane and some of the longer chain alkanes, alkynes and 
alkenes are also suitable as fuels with decreasing performance but increasing density with
increasing chain length.  Propane is of particular interest as its freezing point is lower than that 
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Figure 2: Vacuum specific impulse performance figures for lower alkanes and hydrogen with liquid oxygen.  Frozen 
flow compositions.  Chamber pressure is 10MPa, nozzle expansion ratio is 14.0 for the alkanes and 14.0 and 100.0 for 
Hydrogen-14 and Hydrogen 100 curves respectively.  Curves were calculated by the authors using the NASA-Glenn
CEA program [12].  Practical engines will lose several percent of performance to imperfect chamber, throat and 
nozzle designs as well as heat, friction and turbulence losses.  Approximately 3% will also be lost to drive the 
turbopump(s).  Upper stage engines will do better as they are able to utilize a greater expansion ratio (compare the 
two hydrogen curves).
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of liquid oxygen allowing the use of a common bulkhead between the tanks with the consequent 
savings in space and weight.  However, the vapour pressure of liquid propane near the boiling 
point (S.G. = 0.582) is several atmospheres which would require heavy high strength tanks.
Liquid propane must therefore be stored at chilled temperatures near that of LOX.  Conversely, 
the advantage of this is that its density is considerably increased at these temperatures3.
Performance curves for Alkanes or Hydrogen with LOX are shown in figure 2.
Care must be exercised in choosing fuels with double and triple bond molecules as they may
tend to polymerize at the high temperatures and pressures in turbopump fed engines. They can 
however be utilised in low pressure/temperature situations such as spacecraft AOCS subsystems.

Alcohols: The archetype of space launch vehicles, the German V2/A4, used Ethanol derived 
from the potato crop as a fuel, not for performance reasons but for strategic reasons.  It was 
believed at the time that petroleum based fuels would be difficult to obtain due to other 
priorities so Ethanol was chosen instead [13].  The specific impulse achieved in the V2 was 
relatively low (Ivac=239s, SL Isp=203) due to dilution of the ethanol with water for chamber 
cooling purposes and a loss of some 10-15s of Isp from high frequency combustion instabilities 
that could not be detected with the instrumentation of the time.
The descendent of the V2, the US Redstone, managed a higher Ivac of 265s (SL Isp=235).
Current technologies could achieve even higher performance. Figure 3 below shows relative 
performances of the first five alcohols which should be compared with figure 2.

In Australia Manildra is a supplier for Ethanol.  The product is 99.8% pure at a cost of approx 
$1.00/litre.  They produce 100Ml/yr.  Propanol and Butanol can also be produced biologically 
but no production project is proposed. CSR are the second source supplier for Ethanol. They
manufacture 55-60Ml/yr at Yarraville in Melbourne.  Sulphur content is <5ppm.  Grades are 100SG 
<0.2%water (typ 0.1-0.15%) & 100HG <0.05% water. They import n-Propanol from the USA,
typically 200 tonnes every 3 months.  They don’t deal in Butanol. Higher alcohols would likely have 
to be produced from petroleum products.

Other Possible Propellants
CycloPropane, (C3H6): Cyclopropane is the first of the cycloparaffins (cycloalkanes).  It is 
particularly unstable having a ring strain due to the cyclic nature of the molecule.  This in turn 
means a higher heat of formation. It is therefore more energetic as a fuel but is unstable.  It is 
thought that the Russian sintin fuel was based on cycloparaffins.  Longer chain cycloparaffins 
have less ring strain and so are less prone to instability. 
Methyl Acetylene, (Propyne): Acetylene (C2H2, Ethyne) burnt with liquid oxygen would provide a 
very high specific impulse.  However, it is unstable at high pressures and the flame temperature is 
too high for effective chamber cooling.  By methylating acetylene to produce methyl acetylene,
(aka propyne (C3H4)), a much more tractable high performance fuel can be produced. With LOX 
as an oxidiser a specific impulse of 370s can be expected [Table 2].  Propyne has a relatively high
density (s.g. 0.53), giving it a high density impulse figure.  The freezing temperature of -102.7°C
and the boiling point of -23.2°C causes fewer problems in storage than cryogenic fuels. It is also 
much less toxic than MMH (mono-methyl-hydrazine). A European space industry study [7]
comparing a number of possible propellant combinations, table 2, showed that propyne would be 
highly advantageous as a fuel for low earth orbit operations.  It can also be used with non 
cryogenic oxidizers to give moderate specific impulse, e.g. with N2O4 Isp=338s.  Drawbacks are 
that, unlike hydrazine, it is not a monopropellant and is relatively expensive to produce.
Nitrous Oxide, (N2O) (Oxidiser): Nitrous oxide has the advantages over other oxidizers that it is non-
toxic and stable and safe, although incidences of contamination have resulted in explosions. It has 

3 Propellant densities at MP+10K: LOX = 1.262, Propane = 0.718 [9]
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been the oxidizer of choice in several hybrid rocket designs (using solid fuel with a liquid or gaseous
oxidizer).  In the presence of a heated catalyst N2O will decompose exothermically into nitrogen and 
oxygen at a temperature of approximately 1300°C.  In a vacuum thruster, this can provide a
monopropellant specific impulse (Ivac) of as much as 180s. While this is considerably less than the Ivac
provided by hydrazine (monopropellant or bipropellant with NTO), the decreased toxicity makes 
nitrous oxide an option worth considering.

Table 2. Valentian et al [7] present their choices for green propellants for launch vehicles and spacecraft

Propellants Mixture
Ratio, O/F

Ivac
sec

LOX/LH2 6.00 460

LOX/CH4 3.28 365

LOX/Kerosene 2.62 354

LOX/Ethanol 1.81 342

LOX/Ethylene 2.44 366

LOX/Propane 2.86 360

LOX/Propyne 2.05 370

H2O2/Kero 7.96 315

N2O4/MMH 2.4 336

N2O4/Kero 4.6 324

N2O4/Propane 5.0 328

N2O/Propane 8.7 305

Alcohol Fuel Performance with  LOX Oxidiser
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Figure 3: Vacuum specific impulse performance figures for lower alcohols with liquid oxygen.  Frozen flow 
compositions.  Chamber pressure is 10MPa, nozzle expansion ratio is 14.0.  Curves were calculated by the authors
using the NASA-Glenn CEA program [12].  Practical engines will lose several percent of performance to imperfect 
chamber, throat and nozzle designs as well as heat, friction and turbulence losses.  Approximately 3% will also be lost
to drive the turbopump(s).  Upper stage engines will do better as they are able to utilize a greater expansion ratio.
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Propellant Availability in Australia
We have already stated that liquid oxygen is the only green option for launch vehicles.  For launch
vehicle fuels, pressurants and spacecraft propellants there are, however, a number of choices.

Launch Vehicle Fuels
The story of propellant availability in Australia is basically that of the petrochemical industry 
that has arisen in the last decade. Methane has been available in Australia for many years as it is 
the major component of natural gas.  However, it has recently become available as a purified 
liquid. The famous North-West Shelf offshore oil and gas fields are operated by Woodside and 
there are five complete processing trains for LNG (Liquified Natural Gas) and LPG located at 
Karratha and the Burrup peninsula in the Pilbara.  This gas is mainly destined for export to 
China, South-East Asia and Japan.  However some of the gas is utilised for domestic supply.
For example, Woodside supplies its natural gas to Wesfarmers energy division who separate the 
methane from the other light hydrocarbons (mainly ethane, propane and butane) at their 
Kwinana plant south of Perth.  The resulting LPG is then marketed by Kleenheat Gas.
For several years Wesfarmers have operated a pilot plant to liquefy the separated Methane which 
is then marketed by Kleenheat as LNG.  The pilot plant also located at Kwinana, is only capable of 
supplying 6 tonnes per day of LNG, however, currently under construction is a productio n plant 
capable of supplying 175 tonnes per day. The plant is expected to be commissioned at the end of 
the first quarter of 2008. Part of the production capability (60 tonnes a day) is already earmarked
to be supplied to AngloGold Ashanti’s Sunrise Dam and Barrick’s Darlot gold mines to run 
facilities there.  The LNG is shipped in trucks capable of carrying 30 tonnes each. Wesfarmers
also intend to extend their distribution network to other states and has also successfully 
concluded long-term gas supply and pipeline access arrangements with Santos Ltd and
Dampier Bunbury Pipeline respectively.
The LNG, as supplied, is low in sulphur (<1ppm) which has been removed at the LPG stage.
The main pollutant of the LNG is nitrogen which is at the 2-3% level.  The nitrogen can be 
removed by Wesfarmers/Kleenheat at Kwinana for a price, however, discussions with
Wesfarmers representatives have indicated that it would be possible to remove the nitrogen at 
the launch site by flashing, i.e. careful temperature control to just below the boiling point of 
methane and release of the pressure.  The Nitrogen will then boil off.
Wesfarmers have indicated that the price of the LNG is about $0.40 per litre.  At a specific 
gravity of methane of 0.43 and allowing for the nitrogen content that equates to $0.96/kg.

Figure 4: (Left) Wesfarmer’s LNG liquification plant at Kwinana, (Right) Transport Vehicle
Pictures from Wesfarmers Web site [14]
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The world's largest greenfield ammonia plant, costing US$575 million, located near Karratha 
on the Burrup peninsula was opened in April 2006. It employs about 100 people at full 
production with an annual production capacity of 760,000 tonnes of liquid ammonia, with 
production of hydrogen, methanol, ethylene and other side products.

Pressurants
Helium: Where pressurants are required in spacecraft, helium is preferred for its light weight.
It’s considered a very strategic material and is in short supply worldwide with the major 
supplier currently being the USA.  In Australia, Central Petroleum will start drilling for helium 
southwest of Alice Springs at Mount Kitty before the end of 2007. High readings of Helium 
(6%) were found during drilling in the early 1990s with the seismic results also looking 
promising.  Central Petroleum have said that even if their drilling at Mt Kitty does not yield 
Helium “they have plenty of other leads” and they expect someone to find helium in Australia 
within the next five years [15].

Nitrogen: For pressurants where weight or solubility is not a problem, nitrogen is available in 
large quantities from the fractional distillation of air.

Spacecraft Propellants
The smaller quantities of propellant involved in the spacecraft relative to the launch vehicle 
make the choice of propellants less critical from the operational standpoint.  However, the 
requirement for on-orbit storage of propellant introduces new problems.  N2O4, N2O, H2O2 are 
suitable as oxidisers with Propyne added to the list of fuels.

Strategic Choice of Launch Vehicle Propellant
Cost: The cost of the propellant to be loaded into a launch vehicle must be viewed in relation 
to the overall cost of the launch. An Ariane-4 equivalent medium launch vehicle at a lift-off
weight of about 470 tonnes requires a propellant mass of approximately 433 tonnes.
Assuming the propellant is all ethanol at a cost of, say $1.00 per litre ($1.27/kg), the 
$500,000-$600,000 cost of propellant is a small fraction of the overall cost (approx 1%).
However, the difference in cost between different propellant choices is even smaller, probably 
amounting to less than $100,000. Therefore the choice of propellants is not so much one of 
the direct cost but one of performance balanced against the costs of providing production 
facilities, transport, storage, post-processing, safety procedures, environmental pollution and 
operational factors. Where a safer, greener propellant is used the operational costs are reduced.

For these purposes liquid oxygen as oxidiser and the light hydrocarbons, particularly the 
paraffins, and the light alcohols are suitable as fuels. In Australia, hydrogen is currently 
available domestically in sufficient quantities for a launcher program, again from the
petrochemical industry in north-west Australia. Hydrogen can be produced in very large 
quantities by reforming natural gas, LNG or other petroleum products derived from oil and gas 
resources. Gas-to-Hydrogen fuels (GTH) production [16] is now receiving significant
attention and in the near future, the hydrogen economy is also likely to provide an even more
significant market for hydrogen as an energy source.

Toxicity: The major consideration in launcher fuel selection is to avoid the nitrogen containing 
propellants which cause the main toxic products, particularly Hydrazine compounds, and to a 
lesser extent Nitrogen Tetroxide.  It is far better to take the performance hit and plan
strategically to use safe, environmentally friendly propellants manufactured in Australia, hence
avoiding possible operational problems.
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Performance: The HLV described earlier will then benefit from a change of propellant to
LOX/LH2 in the second and third stage and LOX/CH4 or LOX/n-pentanol in the first stage.
Using uncertain but feasible structure factors in the redesigned vehicle of Figure 1 with
LOX/LH2 in stages 3 and 2 and LOX/pentanol in the first stage not only satisfies the operational 
and environmental requirements but reduces the lift-off weight from 473 tonnes to 240 tonnes.
This improvement is mainly due to the conversion of the second stage to use the high performance
liquid hydrogen fuel.  The tradeoffs are the requirement for cryogenics in all three stages and the loss 
of the ability to use a common engine in the first and second stages requiring the development of 
three engines instead of two.  The use of LOX/CH4 in the first stage is also a possibility.

Conclusions
The judicious choice of propellants for a launch vehicle project will be a major factor in avoiding 
political and bureaucratic problems that could otherwise sink the project.  In addition safer, greener 
propellants will help to reduce operating costs and speed the turnaround on the launch pad.  Australia 
has a plentiful supply of feedstocks [16], for propellants both petrochemical and agricultural and these 
should be utilised rather than importing materials. For launch vehicles sufficient performance can be 
obtained from the available propellants and would seem to reduce to LOX for the oxidiser and either 
Hydrogen, the light Alkanes or Alcohols for fuels.  In the case of spacecraft where their smaller size 
and weight make propellant choice less critical, peroxide, nitrous oxide, and propyne can be added to 
the list.  Hydrazine compounds should be avoided for reasons of safety, environment, politics and cost.
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Summary: The term Space Station Design Workshop (SSDW) comprises two meanings: Firstly, a 
conceptual design environment for manned space missions and secondly, an educational workshop 
for students and young professionals, where the aforementioned design environment is utilized. 
The SSDW as a conceptual design environment has been developed at the Universitaet Stuttgart 
for over ten years, providing exceptional capabilities for human space mission design. While in the 
past the methodology and software tools focused mainly on orbital missions, recent evolutions and 
implementations have substantially increased the suitability of the design environment to be used not 
only as a design tool for the actual space segment of a mission, but for the entire mission architecture. 
The new capabilities concentrate on the areas of transfer trajectory design and optimization, advanced 
regenerative life support systems and modelling of planetary surface environments and human base 
installations, which are all necessary for current and future exploration plans beyond the low Earth 
orbit. In this paper we will give an introduction to the SSDW design environment and then about 
its utilization as a unique educational tool for systems engineering and conceptual design, which 
is underlined by the recent interest by institutions and industry in the capabilities of the design 
environment. An outlook about the current research on the expansions is given in the last section.

Keywords:  space education, human spaceflight, space stations, mission design, space exploration, 
space station design workshop

Introduction

The Space Station Design Workshop (SSDW) has been developed for over ten years within the 
Astronautics and Space Station Group at the Institute of Space Systems (IRS) of the Universitaet 
Stuttgart, providing an exceptional methodology and sophisticated software tools for space systems 
engineering, with a special focus on the human aspects in the mission design. Following the ECSS 
standards, the workshop mainly comprises the initial life-cycle Phase 0 (Mission Analysis/Needs 
Identification) and Phase A (Feasibility). Used as an educational tool it enables a small design 
team to run through a conceptual design process in a relatively fast time, usually one week, while 
addressing all aspects of concurrent and systems engineering of a complex human space exploration 
mission [1], [2].

The initial requirements of a manned space mission are often formulated in the form of rather 
vague scientific, economic or political objectives which enter normally into a programme or 
mission statement. The systems architect or systems engineer tasked with a conceptual design of the 
spaceflight mission has to translate such a mission statement into objectives by defining technological 
requirements together with the non-technical constraints of an international and multidisciplinary 
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programme. This requires well-trained systems engineers who are familiar with modern tools and 
methodologies and have gained sufficient hands-on experience at university level or in their first 
years of professional preoccupation. Well trained personal and a dedicated methodology are essential 
for the success of a space mission, because the total cost for the mission is mainly determined during 
this design phase while only a fraction of the mission cost will be spent during this initial phase. 
Failing to come up with a close to optimal solution within the early design can cause a mission to 
become infeasible.

SSDW Methodology and Tools

From the engineering point of view, the given mission and system requirements are rather vague and 
have to be translated into primary and secondary objectives, defining technological requirements 
and technological as well as political and economical constraints. Within this early project phase 
of conceptual design, every one of its elements must be considered simultaneously while major 
decisions have to be made in terms of project complexity, applied technologies and cost elements. 
Conflicting requirements must be dispelled and fundamental mission and system parameters have 
to be concretised, optimised and fixed in a baseline concept following an iterative process to find an 
optimal or close to optimal solution within the various possible options.
The designers of complex space systems are faced with a set of challenges stemming in part from the 
general “wickedness” of the design problem, which make it impossible to apply linear, “scientific” 
approaches to their solution, and in part from the special environment of space and the boundary 
conditions which it imposes. These challenges include the fuzzy problem formulation, a strong 
interdependency between system elements, the adverse relationship between available information 
and consequences of conceptual design decisions, extreme boundary conditions, added with the 
complications of a crewed system such as life support requirements, increased safety and reliability, 
logistic requirements and public scrutiny. The “traditional” system design approach separates the 
whole development cycle into a sequence of phases (e.g. specification, definition, development, 
etc.), all of which follow one after the other, causing information to flow mainly downstream in 
time. Due to the above mentioned reasons this linear approach is not suitable for manned space 
mission design. To enhance the information flow the “concurrent engineering” approach parallelizes 
the phases as much as possible, resulting in significant overlaps of the phases and a high degree 
of interactivity between the different stakeholders within and between the phases [1]. Only this 
interaction guarantees a wide exploration of the design space and  therefore forecasts for optimal 
values while at the same time reducing design risks.

The SSDW has been developed to facilitate exactly this conceptual design problem and to support 
the highly iterative process of space mission design. The current design environment of the SSDW 
combines a well-documented methodology, including tables of design heuristics for manned space 
systems design, with software tools focusing on systems modelling, simulation and analysis. Besides 
standard applications this software package comprises mainly three modules: the Configuration 
Modelling and Editing Tool (COMET) is a proprietary add-on to the commercial software Cinema4D, 
providing an intuitive graphical user interface for generating and managing space station objects and 
a convenient output filter to export space station configurations as IRIS++ (see below) compatible 
model files for orbit simulations and analysis. With the internal object class structure, object library 
and docking assistant COMET enables quick-turnaround design iterations, while allowing inclusion 
of functional data such as mass, inertia, micro-gravity sample points and element tracking, e.g. for 
solar panels or radiators.. 
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Fig. 1: SSDW software tools in the conceptual design process. The iterative process is emphasized 
together with snapshot views of the tools and their dedicated use within design, simulation and 
analysis.

Utilization of existing library elements or a complete new designs of modules are influenced by the 
requirements of the mission statement. The space station configuration and accurately modelling 
parts  significantly influences the utilization and other subsystems, e.g. the attitude and orbit control 
system, since a system can be build inherently stable or unstable (as e.g. the ISS). 

Combined with Cinema4D it also gives extended capabilities for space station visualisation and 
animation, which can be used in the customer presentations during the workshop.

IRIS++ is a standalone, object oriented software for orbit and attitude flight simulation. The 
configuration model from COMET can be used as an input, while all additional mission and 
simulation specific parameters are defined within a graphical user interface. It includes all orbit 
and attitude dynamics, a solar system model and perturbations, a 3D surface model and shadowing 
computation and top-level simulation of Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS), Electric Power 
System (EPS) and Thermal Control System (TCS).

The Environment for Life Support Systems Simulation and Analysis (ELISSA), based on the 
commercial LabVIEW software, is a powerful tool for interactive life support and subsystems 
simulation. Pre-defined components for physico-chemical and biological systems exist as well as 
for AOCS and EPS subsystems. Interactive simulation allows the analysis of dynamic problems, e.g. 
component failure, and synergetic linkages of the subsystems, which can reduce the system masses 
while at the same time increasing safety due to redundancies.
These three customized tools are completed by a set of commercial software such as Microsoft 
Excel and Maxon Cinema4D for modelling, data analysis and visualisation (see Fig. 1).

The software packages were developed for research purposes and have therefore a high degree of 
complexity and simulation accuracy, which makes them in general not suitable for the use within 
the SSDW as and educational event, since expert knowledge is required for initializing and running 
the simulations. However, in the earliest phase of the design the exact figures are not required 
and uncertainties are accounted for by using design margins, which are provided for the different 
subsystems. To facilitate the utilization of the software during a workshop easy to use graphical user 
interfaces (GUIs) are available. These user interfaces require only basic knowledge to come up with 
first and sufficient detailed simulation results required in the early phase of the space station design. 
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With increasing familiarization with the software tools, additional features can be enabled and used 
to further improve the accuracy of the simulation results. This approach allows in depth study of 
design problems with a high degree of accuracy for research purposes while at the same time the 
GUIs enable first time users an easy to use software tool to analyse subsystems with the required 
level of detail.

SSDW as Educational Event

Since many years lectures on space stations and their utilisation have been given at the IRS and 
supplemented by the SSDW as an educational design challenge. Here students learn, as part of their 
regular studies, in a hands-on, interactive, team-centred environment to perform conceptual design 
studies of a complex human spaceflight system. They are supported by the concise methodology 
and by the customised software tools mentioned above, giving them a realistic experience and at 
the same time providing invaluable feedback and verification for functionalities of the developed 
tools.

Since 1996 the “Space Station Design Workshop” annually took place as an international student 
challenge at various locations in Europe and since 2007 also worldwide. It proved that designing a space 
station is a formidable educational activity and can be done in a truly international, multidisciplinary 
environment with small design teams: Two to four competing design teams composed of highly 
qualified graduate students are tasked with a challenging design problem of current interest to the 
space community in order to achieve overall design goals such as science return maximisation and 
lowering cost. This has to be done within realistic boundary conditions and all kind of technical and 
political constraints.

To ensure a comparable level of background information and familiarisation with methodology, 
technology and terminology, the SSDW begins with lectures on relevant system and subsystem topics, 
partly given by selected experts from space agencies and industry. The hands-on design teamwork 
is started as early as possible in the timeline and continues to grow in importance throughout the 
workshop. The workshop task of the design part is formulated as a Mission Statement including 
general objectives of the projected human space mission. It can refer to different space station 
scenarios, e.g. current problems of ISS or other fictive stations in LEO, or future human spaceflight 
missions beyond Earth orbits such as outposts and infrastructure for Moon and Mars or maintenance 
missions involving libration point based space observatories. 

Fig. 2: SSDW project development timeline with associated tasks and reviews.
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The SSDW team, acting as a virtual customer, presents the Mission Statement to the participants 
that play the role of competing industries in terms of two or more design teams. Such a mission 
statement is formulated very general and can contain rather contradictive objectives, representing 
the various demands of different stakeholders. Subsequent to this kick-off meeting, the workshop 
follows a typical early project development timeline with its different phases and milestones (Fig. 
2), staring with the requirements engineering, where the project objectives have to be identified and 
translated into quantifiable requirements and constraints. This is followed by the initial systems 
engineering part, where different solutions to the design problem are sought and assessment criteria 
have to be found. This phase should conclude with the selection of a baseline scenario and a first 
budget for all subsystems. In the systems and subsystems engineering phase the baseline scenario 
is refined and software tools are used for the simulation and analysis of subsystem problems. After 
this phase a complete preliminary design for the entire space mission shall be available including 
verification of the feasibility. The process is not linear as described here in the text, but is highly 
iterative. This is required to come up with an optimal solution to the mission statement provided. 
Every phase is followed by a review, where the design teams have to present their results and get 
feedback about their solutions by the customer. This input from the customer is required for the next 
iteration of the mission scenario.

The SSDW methodology and the software tools have been used and validated in several international 
and interdisciplinary student workshops focusing on missions in low Earth orbit [3], [4]. The 
workshops held in 2006 and 2007 already left Earth orbits towards a lunar infrastructure and involved 
the design of a complete mission architecture with the additional complexity of a transportation 
scenario [5], [6]. 

Compared to earlier workshops nowadays the design teams are still faced with the problem of 
designing a crewed vehicle, while leaving the vicinity of Earth adds significant complexity, starting 
with the logistics due to additionally required transfer vehicles, rare departure windows resulting 
from the orbital mechanics, crew safety, radiation, lander design, etc.  

These additional challenges required the extension of the existing software package with emphasise 
on the interplanetary trajectory design as well as the integration of surface models and surface base 
modelling and simulation within the SSDW design environment. Without these additions to ease the 
work of the design teams, the typical workshop timeframe of one week would not be sufficient to 
come up with a feasible design.

Required Evolutions of the SSDW Environment

The IAA Cosmic Study [7] gives a good overview about the next goals for manned space exploration 
and missions that can be expected within the next decades. Requiring the SSDW environment to be 
capable of designing all future scenarios mentioned in this study makes the following extensions to 
software and databases necessary:

1. Interplanetary trajectory design and optimization
2. Advanced Life Support Systems
3. Surface Infrastructure
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Evolution 1: Transfer trajectories

The above mentioned study envisions an exploration scenario with different stepping stones to reach 
the ultimate goal of a manned Mars mission. The first step could be a vehicle capable of leaving low 
Earth orbit (LEO) for e.g. missions to the Sun-Earth libration points (SEL), with the lunar surface 
seen as an alternative destination.
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Fig. 3: A total of seven libration points allow travel on an energetically high plane at very low ΔV 
requirements in the vicinity of the Earth.

With the current focus on lunar and libration point mission scenarios, several new aspects have to 
be considered by the design teams. Returning to the moon following an “Apollo-like” approach, 
leaving a return vehicle in a low lunar orbit (LLO) imposes several problems: Having the orbital 
plane almost fixed with respect to an inertial frame, a plane change on in orbit loitering must be 
performed in order to pass over the landing site. After the landing the rotation of the moon causes 
the landing site to leave the orbital plane again (with the exception of equatorial and polar orbits). In 
the case of an emergency and mission abort at a time prior to the initially planned mission duration, 
another plane change is required to allow for a coplanar ascent to the return vehicle. A third plane 
change might be required for immediate Earth return. For long term missions the required ΔV for 
orbit maintenance must also be taken into account due to the instability of some lunar orbits. The 
data for all these manoeuvres and the associated launch windows must be quickly available to the 
design teams to be capable of rapidly comparing the solutions.

Investigating the co-linear Earth-Moon libration points 1 & 2 (EML1 & 2) as staging locations, which 
seem to be benign due to general advantages like constant communication link, global access and 
anytime return to Earth without major plane changes, easy access to the Sun-Earth libration points 
(see Fig. 3) [8] as well as similar initial mass in LEO (IMLEO), requires even more information to 
be available. This includes transfer-time to ΔV trades with respect to the transfers between the Earth 
and the EML orbits as well as EML orbit to the lunar surface or LLO. Also the rendezvous problem 
on libration point orbits has to be solved, considering that all libration point orbits have similar 
orbital periods. Additionally, lunar fly-by trajectories to the trans-lunar libration point (EML2) exist 
[9], further reducing the ΔV requirements while accepting longer transfer times. 
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Fig. 4: IMLEO mass budget comparison including arrival, departure and contingency plane 
change for LLO worst case (left), EML2 indirect (middle) and LLO optimum (right) rendezvous.

However, if small amplitude orbits for EML2 are considered, occultation avoidance manoeuvres on 
the libration point orbits must be taken into account. Low-cost trajectories between the Sun-Earth 
and the Earth-Moon libration point regions exist, enabling satellite servicing by either commanding 
satellites form the Sun-Earth libration point region back to the Earth-moon one or sending out a 
repair vehicle. Making all this information accessible to the design teams in an easy and rapidly 
accessible way is essential for iterating different transfer and staging scenarios. 

Extensive research is currently conducted at the IRS on further characterisation and optimisation of 
orbital transfers to, from and in-between libration points in the vicinity of the Earth to assess their 
utilisation in exploration scenarios. Fig. 4 shows an initial analysis of a mass budget comparison 
between LLO and EML2 staged lunar orbit rendezvous, where the worst case LLO scenario 
includes high contingency to allow anytime return and the optimum case assumes no plane changes 
at all. The presented mass numbers need further refinement to account for current uncertainties and 
assumptions in the mission analysis, however, the initial results look very promising.

Evolution 2: Advanced Life Support

Human space exploration is closely related to the realization of new regenerative life support systems 
to be operated on autonomous space or surface stations as well as transfer vehicles. Thereby, the 
miniaturization of system and re-supply mass, food in particular, is crucial. For that reason the 
integration of an innovative algae photobioreactor (PBR) into an environmental control and life 
support system (ECLSS) is investigated, providing both an in-situ food production system as well 
as a bio-regenerative air revitalization system.

Based on existing terrestrial technology, a PBR for space applications is designed and a simulation 
model created, including a solar light concentrator with optic fibres for photoactive illumination of 
the algae and LEDs for artificial lighting in eclipse time. The operation of the PBR incorporated 
into a physico-chemical ECLSS has already been simulated and tested within various mission 
scenarios, including numerous system failures, employing the software tool ELISSA. The analysis 
of the simulation results confirms the PBR to be sufficient in consuming carbon dioxide and thereby 
providing oxygen and food to 6 crew of a space station. Considerable mass savings in re-supply are 
verified, not only as at least part of the food is provided by the algae produced in the PBR, but also 
because of synergetic effects. It has been shown, that the application of the technology is feasible at 
reasonable system volume, mass and power, even for the rather small stations of the near future.
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The PBR proves to be an effective addition to the air revitalization system as well as essential element 
of the food supply. It contributes to the closure of the carbon cycle in the artificial environment. 
The integration of the versatile technology enhances the synergy and redundancy of the entire 
ECLSS. Currently the realization of a PBR running hardware-in-the-loop within ELISSA is being 
investigated.
A second research field in this area concentrates on the use of regenerative fuel cells for life support 
and power purposes, also aiming at the realisation of a test bench at the IRS within the next year.

Another strong emphasis in the ECLSS simulation is the in-situ resource utilization as soon as 
surface elements are considered. In-situ resources can significantly influence the mission design. 
This is due to the possibility of propellant production or e.g. the production of consumables for the 
crew. To account for such possibilities ISRU elements have been added to the ELISSA simulation 
software.

Evolution 3: Lunar Base Design

While the software tools currently only focus on the space segment, surface operations and bases 
will become important for the future mission scenarios. This requires a dedicated attention due to 
the special conditions of the lunar environment, which include topography, gravity, lighting and 
radiation, communication windows, temperature, soil composition, micrometeorites and more, and 
their impacts on surface elements. While some of these characteristics allow closer modelling and 
simulation, others have to be accounted for using heuristics, look-up tables and diagrams to provide 
a quick and comprehensive reference model for conceptual systems design.

Topography: The most advanced topographic data on the lunar surface is still available from the 
LIDAR measurements of the Clementine mission in 1994. The data has been processed and made 
available by USGS in a grid of 0.0625 degrees, resulting in a maximum distance between altitude 
data points of over 1 km [10]. This is not sufficient for final and detailed site selection, however, it 
is adequate for first order modelling and visualisation of the lunar topography. A tool is currently 
implemented at the IRS in order to extract the information for a selected landing site and its display 
in Cinema4D/COMET. Lunar base layout and element modelling can then easily be accomplished by 
simply extending the module and element templates available in COMET for surface requirements 
such as landing gear, surface specific shapes, and mobility elements.

Lighting and communication: Dedicated simulation algorithms have been implemented within the 
last year at the IRS for the orbital motion of Sun, Earth and Moon, which are the planetary bodies 
to be accounted for with this problem. The algorithms rely on the ephemeris data set DE405 [11] 
and allow the output of Sun- and Earth-position with respect to a specified lunar site. From this, 
exact calculations for the length of the lunar day and night and sun incidence angles can be derived. 
Using an advanced 3D surface model with input data from COMET as well as shadow computation, 
sophisticated estimates for power generation, operational constraints and thermal analysis can be 
generated. Selected topographic features allow for the existence of peaks of eternal light as well 
as permanently shadowed craters. Both environments are specifically favourable for lunar surface 
activities: a permanently or near-permanently illuminated area provides unique power generation and 
thermal conditions for a human base, while permanently shadowed craters might contain water ice 
and provide the conditions for cryogenic telescopes as well as propellant and consumables storage. 

Radiation: The radiation environment outside the protection of Earth’s magnetosphere consists of 
particles and photons as well as shortwave electromagnetic radiation with energies on the order of 
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MeV or greater. They are contributed constantly from solar wind and galactic cosmic radiation, 
while short-timed solar particle events (SPE) can significantly raise the energy-intake. The radiation 
environment is difficult to model and predict, especially with the random occurrence of SPE, but 
it is considered to be one of the major effects on humans in space, therefore its inclusion in the 
environmental model by prediction of mean expected radiation doses is currently foreseen on the 
basis of literature data.

Additionally, shielding concepts and materials for a lunar base are investigated and compared, 
including both artificial materials brought in from Earth (e.g. polyethylene, water, demron) as well 
as in-situ resources such as lunar regolith.

Thermal conditions: Due to the absence of a lunar atmosphere and the slow rotation of the Moon, 
temperatures on the surface can vary significantly between over 400 K (130 °C) during lunar day 
and below 100 K (-180 °C) during night. The intensity and speed of the temperature variations 
depends highly on the thermal properties of the coating material and the surface location. Table 1 
gives the mean temperatures and its variations for selected sites.

Table 1: Mean surface temperatures and variations for selected lunar sites [12].

Shadow-
ed crater

P o l a r 
area

M i d -
latitude

Equato-
rial

Mean 
Temp.

40 K
-233 °C

220 K
-53 °C

220-256 
K

255 K
-18 °C

Monthly 
variation

none ± 10 K ± 110 K ± 140 K

Table 1 clearly shows the benign temperature environment of a polar base location already mentioned 
earlier. With Sun, Earth and Moon being the main external sources for thermal energy, the simulation 
models described in the beginning will be combined with thermal models to allow calculation of the 
temperatures and their distribution throughout the lunar base in a later stage of tool development.

Recent SSDW Design Studies

The most recent SSDWs of the last three years all gradually took the theme of the workshop beyond 
low Earth orbit, both reacting on the recent international plans and concepts towards sustainable 
human exploration and also following inline with the extension and improvement of the methodology 
and software tools.

The SSDW 2005 held at the IRS saw the development of a geostationary workshop as man-tended 
platform for satellite servicing and advanced microgravity research. While being only a “small step” 
from LEO, it still provided invaluable experience and new capabilities in terms of mission design 
and especially utilization of robotics [4].

The SSDW 2006 then made a great leap forwards with the definition and design of a Geospace 
Exploration Vehicle (GEV), capable of travelling to the Sun-Earth libration point 2 (SEL2) for large 
telescope servicing, but also to cis-lunar destinations and LLO. Two different designs have been 
developed and evaluated for the reusable vehicle, envisioning LEO as well as EML1 staging for 
enhanced exploration potential towards interplanetary and lunar destinations [5].

The most recent SSDW was conducted in July 2007 in cooperation with the University of Sydney in 
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Australia and took the architecture one step closer to lunar exploration with the task of designing a 
space station in LLO, capable of refuelling and supporting robotic and human exploration missions 
to the lunar surface as well as providing additional scientific experimentation and observation 
potential. Two elaborate designs have been achieved and are currently thoroughly reviewed and 
analysed with the final report to be published soon [6].

Summary and Outlook

The Space Station Design Workshop is a very powerful and capable environment for the conceptual 
design of human space missions, both in LEO as well as for exploration missions in lunar and 
interplanetary space. Its capabilities are constantly enhanced in the frame of PhD research work at 
the IRS.

The SSDW environment enables the initial design and assessment of current or future missions, 
while it is also used for realistic, hands-on education in systems engineering and project management, 
including both technical knowledge as well as soft skills such as team management and customer 
presentation.

The current and future work will see the expansion of the SSDW to a truly interplanetary design tool as 
well as completing planetary based modelling and simulation capabilities. The webpage provides most recent 
updates on the SSDW developments as well as the upcoming and past workshop [3].
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Exploring the Solar System’s Rosetta Stone 
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Mars Exploration Mission

Woolley, Justin
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Preparing graduates for an increasing global 
aerospace industry
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the University of Newcastle
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